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Abstract
Models in software engineering are descriptive structures so that transforma-
tions can connect their contents at a semantic level. In model-based software
development, algorithmic program code usually exists alongside models – de-
rived from them or with the purpose to amend them. While thus both kinds of
notations must be considered by developers, no consistent mapping is given
since transformations between models and code are usually unidirectional for
code generation. This impedes a continuous integration of both, limits the ap-
plicability of models, and prevents error tracking and monitoring at run time
with respect to models.
In this thesis, the approach of embedded models is introduced. Embedded
models define patterns in program code whose elements have formal relations
to models and can be executed by reflection at the same time. Model specifica-
tions are thus embedded in implementations and can be accessed by bidirec-
tional transformations for design, verification, execution, and monitoring. The
thesis focuses on the development of such patterns and their precise descrip-
tion as well as on the connection to other program code surrounding embed-
ded models. Implementations are described for two modeling domains, state
machines and process models, including tools for design, verification, execu-
tion, monitoring, and design recovery. The approach is evaluated with two
case studies, the modeling of a real-world load generator for performance tests
and the development of model-based educational graphical scenarios for uni-
versity teaching.
Both case studies show that the approach is valid and fulfills its purpose for
a certain class of applications. Focusing on the integration in implementations,
embedded models are thus a bottom-up approach for model-based software
development.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter outlines the background and motivates the work of this thesis in
section 1.1. Based upon this we define the related problems and the goals that
must be reached to solve them in sections 1.2 and 1.3. The approach of the
thesis is summarized in section 1.4, followed by a justification that no prior
research has solved the problems in section 1.5. We present the structure of the
conceptual thesis part in section 1.6 and give a road map of the entire thesis in
section 1.7.
1.1 Background and Motivation
The use of models for the specification of software is desirable when the soft-
ware is comprehensible at different levels of abstraction. Models allow to con-
sider aspects of a system under development from a domain-specific view.
Often a visualization concept exists that eases development. An example for
this are process models which allow to represent certain activities, their se-
quences, and decisions for different paths graphically. If the models are for-
mally founded, they can be simulated and even be used to prove certain prop-
erties. A simulation is possible, for example, for state machines whose well-
defined state space enables a thorough verification.
However, real-world software systems are usually larger and more multi-
faceted than such domain-specific aspects. This means that such a systemmust
at least be assembled from different domain-specific views. In many cases,
some aspects of the system are not covered by modeling techniques at all. The
reasons aremanifold: (1) Software can be very specific to a certain purpose and
thus very complex, e.g. due to the need for particular algorithms, communi-
cation with special hardware, or the use of certain programming interfaces; (2)
software may use new or experimental technologies which are not covered by
domain-specific models, e.g. new application frameworks, programming lan-
guages, or server components, so that appropriate algorithms are developed
manually; (3) software can embrace legacy systems that are not covered by
current modeling technologies.
Thus the information expressed in models at higher levels of abstraction
must be broken down to achieve complete implementations. This can happen
along different abstraction levels wherein the abstract information is gradually
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supplemented with detailed specifications, e.g. with respect to frameworks or
server software that will execute the complete application later on. This refine-
ment, be it manual or automated with appropriate tools, leads to lower levels
of abstraction containing detailed imperative statements that will be executed
at run time. In most cases, general-purpose programming languages are used
that can represent arbitrary execution logic. The fact that not every aspect of a
system can be modeled does often lead to the situation that a large portion of
functionality as well as implicit knowledge and documentation of the software
is still represented within manually-written source code.
This leaves a semantic gap between high-level representations of software
and the actual systems they abstract from: The desire to model different well-
defined aspects of software contradicts the fact that parts of the software are
not covered by appropriate models. Thus different levels of abstraction exist
that have to be synchronized. Even worse, this gap becomes manifest with the
existence of different explicit notations: Beside the general-purpose program
code, description languages for model specifications exist that cannot be con-
nected to implementations directly since they represent different abstraction
levels. The need to expressmore andmore aspects of software in modeling lan-
guages leads to the situation that these languages are becoming more andmore
complex, as has been observed by Martin Fowler in the context of the Model-
Driven Architecture (MDA) [Mukerji and Miller, 2003]: “MDA uses a bunch of
OMG standards (UML, MOF, XMI, CWM etc), these standards are every bit as
much a platform as the Java stack (or the .NET stack for that matter).” [Fowler,
2003a] Such stacks of modeling languages exist in parallel to general-purpose
programming languages, which are still needed to derive compiled byte code
or machine code.
The current approaches to model-driven software development (MDSD)
acknowledge these problems and provide assistance in working with different
abstraction levels and different notations. However, some inherent problems
remain that we will consider in the next section.
1.2 Problem Definition
When software systems are developed, several stages are passed through, in
which different notations are used to describe certain overlapping aspects of
the software under development at different abstraction levels and with differ-
ent purposes. This is especially true when formal models are used to specify
the software, since multiple abstraction levels are maintained in different no-
tations in this case. The existence of different notations entails that important
information is not available in a consistent way; even worse, different pieces
of information in different notations are hard to synchronize if the software is
developed and changed over longer periods of time. An overview of notations
to encounter during development is given in figure 1.1. They can roughly be
classified as follows:
At design time, the software architecture and its provided functionality is
derived from the requirements and recorded in semi-formalized description
languages or formalized models. Based on this, source code is derived from
the specifications during implementation, either with manual programming
or – in the case of some MDSD approaches – with code generation. The nota-
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Figure 1.1: Different stages of development processes and notations that are
used to describe the software or certain aspects of it. While all notations focus
on different views on the same software, they are hard to synchronize over
time.
tion of the source code belongs to certain programming languages which can
be general-purpose or domain-specific languages. Design and implementation
can be verified afterwards, either at the level of formal specifications or of the
programming language. At run time, the software system is represented by
compiled machine code or byte code which contains detailed imperative state-
ments. Running systems can be monitored, which usually relies on the exis-
tence of meta data relating executable code to specifications at a higher level of
abstraction. Finally, when a software system is to be replaced, design recovery
activities can be applied to all existing information in all notations to transfer
knowledge into follow-up systems.
These different notations are usually independent and cannot be synchro-
nized automatically because they are too different and describe only specific
aspects of the overall system. The notation of a general-purpose programming
language is used in most cases to express algorithms in detail. This is even
true if MDSD is used to derive the source code from high-level model specifi-
cations since most systems cannot be modeled completely, so that the derived
source code has to be amended, tuned, or customized afterwards to fit special
requirements, performance constraints, or new or unsupported frameworks
in use. Therefore, MDSD approaches are often not appropriate to reduce the
number of notations developers have to work with since some aspects must
be expressed in program code that does not integrate seamlessly in high-level
specifications. In this context, the following issues with respect to the use of
models can be observed:
• Since a model considers only a limited set of aspects of a system, the no-
tation and tools for this model may be very specific. Thus, it is hard to as-
semble a software system from different domain-specific views since the
semantics and notations may not have well-defined interfaces or, worse,
may be inconsistent.
• The need to assemble a software system fromdifferent specific viewsmay
require interface code that must be written manually.
• Not every aspect of a software system can be (efficiently) expressed at the
abstract level of model specifications. Especially for fine-grained behav-
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ioral semantics, this leads to source code being written manually to fulfill
requirements.
• The integration of specific, innovative, or legacy components may require
program code that is not covered bymodeling technologies. The software
under development will in this case consist of different parts that are
developed at different levels of abstraction.
In this context, current MDSD approaches usually assume that source code
can be derived from abstract semantic model representations, either manually
or in an automated way. The semantic gaps are by this means bridged only
unidirectionally. This leads to additional problems:
• Considering the issues listed above, generated program code is often cus-
tomized or amended. In general, the derived system will thus consist of
generated and manually-written program code at the same time.
• Changes or supplements to generated source code cannot easily be
tracked back into the model, which impedes a continuous integration.
• At run time, the software is represented by low-level imperative state-
ments in compiled code and not by sophisticated models. This makes it
difficult to track errors with respect to model semantics.
• Because of different representations at development time and run time,
it is also in many cases not possible to apply meaningful monitoring that
is related to the semantics of models.
In summary, the advantage of model-driven software development – to
workwith domain-specific views at different levels of abstraction – is accompa-
nied by differences and possible inconsistencies regarding semantics and no-
tations. Thus the abstraction levels are not bridged in an unambiguous and
consistent way. In the next section, we will outline the requirements of an ap-
proach that aims at overcoming such difficulties.
1.3 Requirements and Objectives
The origin of the problems described above are inconsistencies that can occur
between different representations and abstraction levels. Hence the objective
of our approach to MDSD must be to avoid them. This leads to the following
requirements:
• The approach should provide consistency between model specifications and
source code. The relation between model specifications and source code
should thus be bidirectional so that it is not only possible to derive source
code from a model, but also to reconstruct model semantics unambi-
giously from the source code.
• The approach should allow for integration of arbitrary source code, includ-
ing interfaces to source code derived from other models as well as source
code that is not based on models at all.
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• The approach should provide consistency between model specifications and
executing program code. The program code must hence at run time reflect
the specifications derived from the model. This includes all structures
and algorithms that are concerned when the origin of errors or unex-
pected behavior is to be found as well as error messages which must be
interpretable in the context of the model.
• Based upon this, the approach should also provide consistency between
model specifications and monitoring. In addition to tracking of errors, this
affects all structures and algorithms that may represent the model seman-
tics implicitly or explicitly.
In summary, the objective of our approach must be to find a common rep-
resentation (or a set of common representations) that are capable of expressing
the specifications of multiple classes of models as well as arbitrary fine-grained
algorithms. We will now present the contribution of the thesis that aims to find
such a common representation for different levels of abstraction.
1.4 Thesis Contribution
The inconsistencies described in section 1.2 exist due to different notations that
are used to describe software under development with different views at dif-
ferent abstraction levels. Above we thus stated the goal to reduce the number
of notations present in many software development activities. However, it is
not desirable to reduce the number of views on the software since the various
abstraction levels fulfill different purposes, especially when model specifica-
tions are used. Thus it is necessary to decouple notations and views by finding
representations that are capable to represent more than one abstraction level or
specific view on the software under development.
Considering the representations that are currently used during develop-
ment, the source code is – despite all approaches to develop software at higher
levels of abstraction – still a vital part of the set of notations in use. Even
more, program code of modern programming languages became more and
more expressive over time. In object-oriented programming languages, static
structures exist that can be arranged according to (informal or formalized) pat-
terns. Some of the languages support compiled, type-safe meta data that can
be added to object-oriented structures to give them certain semantics. Related
approaches, which are subsumed under the concept of attribute-enabled pro-
gramming [Schwarz, 2004], interpret the meta data during development time
and run time with respect to certain frameworks, e.g. for the definition of
components. The use at run time is possible in environments that provide
structural reflection to access information about program code during execu-
tion [Cazzola, 1998]. One can hence state that program code written in such
languages also contains information at different levels of abstraction. By this
means, the programs aremore than just code since they reflect a certain amount
of design information.
Based on this perception, the contribution of this thesis is to use a
general-purpose programming language as a common representation for
model specifications as well as detailed algorithms. The idea of design
patterns [Gamma et al., 1995], which are specified informally, is extended for
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this purpose: For abstract models of interest, a program code pattern will be
defined that arranges fragments of program code inside this language so that
they represent the model specifications. This bottom-up approach embeds
model specifications inside arbitrary program code, thus creating what we
will call an embedded model. The program code is hence comprehensible at
different levels of abstraction: Besides the semantics that are inherent to the
programming language, subsets of the program code can be interpreted
regarding their embedded model specifications. By this means a tight
coupling between specifications and implementation is given. This allows to
work with embedded models for the following purposes:
• The program code including its meta programming attributes is the main
notation for different abstraction levels. It can represent model specifi-
cations as well as program code that is written manually. The program
code patterns that form the embeddedmodel syntax can define interfaces
to arbitrary program code outside the model. A software system is hence
not assembled from different views. Instead, these specialized views can
be extracted from the code on demand.
• For each embedded model, a lean execution framework is created that
accesses the embeddedmodel fragments bymeans of structural reflection
since they are available at run time. Based on this, it invokes fragments
of program code to create a sequence of actions matching the execution
semantics of the model.
• Monitoring and debugging of applications with respect to their embed-
ded models is thus possible by considering the program code pattern
while it is executed.
The approach therefore fulfills the requirements defined in section 1.3. It
aims to be applicable in cases when software is developed in terms of pro-
gram code (and not only with notations representing abstract models), so that
the code is a notation that is considered explicitly during development. Other
use cases for the utilization of MDSD techniques are not covered by this ap-
proach, for example business process platforms that allow for re-configuration
at run time or rule-based deployments of customized software products. We
will now justify that for the given focus no prior research exists that fulfills the
requirements.
1.5 Thesis Justification
The development of complex systems is based on a hierarchical understand-
ing. This applies to software systems, too. The principle of hierarchic compre-
hension is for example described by Herbert A. Simon’s theory of Near Decom-
posability [Simon, 1996]: A nearly decomposable system is constituted by clear
hierarchy of single parts, which interact with well-defined interfaces.
Such clear hierarchies are not present during software development when
we consider the issues defined in section 1.2: In MDSD, the transformations are
usually unidirectional. At development time, information from a model nota-
tion is transformed into source code [Brown et al., 2006]. The translation of
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abstract representations into low-level representations entails that different hi-
erarchies are in use. When one modeling language is used and the source code
is generated from it, the number of hierarchies in use is 2. When more mod-
eling languages are used, for example domain-specific languages which have
different semantics, the number of hierarchies is even higher. When source
code is developed manually – to adapt generated code or to supplement it
– the hierarchies will intersect partly. Since changes are possible in all hierar-
chies in parallel during development, a permanent synchronization is not com-
pletely possible, since the semantics can be inconsistent [Hailpern and Tarr,
2006; Demeyer et al., 1999]. When only semantics of lower abstraction levels,
i.e. the program code, are considered, additional information can be gained,
but only related to low-level specifications [Nierstrasz et al., 2007], so that in-
consistencies between the hierarchies cannot be overcome. Models can also
be transformed into executable systems at run time when model notations are
interpreted [Luz and da Silva, 2004]. However, they must in this case be in-
tegrated into larger systems, which are specified in a different way, since the
fact that low-level access to the hardware and software environment is often
necessary contradicts the fact that models are intended to abstract from those
details.
In embedded models, the program code is considered for model transfor-
mations and refinement in the same way as any other model notation. By this
means only one hierarchy regarding notations exists: Parts of the program code
can contain information at higher levels of abstraction, but are connected to
program code with implementation details at the same time. The program
code is thus structured hierarchically when some of its fragments are empha-
sized and have a semantics of their own, but also well-defined interfaces to the
other program code.
However, the embedded models approach is not applicable to every soft-
ware development task, but only to those where different abstraction levels are
considered. It does not apply to cases where software is configured or assem-
bled only with descriptive languages, for example business process models in
service-oriented architectures (SOAs) [Brahe, 2007]. In such situations the in-
ternal structure of a program is not of interest, but only its descriptive service
interfaces, so that only one abstraction level is concerned. However, situations
like these are rare since they require limited domains of applications and a con-
trolled infrastructure. The implementation tasks will most likely consider pro-
gram code that is engineered in detail, so that embeddedmodels are of interest.
In summary, when different abstraction levels are concerned, the approach sat-
isfies the requirements named above and provides a relevant contribution for
the field of model-driven software development.
1.6 Structure of the Conceptual Thesis Part
The problem description in section 1.2 referred to several notations in use dur-
ing development. As outlined in section 1.4, these notations are to be replaced
by views, which are extracted from the program code on demand. This leads
to two perspectives the conceptual part of this thesis will take:
The vertical perspective considers maintaining multiple abstraction layers in
program code. Since the goal is to reduce the number of notations and use the
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program code for this purpose, the code must carry additional information.
This leads to a stack that is illustrated at the top of figure 1.2: Based on the
semantics of a formal model class, a program code pattern is developed that
represents the syntax of model instances. The code of the pattern will be exe-
cuted by reflection so that an appropriate execution semantics is defined that
utilizes the program code pattern at run time. Since the program code pattern
can be part of almost arbitrary other program code, interfaces between both
exist that realize the actual embedding of the pattern in larger programs. Fi-
nally, model specifications and patterns are connected by transformations that
can either extract information from the code or create code with respect to a
model.
The stack has the purpose to be used throughout the development process.
This is reflected in the horizontal perspective as shown at the bottom of figure 1.2:
For different development activities, appropriate views are extracted from the
program code with respective transformations. By this means the approach is
useful since tool-based MDSD techniques can be applied.
In this thesis, both perspectives will be described in general first to explain
the overall approach. Afterwards they are applied to two model classes, state
machines and process models, to give specific information about applicability,
implementation, and tools supporting the development with embedded mod-
els.
1.7 Thesis Road Map
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chaper 2 considers work that is related to the motivation and implemen-
tation of the embedded models approach. For this purpose, the top-down ap-
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proaches to MDSD with their concepts, problems, and possible solutions will
be described. Afterwards, a review of approaches to make program code inter-
pretable at different abstraction levels is given. The chapter concludes with the
definition of a gap in existing approaches that embedded models aim to fill.
The embedded models approach is introduced in chapter 3. First, the def-
inition of the vertical perspective is explained in section 3.1, including the
introduction of a related meta model and program code structures of object-
oriented programming languages that are appropriate to represent embedded
models. The horizontal perspective of the development process and the re-
lated tool support for embedded models is outlined in section 3.2. Based on
this approach for the definition of single embedded models, section 3.3 con-
siders principles of system architectures based on embedded models and their
relations. This consideration is influenced by the fact that embedded models
may be self-contained regarding the model semantics, but may at the same
time rely on interfaces to other program code. Thus, the principles for inter-
action among embedded models as well as between embedded models and
arbitrary program code are explained from the perspective of larger systems
that can contain more than one embedded model.
Two classes of embeddedmodels are derived from the meta model in chap-
ter 4. We consider behavioral models here since they are more complex to con-
nect to program code than static models. First, statemachines are considered in
section 4.1, which are useful for systems that need to be verified and simulated
with respect to a finite state space. Then the approach is applied to process
models in section 4.2 which focus on sequences of actions and related input
and output data. Both model types are first defined precisely with respect to
the meta model, before the related program code pattern is introduced. We
also consider the execution semantics that are of interest when the embedded
model code is executed by a framework, the interfaces to other program code,
and transformations that allow to consider the code at different abstraction lev-
els. A comparison of the two classes of embedded models is given in section
4.3. For both model classes we present tools that support the development of
software with embedded models in section 4.4. At development time, (visual)
design tools are of interest as well as tools that can verify embedded models or
connect them to domain-specific verification tools by extracting the modeling
information from the program code. At run time, the execution of the em-
bedded model code is most important. In addition, tools for monitoring and
debugging embeddedmodels are also presented with the objective of support-
ing the discovery of errors. Finally, design recovery with embedded models is
introduced with a tool that transforms program code with an embedded state
machine model to an embedded process model.
In chapter 5 the approach is evaluated. For this purpose criteria are de-
fined at the beginning. These criteria are applied to two case studies: The first
focuses on the development of a load generator application for performance
tests wherein the load generation algorithm is modeled as a state machine and
a process model. Both implementations are compared and then evaluated with
respect to the criteria. The second case study reflects on the use of embedded
models for teaching purposes within the programming learning environment
Greenfoot. Greenfoot allows to create simple graphical simulations that con-
tain entities interacting with each other. These entities are in the case study
modeled as state machines so that the simulations can be verified. The case
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study comprises a small user study performed with students in a master’s
course.
Chapter 6 considers the impact that embedded models can have on differ-
ent aspects of software development and outlines areas of future work at the
same time. The topics to be discussed are directions for additional evaluation
based on program comprehension concepts, additional modeling domains, in-
teraction of embedded models and meta models, and the question how mod-
eling and implementation languages can be combined.
Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the problem domain and the approach of the
thesis. The novel contributions are emphasized and the applicability of the
approach is considered.
The next section will now introduce related work that is important in the
context of a bottom-up approach to MDSD.
Chapter 2
Related Work
The problemsmentioned in section 1.2 are subject to various research activities,
and different classes of related approaches exist. A brief overview of them will
be given in this chapter. For this purpose we roughly classify these approaches
into two groups:
First, top-down approaches focus on models and their
computation-independent semantics. Their purpose is to define application
logic without consideration of actual platforms and implementation details,
thus decoupling the core functionality from underlying technical systems. In
these approaches, executable systems are derived from the abstract models
and at most amended with manually-written source code. The semantics of
formal models are thus considered at a high level of abstraction only. These
approaches will be considered in this chapter in section 2.1.
Second, code-oriented approaches center on source code that is not derived
from other representations, but instead constructed during software develop-
ment. These approaches focus on the fact that program code does often not
only express algorithms in detail, but is at the same time related to abstract
concepts also. In section 2.2 we thus describe approaches that try to relate
source code to model specifications. This includes a consideration of design
patterns and approaches to relate them to abstract specifications.
The consideration of all this related work leads to the question whether
competing approaches exist. To determine this, the following criteria were de-
rived from the objectives given in section 1.3:
• Focus on formal high-level models: We are interested in formal models that
are developed to serve a certain purpose at a higher level of abstraction
(e.g. statemachines or processmodels). This excludes, for example, mod-
els for verifying low-level algorithms.
• Consistency between model specifications and static program code structures:
Static program code structures defining the pattern must represent the
syntax of the model. The code must therefore be interpretable at design
time.
• Integration in arbitrary program code: The models must be seamlessly inte-
grated in applications that are not based on the same modeling class or
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anymodel at all, and therefore be appropriate to interact with application
logic that is not part of the models.
• Consistency between model specifications and executed program code: The pro-
gram code must at run time reflect the semantics of the model. Execution
semantics will be defined that allow for execution by a framework that
interprets the model syntax at run time. This consistency must also allow
for monitoring and debugging.
During the more than three years of research for this thesis, no approaches
fulfilling all these requirements were found. We will now explain the existing
work that is related to the thesis and its differences to our concept. The chap-
ter summary will provide a classification of the existing approaches and the
embedded models approach.
2.1 Top-down MDSD Approaches
Top-down MDSD approaches assume a clear hierarchy of abstraction levels.
At each level, the degree of abstraction is lowered by adding more detailed
information about the software under development. Models are in this con-
text represented in explicit notations. These notations carry the precise syntax
of the models so that model specifications can always be read from these no-
tations. However, this does not connect models to executable systems. We
will now consider the technologies that are used to derive such systems from
higher levels of abstraction. The principle is shown in figure 2.1: The model
specifications are represented in their notations so that a bidirectional map-
ping between both exists; the program code is generated from them and in
many cases supplemented with other program code that is written manually.
2.1.1 Modeling Languages
Many modeling languages exist that serve different purposes. No common
theory is available that describes precisely what defines a modeling language
and how its elements are described and connected [Favre, 2004]. Some model-
ing languages with appropriate meta models, like the Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (see section 2.1.2), aim at being generic and thus applicable to different
domains. In contrast, Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) [van Deursen et al.,
2000; Hudak, 1998] are designed to fulfill a certain purpose. Thus it takes more
effort to create systems based on more than one DSL [Estublier et al., 2005].
The use of modeling languages with explicit formal notations implies that an
abstract level is considered and executable systems must be derived. The fol-
lowing issues that can occur must be considered [Pastor and Molina, 2007, ch.
19]:
• Lack of adequacy: A high level of abstraction implies that a modeling lan-
guage must exactly fit the problem it shall describe since it cannot com-
pensate lacking adequacy with the ability to express arbitrary semantics.
This is due to the fact that at higher levels of abstraction no facilities exist
to express detailed algorithms, which would cover problems that cannot
be expressed in an abstract model.
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Figure 2.1: The principle of top-down MDSD approaches with terms as used
by the MDA (cf. section 2.1.2).
• Imprecise semantics: Modeling languages are not necessarily defined com-
pletely in a precise and unambiguous way.
• Strong versus weak formalisms: Modeling languages based on strong for-
malisms may be avoided by developers because of their complexity.
• Low abstraction level: The aim of modeling languages to lower hurdles for
practical application may lead to low abstraction levels, for example for
certain frameworks, leading to a high coincidence between models and
source code.
• Action semantics: The specification of detailed behavior is necessary for
the creation of real systems, but hard to achieve at higher levels of ab-
straction.
• Formulae: Missing precise semantics in modeling languages are often bal-
anced by the association of so-called formulae to model elements, for ex-
ample constraints like OCL for UML (cf. section 2.1.2). However, the
addition of such meta information does not always integrate in the mod-
eling language consistently, which can lead to ambiguities.
2.1.2 UML and MDA
Higher levels of abstraction in top-down MDSD approaches are expressed in
modeling languages. For these languages a procedure must exist that derives
executable systems. Since a multitude of top-downMDSD approaches is avail-
able, we will consider here one specific stack of modeling languages and an
architectural approach to derive software systems from it.
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The most widespread modeling language is currently the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [OMG, 2010] which is standardized by the Object
Management Group (OMG). The UML consists of certain so-called diagrams
[Fowler, 2003b] which describe certain functional aspects of a system, for
example packages, processes, or state charts [Crane and Dingel, 2005]. These
diagrams are derived from a meta model, the Meta Object Facility (MOF)
[OMG, 2006; Atkinson and Kühne, 2003]. The meta model is also related to an
XML-based interchange format, XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [OMG,
2007]. XMI is thus a notation for different UML and other MOF-based models.
The best-known UML diagrams are class diagrams which model object-
oriented properties of software under development including attributes, oper-
ations, and relations. Since these diagrams can be mapped to code structures
directly, they are easy to use and thus widely accepted. Modeling a complete
program, however, includesmodeling of its behavior, which is more difficult to
express in diagrams. Thus UML offers two ways to specify behavior [Frankel,
2003, ch. 3]:
• Design by Contract principles define contracts for operations. The Object
Constraint Language (OCL) [Beckert et al., 2007] allows to define con-
straints where they are appropriate in UML diagrams. This includes
among others invariants and pre- and postconditions for operations. It is
therefore appropriate to define interfaces and thus to describe the behav-
ioral aspects, but not to specify them.
• Behavioral models describe the behavior of programs at a higher level of
abstraction, e.g. with sequence diagrams, activity diagrams, or state
charts. Because of the higher level of abstraction, the specification of the
behavior in this diagrams does not cover all details, but in many cases
only a simplified view on the software system that must be amended
with detailed algorithms to be executable.
While the static diagrams like class or use case diagrams are easy to use,
these concepts for behavioral specifications are harder to grasp and to apply,
so their usage varies [Dobing and Parsons, 2006; Agarwal and Sinha, 2003].
Furthermore, UML diagrams are not completely formally founded and thus
not in every case appropriate for precise modeling. Therefore, approaches
exist that connect UML diagrams to formal modeling techniques like Petri
nets [Saldhana and Shatz, 2000; Bernardi et al., 2002; Fernandes et al., 2007] or
aim at supplementing the diagrams with formal semantics, for example for
state charts [Jürjens, 2002; Gogolla and Presicce, 1998; Varró, 2002; Evans,
1998; McUmber and Cheng, 2001].
Since these techniques are not appropriate to model a complete system,
behavioral languages are connected to UML that can help to express more
detailed aspects of software under development. To connect different UML
fragments, a language is needed that executes actions which are defined in
UMLmodels. For this reason, Action Semantics [OMG, 2001; Sunyé et al., 2002;
Raistrick et al., 2004] are required that allow to specify the behavior of such ac-
tions in detail. UML therefore defines the function set that Action Semantic
Languages (ASL) are expected to provide. However, the languages itself are
not specified, so that different ASLs exist that are specific to tools they are used
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in. With their ability to define almost arbitrary actions, ASLs resemble general-
purpose programming languages to a certain degree.
The Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [Bézivin and Gerbé, 2001;
Mukerji and Miller, 2003; Frankel, 2003] is an approach using UML and
the related specifications to create software by following the principle of
separating functional and technical aspects. MDA proposes three levels of
abstraction: The computation independent model (CIM) defines the mere
functionality as domain or business models. It may consist of one or more
models derived from the MOF. The platform independent model (PIM) is
built afterwards by incorporating information about the software architecture
of the system to develop. Finally, one or more platform specific models
(PSM) are used to define actual implementations for concrete platforms
[Wagelaar and Jonckers, 2005]. Thus, the degree of detail is increased at each
level. The objectives of the MDA are to make development faster and
more efficient by facilitating reuse and also to protect investments against
changes in underlying platforms. While the MDA relies on the fact that
some platform-dependent program code has to be written manually, the
objectives should be accomplished by finding an appropriate balance between
the amount of functionality that is modeled and the amount that is written
manually.
For this thesis it is of interest that modeling of such systems comprises sev-
eral different languages, including general-purpose programming languages
for platform-specific tasks. For this reason the objective of platform indepen-
dence is questionable: While the models are indeed independent from actual
platforms like server environments, they depend on several specifications of
the UML, modeling languages expressing the specifications, and also on spe-
cific tools [Fowler, 2003a]. The latter are necessary to create andmaintain mod-
els as well as transformations and to derive executable systems from them. In
addition, the MDA does not provide sufficient support for connections to arbi-
trary application logic since manually-written program code is only considered
at lower levels of abstraction.
In contrast, the approach of this thesis facilitates the use of only one nota-
tion that is appropriate to maintain different levels of abstractions and different
domain-specific views on the software to develop. As will be seen, the objec-
tive of the MDA to be more efficient is supported by embedded models with
the provision of several views on the program which enable efficient and tool-
supported development of domain-specific aspects within the program code.
The MDA’s objective of being platform independent is naturally in contrast to
the use of a certain programming language. However, since the model syntax
is completely available in an embedded model, the specifications can always
be extracted and employed for several purposes, including transformation into
a modeling language or into embedded models in other programming lan-
guages.
2.1.3 Code Generation
When models are defined at higher levels of abstraction, it is necessary to de-
rive executable programs from them. These programs are not only required to
follow themodel semantics in the first place, butmust also consider actual plat-
forms, for example operating systems, programming languages, frameworks,
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or server software. Top-down MDSD approaches acknowledge that general-
purpose programming languages are appropriate to express all needed seman-
tics and integrate them in actual platforms. The preferred way to propagate
high-level representations into executable programs is therefore to generate
such source code [Brown et al., 2006]. This implies that at different levels of
abstraction, different kinds of semantics exist: Besides the abstract model se-
mantics, code generation also introduces execution semantics that depend on
the generation strategy, programming language, and also platforms to be used.
The differences can for example be seen for the approach of generating Java
source code fromUML state charts [Niaz and Tanaka, 2003]: While parts of the
state chart are represented as static structures in the program code and thus
identifiable as part of the model, the generated code also contains fine-grained
behavioral logic that cannot be related to the model fragments.
Generated code can be complete in cases where the environment is limited
[Lindlar and Zimmermann, 2008]. However, since (meaningful) models must
abstract from all details, the generated source code is likely not to be complete
when it must be connected to complex environments or other parts of larger ap-
plications. Besides model-based enrichment at the PIM and PSM layers, it is of-
ten necessary to amend the generated source codemanually. Such changes lead
to the situation that generated source code has no completely formal reference
to the higher-level model semantics. Models are in many cases related to de-
veloped systems only by the developer’s knowledge [Tichy and Giese, 2003].
This prevents at first an automatic back tracking of changes [Hailpern and Tarr,
2006; Baker et al., 2005]. Even worse, when generated source code is amended
or tuned after generation, a regeneration of parts of it after changes on the
model levels defies a gradual integration [Vokácˇ and Glattetre, 2005] and in-
cremental development.
This problem is considered by several approaches, for example the Gener-
ation Gap Pattern [Vlissides, 1996]. In the motivation it is stated that “having
a computer generate code for you is usually preferable to writing it yourself,
provided the code it generates is correct, efficient enough, functionally com-
plete, and maintainable.” Because of this, the pattern proposes to differentiate
between generated and non-generated source code by using sub classes: “It
encapsulates generated code in a class and then splits that class into two, one
class for encapsulating generated code and another for encapsulating modi-
fications.“ The approach has a limited applicability as some conditions must
be met, especially that “generated code can be encapsulated in one or more
classes“ and “regenerated code [. . . ] retains the interface and instance vari-
ables of the previous generation”.
The OO-Method approach [Pastor and Molina, 2007] distinguishes
between model-driven and model-based code generation and classifies
itself as the latter. The basic idea is that the code is generated out of
so-called Conceptual Schemas [Olivé, 2005] and therefore the properties of
object-oriented artifacts as well as formal methods based on them can be
considered. However, generation of executable source code is still necessary.
MetaBorg [Bravenboer et al., 2006; Riehl, 2006] aims at “embedding” DSLs
into general-purpose programming languages, however, this means that code
in the general-purpose programming language is generated from DSLs and
inserted at the right place in other program code.
In summary, code generation is a way to derive executable programs from
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higher-level representations. However, the different explicit notations used at
the different abstraction levels lead to inconsistencies since they are based on
different semantics. While differences between the notations can be bridged
unidirectionally from the technical perspective and as long as several restric-
tions as mentioned above are accepted, an automated mapping between the
different semantics is currently not feasible. Considering the criteria defined
above, code generation can therefore not accomplish the objectives of this the-
sis: A consistency between model specifications and program code is given
neither at development time nor at run time. It is also difficult to integrate
generated and non-generated program code systematically.
2.1.4 Management of Inconsistencies
Since such a mapping between different semantics is not directly available,
approaches exist that aim at reconstructing model semantics from generated
program code and thereforemake a round-trip engineering with code synchro-
nisation possible [Sendall and Küster, 2004]. However, these approaches still
require manual effort and are thus error-prone since the required information
is not available at all abstraction levels, so that they aremostly based on heuris-
tics [Hailpern and Tarr, 2006; Demeyer et al., 1999]. A precise and automated
round-trip engineering is only possible for models at the level of the seman-
tics of the programming language like class diagrams or behavioral models
describing the control flow in detail, like realized by FUJABA [Nickel et al.,
2000]. The approach of mapping UML models to code structures by means
of metadata inside the source code [Wada and Suzuki, 2005] eases the identi-
fication of code fragments that are subject to round-trip engineering, but still
cannot avoid or fully automate it.
Similarly, reverse engineering approaches utilize patterns and models to
recover design information from existing software systems. In the case of FU-
JABA, design patterns are detected by means of static analysis of source code,
and behavioral models are inferred from run time traces [Wendehals et al.,
2004], e.g. based on automata [Wendehals and Orso, 2006]. This is imple-
mented by the tool Reclipse [von Detten et al., 2010]. However, neither infor-
mal design patterns nor low-level models are of interest in the context of this
thesis. Instead, embedded models focus on an unambiguous connection be-
tween program code and abstract models in order to eliminate the need for
reverse engineering.
Several approaches exist that aim at managing the inconsistencies that oc-
cur throughout the development process [Nuseibeh, 1996] or resolve them, for
example by means of graph transformations between different so-called View-
Points [Goedicke et al., 1999]. Both considerations assume that different no-
tations are necessary and are thus only partly related to the approach of this
thesis: If different notations including program code are used to specify de-
sign and implementation information at different abstraction levels, embedded
models are applicable so that the number of notations can be reduced and the
different abstraction levels are only views on one notation. In the case that dif-
ferent notations are necessary nonetheless, for example if different stakehold-
ers use different tools during development, management of inconsistencies is
still necessary and applies to the program code patterns of embedded models,
too.
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Figure 2.2: The principle of interpretational MDSD approaches.
In summary, the aim of model round-trip engineering and inconsistency
management is to bridge the gaps between different abstraction levels by en-
abling transformations that will work regardless where changes were made.
However, as long as ambiguities cannot be precluded, the related concepts are
not appropriate to accomplish the objectives introduced in section 1.3.
2.1.5 Model Execution
Away to avoid the generation of source code is to execute model specifications
directly, as for example done by Executable UML (xUML) [Luz and da Silva,
2004; Mellor and Balcer, 2002]. As usual for UML, the fundamental UML static
class diagrams are used in the first place [Starr, 2001]. However, in order to
create executable systems, xUML also employs several specifications related to
UML,mainly diagrams, but also languages to express behavior and constraints
[Raistrick et al., 2004] (see also section 2.1.2).
The principle of these approaches is outlined in figure 2.2. While it allows
for a clean and model-centric view of systems, it either relies on the assump-
tion that entire applications can be expressed as a model or must provide in-
tegration layers with arbitrary program code. The assumption as well as the
provision of integration layers will in many cases fail, especially in heteroge-
neous environments, for certain reasons: (1) A model or the related modeling
tool may not be sufficient to express all functional requirements in detail, es-
pecially for behavioral models; (2) existing specialized frameworks or legacy
systems may cause special requirements that are not covered by models or
modeling tools; (3) non-functional requirements, e.g. performance, may have
high priority and demand a deviation from the structure an abstract model
would imply.
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The Executable OCL (xOCL) approach [Jiang et al., 2007, 2008] acknowl-
edges that “UML is not defined precisely enough for unambiguous model ex-
ecution. Therefore, the first and most important requirement for model execu-
tion is precisely modeling the actions.” [Jiang et al., 2007] The approach tries
to combine ASLs and OCL to reach a higher expressiveness. Similar to this is
eXecutable OCL [XOCL, 2008]. While the scope of the executed models is by
this means enhanced, the problems of executable models as stated above are
not solved.
The UniMod tool [Gurov et al., 2005] connects executable UML to program
code by defining a state machine model that executes Java code in every transi-
tion. While this allows to structure the program code and model the behavior
of an application at different levels of abstraction, it requires at the same time
different notations with possible inconsistencies. A verification and simulation
of the model is also difficult because modifications of the system state in the
arbitrary program code are not considered part of the model. The ModelTalk
framework [Hen-Tov et al., 2008] executing domain-specific models alongside
Java program code relies on different notations, too, as the models are specified
in XML-based languages. At run time they are instantiated by the framework
and their representations in Java objects are injected into other objects using the
framework. Despite the integration in Java, the development of applications
using this approach still requires different languages with different semantics
and notations. The approach of Kermeta to weave executability into meta-
modeling languages [Muller et al., 2005] embraces explicit modeling notations
for the meta models, for example OCL for constraints.
Several similar approaches exist. However, they do not satisfactorily an-
swer the question how to deal with different notations. This means that all
general-purpose executable model languages either imply that all details of
programs must be modeled cumbersome in detail or that interfaces to arbi-
trary program code must be defined which are not seamlessly integrated in the
modeling languages. They do therefore not fulfill the criterion of seamless in-
tegration in other program code, and are in many use cases not applicable in
general since not every implementation detail can be efficiently expressed in
abstract models.
2.2 Source Code Semantics and Design Patterns
So far we considered top-down approaches that focus on modeling languages
and derive implementations (or at least parts of implementations) from them.
Since embedded models are not only closely related to models, but also to pro-
gram code, we will now also look at approaches that interpret program code
with respect to the semantics it contains. Depending on the approach, these
semantics can be considered at higher levels of abstraction, be formalized, and
also be related to models.
2.2.1 Abstract Specifications in Program Code
Several concepts exist that enrich program code with specification information
that is interpretable at different abstraction levels.
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This thesis considers object-oriented programming languages that add
additional abstraction layers to plain algorithms by defining the semantics
of objects and their relations [Craig, 2001]. Thus, they are interpretable at
multiple levels [Pastor and Molina, 2007]: Classes “appear in the statement
of the problem in a more or less natural way”. The meaning of their
relationships depends on the “preciseness of the associated semantics”: “class
relationships have more semantics than those proposed by most methods, and
the conceptual schema will be precise only if these relationships are clearly
defined.” [Pastor and Molina, 2007] Thus, object-oriented languages must be
supplemented with formal specifications if their expressiveness should be
increased.
For this purpose, formal specification languages and architectural
patterns are appropriate. This is for example done in the approach of
Specification-Carrying Code [Serugendo and Deriaz, 2005]. The semantics of
methods are described as formal specifications, for example in Prolog [Kim,
1991], and stored in an appropriate XML-based notation. Implementing
classes register themselves in a framework that provides services according to
specification files. Clients can lookup service implementations by giving the
specification file and make according method calls. While this enhances the
formal description of object-oriented programs, the implementation is still
independent from the formal specification, since notation and semantics
of specification and implementation language are different. Thus, the
correctness of an implementation can hardly be determined automatically.
Similar, Software Reflexion Models [Murphy et al., 2001] connect program
code fragments to high-level models, but do not facilitate a single-source
strategy. Proof-Carrying Code [Necula, 2002] supplies program code that is to
be executed in a specific environment with meta data proving that the code is
working as intended and proposes verification mechanisms, too. However,
this also relies on external notations and is not related to higher-level formal
models, but to specification details instead.
Framework Specific Modeling Languages [Antkiewicz and Czarnecki,
2006] are similar to DSLs, but consider source code fragments that are related
to certain domain-specific frameworks. Thus, the program code elements are
clearly identifiable so that references to model elements can be extracted
from the program code [Antkiewicz et al., 2007]. This makes a continuous
round-trip engineering possible [Antkiewicz, 2007]. While it allows to
maintain different abstraction levels in the program code, the objectives are
different to our approach: Framework-specific models aim at increasing the
quality of program code that is based on existing frameworks like Java
Applets, Struts applications, or Eclipse plugins [Antkiewicz et al., 2009]. Thus,
they consider only the semantics of frameworks and not that of formal
models.
Introspective Model-Driven Development (IMDD) [Büchner and Matthes,
2006] has similar objectives as the Embedded Models approach proposed in
this thesis: “[An] advantage of IMDD is the possibility to achieve symbolic
integration between declarative models and imperative artifacts. This makes
it easy to mix both programming styles, and get the benefits of modeling the
declarative aspects on a high level of abstraction.” This single-source approach
also avoids the need to work with different explicit notations to derive exe-
cutable systems. But, the references to model elements are generic and not
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for (Tuple2 tuple2:
squill
.from(, .ustomer)
.where(
gt(.ustomer.isAtive, 0),
notNull(.perentSolved),
notNull(.refoundSum))
.orderBy(des(.ustomer.id))
.seletList(
.ustomer.lastName,
.perentSolved)) {
System.out.println(
"Customer " + tuple2.v1 + " has a omplaint solved " + tuple2.v2 + "%");
}
Listing 2.1: An embedded DSL example for the Squill framework [Squill].
related to specific properties of formal models, thus leading to another focal
point than embedded models.
Similar to this, Internal DSLs “are particular ways of using a host language
to give the host language the feel of a particular language.” [Fowler, 2006a]
This means that the semantics of a DSL are available inside program code writ-
ten in general-purpose programming languages and at the same time that the
related program code is interpretable with respect to the DSL [Fowler, 2006b;
Bravenboer and Visser, 2004; Cuadrado and Molina, 2009; Hofer et al., 2008].
An example for this is the Squill framework [Squill] which arranges method
calls inside Java so that they resemble SQL statements (see listing 2.1). An-
other example is LIQUidFORM [LIQUidFORM] which uses similar patterns to
allow building queries for the Java Persistence API [Sun Microsystems, Inc., b].
While internal DSLs make source code interpretable with respect to the under-
lying domain concepts, their usage is limited to simple DSLs whose semantics
can be represented in chains of statements [Freeman and Pryce, 2006], which
precludes consideration of more sophisticated models. In addition, they are
only partly represented by static structures that are accessible by reflection at
run time. The concept of internal DSLs has therefore similar purposes, but does
not accomplish all objectives of embedded models.
Design patterns [Gamma et al., 1995] propose unified program code struc-
tures for repetitive tasks. They establish relations between program code and
mental models the code is based on [Storey, 2005; Schauer and Keller, 1998],
but have limitations: Design patterns were originally intended to be easily
adaptable for special situations and thus are not formalized. Approaches to
describe intentions of patterns explicitly [Meffert, 2006] are informal and there-
fore not of interest with respect to our objectives. Approaches to formalize de-
sign patterns [Soundarajan and Hallstrom, 2004;Mikkonen, 1998; Meijler et al.,
1997; Eden et al., 1997a,b] aim at specifying the relation between the pattern
and the related program code more precisely. This often involves the defini-
tion of a Pattern Description Language (PDL) [Albin-Amiot et al., 2001] or a
Pattern Specification Language (PSL) [Taibi and Ngo, 2003], respectively. Such
PSLs can even be used for code generation [Taibi and Mkadmi, 2006]. The
patterns themselves can also be specified more precisely by using a model-
ing language like the UML [Guennec et al., 2000; Mak et al., 2004] or a mod-
eling language that is specific for this purpose [Mili and El-Boussaidi, 2005;
El Boussaidi and Mili, 2007]. In addition, appropriate meta models can be de-
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Stateful
Loal(Servie.lass)
publi lass ServieBean implements Servie
{
EJB
Referene ref;
publi void doSomething()
{
ref.doSomething();
}
}
Listing 2.2: An Enterprise Java Bean example for attribute-enabled
programming.
veloped [Albin-Amiot and Guéhéneuc, 2001] and connected to existing mod-
eling languages, for example the UML [Kim et al., 2003]. Design patterns are
thus different from embedded models since their primary goal is not to rep-
resent a formal specification. This is not different in cases when the patterns
themselves are specified formally since this does not imply relations to formal
specifications at higher levels of abstraction.
Attribute-enabled programming (AEP) [Schwarz, 2004] uses the capability
of modern programming languages to incorporate type-safe, compiled meta
data to annotate program code fragments. These annotations can be used to
make program code semantically interpretable even at run time, which is al-
ready used by many frameworks. These frameworks are usually responsible
for starting and invoking the related program code following the principle of
inversion of control [Fayad and Schmidt, 1997]. In Java, the concept for ex-
pressing such meta data is called annotations [Sun Microsystems, Inc., 2004]. It
is for example used in Enterprise Java Beans [Sun Microsystems, Inc., 2008] as
shown in listing 2.2 with an example. With these few lines of code, the follow-
ing functionality is achieved by the framework:
• The annotation Stateful defines that the class ServieBean is the im-
plementation of a server-side component that can be used by clients and
keeps its state. Creation of a lookup name andmanagement of references
are tasks the framework is responsible for.
• Clients can access this component with an interface that is defined with
the Loal annotation, in this case the type Servie.
• The component has a reference to another component of the type
Referene. The dependency is injected in the field ref, i.e., when a
component of type ServieBean is instantiated, its dependencies are
instantiated, too.
This simple example demonstrates the power of AEP: The few annotations
and the few static object-oriented structures can be interpreted by frameworks
by means of structural reflection [Demers and Malenfant, 1995; Cazzola, 1998]
to provide complex functionality. This adds a level of abstraction and addi-
tional semantics to the related program code, but facilitates the use of only
one source for this. At the same time, developers using such frameworks are
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freed from repetitive tasks and can instead direct the framework by annotat-
ing their code according to the given rules. But, considering the context of this
thesis, AEP does not imply the use of any formal model for the specification of
program code elements. It is therefore a mechanism for maintaining different
abstraction levels in program code, but not related to formal models by itself.
Although AEP could be a tool for approaches that maintain different abstrac-
tion levels in the program code, no such approaches are currently known.
In summary, approaches exist that increase expressiveness of
object-oriented source code. This is achieved by supplementing the code with
information about its relation to high-level specifications or an arrangement
of code fragments that allows to interpret them at different abstraction
levels. However, none of these approaches accomplishes the goals of this
thesis: Either they are not related to formal models, like for example design
patterns, or they rely on the existence of external notations, like for example
FSML. Internal DSLs and AEP accomplish the goals partly, but are so far
not combined to enable embedding of complex model specifications in the
program code. Thus no systematical approach exists that maintains different
abstraction levels in the program code and makes them accessible not only at
development time, but also at run time.
2.2.2 Detection of Patterns and Models
Besides the approaches to enrich program code with additional specification
information, there is also continuous work in progress that aims at detecting
semantics of patterns and models in arbitrary program code. This is of interest
when architecture, design, and structure of program code are unknown and
shall be related to higher levels of abstraction.
Several approaches target the detection of design patterns [Shull et al., 1996;
Dong et al., 2007; Niere et al., 2002; Philippow et al., 2005]. This leads to the
creation of flexible reverse-engineering tools like PINOT [Shi and Olsson, 2006]
that are able to recognize design patterns based on descriptions of the program
code fragments to expect [Shi, 2007]. This is similar to Reclipse (cf. section
2.1.4). These approaches varywith respect to their course of action, for example
with respect to the number of phases used during design pattern detection
[De Lucia et al., 2007]. The objectives of the detection are also manyfold, one
example is the extraction of patterns that relate to the UML [Niere et al., 2001].
These approaches do not fulfill the same purpose as embedded models since
they are based on design patterns, which have no clearly defined syntax and
semantics, and thus are based on heuristics to detect design information.
Similar approaches exist that do not target design patterns, but seman-
tics of models. This applies to the Query-driven State Merging (QSM) algo-
rithm for software behavior model induction [Dupont et al., 2008] which is
used for Grammar Inference, for example for the domain of state machines
[Walkinshaw et al., 2007]. The approach of example-driven reconstruction of
software models [Nierstrasz et al., 2007] is intended for situations where little
information about the properties of model elements to be searched is available,
but similarities to existing program code are to be found. A different approach
is taken by DiscoTect [Yan et al., 2004] which aims at recovering architectural
information. This is not extracted from source code, but from compiled Java
code at run time, which is for this purpose accessed through the Java Plat-
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form Debugging Architecture [Sun Microsystems, Inc., a]. These approaches
are certainly helpful for the given purpose, which is identification of seman-
tics in program code unknown so far. Hence, they are based on heuristics.
Their application has thus other focal points than this thesis which aims for an
approach that allows to supplement program code with well-defined specifica-
tions that can be reconstructed unambiguously instead of relying on heuristics.
2.2.3 Considering Program Code as a Model
Since general-purpose programming languages are used to express
algorithms in potentially large and very different programs, approaches
exist that use their semantics with formal models, but at the level of the
programming language. Thus, the program code itself is considered a model
for validation and verification of related programs. Various techniques embed
semantic information and modeling constraints into object-oriented source
code [Beckert et al., 2007]. Examples are the Java Modeling Language (JML)
[Leavens et al., 1999] offering an extensive syntax for specification annotations
or the approach to use Smalltalk with its introspection capabilities as a meta
language [Ducasse and Gîrba, 2006]. In contrast to such universal approaches
we do not aim to present a notation for the specification of all possible
systems, but only designated parts of it. Domain-specific models can thus be
examined more thoroughly and with respect to a formally well-founded
background.
Model Checking for such arbitrary source code is also possible. A tool for
this is Java PathFinder [Visser et al., 2003] which instruments compiled Java
byte code, produces inputs in ranges defined by the user beforehand, and val-
idates constraints inserted in the program code. Similar verification is possible
with external model checkers like Spin [Holzmann, 2003] when appropriate
models are related to Java code [Holzmann et al., 2008]. Model checking tech-
niques can also be used to improve validation without explicit specifications
[Holzmann and Smith, 2001] and at compile time [Volanschi, 2006]. Explicit
model specifications for program code are used by the approach of Bandera
[Corbett et al., 2000] which extracts finite-state models from Java code. The
extracted models represent single statements and fragments of Java programs
and can be verified like other state machines [Peled et al., 2001]. In contrast to
the goals of this thesis, these approaches work at the low-level semantics of
the programming language. While this allows for verification of detailed algo-
rithms, it does not contribute to the maintenance of different abstraction levels
in the program code.
2.3 Chapter Summary
The evaluation of related work presented here was based on the objectives de-
fined in section 1.3 and evaluation criteria defined at the beginning of this chap-
ter. For the different classes of approacheswe described for which reasons they
do not fulfill the objectives. However, several approaches with similar objec-
tives exist, which are depicted in relation to our approach in figure 2.3. This
overview shows that these approaches cannot be considered competing ap-
proaches. The criteria taken for this visualization are the abstraction level and
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Figure 2.3: Overview of related work with potentially competing approaches.
the semantics being considered, that of high-level models or that of program-
ming languages:
The MDA and similar approaches, DSLs and xUML as well as other exe-
cutable model approaches, work at high levels of abstraction with model se-
mantics, but do not connect seamlessly to arbitrary program code, thus leav-
ing a semantic gap. Code generation and frameworks connecting models to
program code like ModelTalk rely on different notations with different seman-
tics. Framework-specific modeling languages (FSML) are not related to high-level
models. Design patterns are related to abstract problem descriptions, but also
not to high-level models. The Generation Gap pattern considers model seman-
tics implicitly, but only so far as program code is designed to provide place
holders for generated program code. Specification-carrying code (SCC) and proof-
carrying code (PCC) are related to models, but only in so far as the correctness
of the program code is concerned, similar to introspective model-driven devel-
opment (IMDD), which uses model descriptions only to describe the program
code. Round-trip engineering considers program code as well as model seman-
tics, but at a low level of abstraction in order to extract model semantics based
on heuristics. Finally, approaches like Java PathFinder and the JML comprise
the program code itself as the model, thus allowing to verify it, but only with
respect to statements and semantics of the programming language.
In summary, the embedded models approach is different because it consid-
ers the semantics of formal models and a programming language at the same
time. Thus, the same program code can be considered at higher and lower lev-
els of abstraction on demand. This allows to include formal models as well
as arbitrary program code in a single-source development approach. By this
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means we achieve consistency between model semantics and program code at
development and run time. In the following chapter we will introduce the ap-
proach in detail and afterwards describe the implementation for two different
modeling domains fulfilling the objectives described above.
Chapter 3
The Embedded Models
Approach
The consideration of related work shows that none of the existing approaches
fulfills the requirements defined in section 1.3. Thus there is still need for an
approach that bridges the gap between higher and lower levels of abstraction
as well as between the semantics of models and of programming languages.
In this chapter we will introduce the embedded models approach that embeds
model specifications in arbitrary program code by defining appropriate pro-
gram code patterns, and makes them executable by means of reflection. Keep-
ing different abstraction levels in the program code allows to consider the code
with several views in different stages of the development process. In this chap-
ter the definition of embedded models is given and maintaining different ab-
straction levels in the program code is explained in section 3.1. The resulting
development process that comprises different views on the program code that
can be provided by appropriate tools is introduced in 3.2. Afterwards the ar-
chitecture of software systems containing embedded models is considered in
section 3.3 before we summarize the chapter in section 3.4.
3.1 Definition of Embedded Models
To create an embeddedmodel, the specifications of a formal model aremapped
to a program code pattern in a general-purpose programming language. If this
mapping is unambiguous and bidirectional, the program code is interpretable
at different levels of abstraction. The specification of the program code pattern
depends on the semantics and expressiveness of the chosen programming lan-
guage. We will now give the basic definition of embedded models and then
describe the elements of an embedded model in detail.
3.1.1 Definition
For the definitions to give, we consider a model to be “[. . . ] an abstraction
over some (part of a) software product (e.g., requirements specification, de-
sign, code, test, call-flow graph). There is a variety of kinds of models [. . . ]”
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[Hailpern and Tarr, 2006]. The kinds of models are denoted model classes in the
following. E.g., UML activity diagrams are a model class.
Above we stated the goal to represent such model specifications in program
code patterns. Actual program code following the pattern is then a notation for
a model. “Notation” is in this context defined as follows:
Definition 1 N(AM, L) is a notation for a model class M with
• AM the abstract syntax of M,
• L a language with its elements, attributes of elements, and rules to com-
bine elements,
• the notation N(AM, L) being the elements, attributes, and rules of L so
that ∀m ∈ M : ∃nm ∈ N(AM, L), am ∈ AM is the concrete syntax for a
model instance m ∈ M, nm is an instance of N(AM, L) that represents the
elements of am. ✷
In embedded models, the connection between models and code is not only
constituted by a notation, but also by appropriate execution semantics in the
case of behavioral models:
Definition 2 Given AM the abstract syntax of a model class M.
α(am) = 〈Λm,→〉, am ∈ AM is a transition system representing the execution
semantics of a model m ∈ M with
• am the concrete syntax for a model instance m,
• Λm = {α0 . . . αn} a finite set of possible actions defined by the model m,
• →⊆ Λm × Λm the valid transitions between actions of Λm derived from
the interpretation of am. ✷
This leads to the following definition for embedded models:
Definition 3 EM,G = 〈AM, P〉 is a class of embedded modelswith
1. AM the abstract syntax of a model class M,
2. G a general-purpose object-oriented programming language (called
“host language” in the following),
3. P ≡ N(AM,G) a program code pattern built from elements of G that is
a notation for M so that a bidirectional mapping between AM and P is
given,
4. execution of EM,G being possible so that ∀m ∈ M : ∃α(p), p ∈ P, p repre-
sents the elements of am, α(p) is bisimilar to α(am). ✷
An embedded model thus establishes a connection between different levels
of abstraction, that of the formal model and that of a host language. These
different abstraction levels are maintained in program code written in the host
language G. By this means each embedded model is specific to G as well as to
model specifications of M. In order to create embedded models according to
definition 3, each class of embedded models must comprise the following five
elements as illustrated in figure 3.1:
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Program Code
Pattern
Interfaces
Other Code
Execution
Frame-
work
Transformation
Program Code
Implementation Level
Specification Level Model 1
...
Model n
Figure 3.1: Different abstraction levels maintained in the program code. Code
following the pattern definition is related to model specifications by transfor-
mations.
1. The well-defined semantics of the model class M.
2. The program code pattern Pwhose fragments are a notation for M and a
valid program in the host language G at the same time.
3. Execution semantics that allow to interpret and invoke the code frag-
ments at run time so that the resulting sequence of events and data flow
matches the execution semantics of M.
4. Interface definitions between the pattern code and arbitrary other pro-
gram code it is embedded in. These interfaces define which data can be
exchanged and also bridge differences between abstraction levels.
5. A set of transformations that define how differences between abstraction
levels can be bridged unambiguously. This allows for an automated pro-
vision of different views on the program code and the related model,
especially with appropriate tools.
The detailed specification of these elements will now be given in sections
3.1.2 to 3.1.6.
3.1.2 Model Specifications
In order to find a mapping between model elements and design patterns, com-
mon characterizations of model structures must be determined.
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This is for example done by Hailperrn & Tarr who define models to be
“an annotated graph over a set of model nodes, a set of model edges, an al-
phabet of labels, and a function annotating nodes and edges“, where “the an-
notation function maps either nodes or edges into labels” [Hailpern and Tarr,
2006]. Such static structures are already sufficient for example for data mod-
els like entity-relationship diagrams [Chen, 1976]. However, more complex
behavioral models require additional facilities to describe dynamic aspects of
software systems, which will thus be considered explicitly here. These can be
expressed by connecting static structures with logical formulas. This applies
for example to expressions in state machines or process models. In addition,
labels are not that much of interest to connect elements inside the model, but
instead to refer to elements outside the model. In general, connections between
these static structures and formulas are realized as relations or functions.
Since formal models are usually domain-specific and not always backed by
a common meta model, no unified definition of the elements of such a model
can be given. But, we can categorize the elements to expect in such models. For
the purpose of embedded models, the abstract syntax of a model specification
is defined to be based on the following meta model:
Definition 4 AMeta = 〈S,Σ, L, F〉 is the meta model for the abstract syntax of
model specifications with:
• S a set of static elements of a formal model,
• Σ a logic for expressions in a formal model,
• L a set of labels that denote model elements or entities outside a model,
• F a set of functions that arrange and combine model elements. ✷
Instances of this meta model may have several instances of the members of
the tuple, e.g. one set of entities and one set of relationships which are both
sets of static structures. This meta model is merely a categorization, but will
help to define systematically (1) the host language elements used for embedded
models in object-oriented programming languages and (2) implementations
for certain modeling domains.
3.1.3 Program Code Patterns
Based on this abstract categorization, developing program code patterns to em-
bed model specifications into program code means to describe a subset of all
possible program code structures in the host language that can be mapped to
the abstract syntax of the model.
3.1.3.1 Host Language Requirements
Whether a program code pattern for embedded models can be defined de-
pends on the expressiveness of the chosen host language. Considering related
work, embedded models enhance two existing concepts: Internal DSLs, which
provide a single-source approach for high-level specifications in the program
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code, and AEP, which enables meta data in the program code to maintain dif-
ferent abstraction levels (cf. section 2.2.1). Therefore, a host language appro-
priate to embed model specifications with our approachmust at least fulfill the
following requirements:
• It must be object-oriented and thus provide the mechanisms to specify
static structures for objects, their relationships, and functionality they can
execute.
• It must be typed, i.e. the objects must be specified as classes that are
contained in a type hierarchy.
• It must be capable of handling meta-information for its structural ele-
ments, e.g. for classes and methods.
• It must support structural reflection that allows to access information
about structural elements at run time. This concerns classes, methods,
and also the meta data attached to them.
3.1.3.2 Pattern Specification
Considering these features of host languages, we can use the related static el-
ements to define program code patterns that are appropriate to represent the
abstract syntax of formal specifications.
Definition 5 PMeta = 〈T ,K,M,MP ,A,AP ,S ,R〉 is the meta model for pro-
gram code pattern specifications with the following sets of static program code
elements and relations between them:
• T a set of types in the programming language,
• K a set of packages in the programming language,
• M a set of methods in types,
• MP a set of method parameters,
• A a set of meta data annotations in the programming language,
• AP a set of annotation parameters,
• S a set of statements in expressions in the programming language,
• R = {
isO f
−−→,
contains
−−−−→,
returns
−−−−→,
has
−→,
re f ers
−−−→,
invokes
−−−−→,
constitutes
−−−−−→} relations be-
tween the static elements. ✷
The single elements will now be explained in detail. Examples will be given
for a small code fragment shown in Java in listing 3.1.
Named Elements Named = T ∪ K ∪M∪MP ∪ A ∪ AP is the set of ele-
ments that have a name, which is assigned to them with the function name so
that ∀n ∈ Named : name(n) 6= ǫ. They are thus appropriate to represent labels.
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1 pakage sample;
2
3 publi lass SampleClass extends SuperClass
4 {
5 Referene(AnotherClass.lass)
6 publi boolean someMethod(SomeClass s)
7 {
8 return s.getValue();
9 }
10 }
Listing 3.1: Sample code using the elements of PMeta.
Types T is a set of types in the programming language that follow the princi-
ple of object orientation and are thus defined statically and explicitly. Each type
has a unique name. Types have an inheritance hierarchy so that two types can
be connected with a relation called isOf : t1
isO f
−−→ t2, t1 ∈ T , t2 ∈ T , t1 6= t2 thus
means that the type t2 is a sub type of the type t1. Since inheritance is transitive,
it is true that ∀t1 ∈ T , t2 ∈ T , t3 ∈ T : t1
isO f
−−→ t2 ∧ t2
isO f
−−→ t3 ⇒ t1
isO f
−−→ t3. If
no type is specified or all types are of interest, the placeholder any applies.
The type in listing 3.1 (line 3) is by this means described as follows:
∃tSample ∈ T , name(tSample) = SampleClass, ∃tSuper ∈ T , name(tSuper) =
SuperClass, tSample
isO f
−−→ tSuper.
Packages K is a set of packages that contain types so that ∀t ∈ T : ∃k ∈
K, k
contains
−−−−→ t. Packages have a hierarchy so that two packages can be con-
nected with the relation contains: k1
contains
−−−−→ k2, k1 ∈ K, k2 ∈ K, k1 6= k2.
For the code in listing 3.1 with the package declaration in line 1, the follow-
ing applies: ∃ksample ∈ K, name(ksample) = sample , ksample
contains
−−−−→ tSample.
Methods M is a set of methods that each belong to one type. Types are thus
containers having a relationship called contains to methods, so that ∀m ∈ M :
∃t ∈ T , t
contains
−−−−→ m.
Each method takes a possibly empty set of parameters which is expressed
with the relation has, so that ∀m ∈ M : ∃MPm ⊆ MP , ∀p ∈ MPm : m
has
−→ p.
Each parameter is of a certain type and thus connected to this type with the
relationship isOf, so that ∀p ∈ MP : ∃t ∈ T , p
isO f
−−→ t. Parameters can not
only represent a single entity, but also sets of entities. In this case, the number
of entities is specifiedwith num(p). However, the default case is that num(p) =
1. Each parameter belongs to exactly one method so that MPm1 ∩MPm2 =
∅,m1 ∈ M,m2 ∈ M,m1 6= m2.
Methods can optionally return an instance of a certain typewhich is defined
by the relationship returns, so that in this case ∃t ∈ T : m
returns
−−−−→ t,m ∈ M.
Methods can contain expressions in the propositional logic ΣPropositional.
They consist of single statements so that ∀m ∈ M : ∃Sm ⊆ S , ∀s ∈ Sm :
m
contains
−−−−→ s. Statements may contain method invocations so that s
invokes
−−−−→
m, s ∈ S ,m ∈ M. Statements also constitute parameters in method invocations
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Figure 3.2: The basic elements and their relations used to assemble the program
code patterns.
so that s
constitutes
−−−−−→ p, s ∈ S , p ∈ MP . In addition, statements may use param-
eters of the method they are contained in so that s
has
−→ p, s ∈ S , p ∈ MP .
The method signature in listing 3.1 in line 6 is described as follows:
∃msomeMethod ∈ M, name(msomeMethod) = someMethod, tSample
contains
−−−−→
msomeMethod, msomeMethod
returns
−−−−→ tBoolean, ∃ps ∈ MP , name(ps) = s, ps
isO f
−−→
tSomeClass ∈ T , msomeMethod
has
−→ ps. For the statement in line 8, the following
applies: ∃s ∈ S , ∃mgetValue ∈M, s
invokes
−−−−→ mgetValue, msomeMethod
contains
−−−−→ s.
Meta Data Annotations Meta data annotations can be attached to classes,
methods, and method parameters. This is also expressed with the relation has.
Thus it is true that ∀e ∈ (T ∪M ∪MP) : ∃Ae ⊆ A, ∀a ∈ Ae : e
has
−→ a,
however, it is possible that Ae = ∅.
Eachmeta data annotation has a name and a (possibly empty) set of param-
eters: ∀a ∈ A : ∃AP a ⊆ AP , ∀p ∈ AP a : a
has
−→ p. The values can be literals in
the host language or references to types so that p
re f erences
−−−−−→ t, p ∈ AP , t ∈ T .
Listing 3.1 contains a meta data annotation in line 5 that can be described as
follows: ∃ aRe f erence ∈ A, name(aRe f erence) = Referene, ∃ p ∈ AP , p
re f erences
−−−−−→
tAnotherClass ∈ T , aRe f erence
has
−→ p, mSomeMethod
has
−→ aRe f erence.
Summary By means of these elements, the structures from AMeta can be rep-
resented in PMeta: Static elements from S with static programming language
elements in T ∪ K ∪M ∪MP ∪ A ∪ AP ∪ S ; the logic Σ with ΣPropositional;
labels in L with the names of elements in Named; and functions from F with
relations inR. An overview of the static language elements and their relation-
ships is given in figure 3.2. They are the framework for any implementation
of embedded models in object-oriented programming languages. However,
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the detailed implementation depends on semantics and expressiveness of such
programming languages. Examples will be given for two modeling domains
in chapter 4.
3.1.3.3 Implementation Languages
Ahost language that is appropriate to express embeddedmodels with program
code patterns as defined above is Java in version 5 or higher [Gosling et al.,
2005]. It provides classes, interfaces, methods, and expressions in proposi-
tional logic as described in section 3.1.3 and thus can represent the elements
in T , M, and MP . When methods are used to encapsulate classes, nam-
ing conventions apply following the JavaBeans specification [Englander, 1997]:
Methods that are used to retrieve a hidden class attribute are named with the
prefix get (in the following called “get methods”); methods that set a hid-
den class attribute are named with the prefix set (in the following called “set
methods”). Metadata annotations (A, AP ) are mapped to Java annotations
[Sun Microsystems, Inc., 2004]. Their parameters can be literal values (includ-
ing strings), nested annotations, enumerations, and references to Java class def-
initions (extending java.lang.Class). The source code is compiled into Java
bytecode [Lindholm and Yellin, 1999] that is executed by Java VirtualMachines
(JVMs) at run time. In the bytecode, the static structures of classes, meth-
ods, parameters, and annotations are available. Differences exist at the level
of method bodies: The Java expressions from the source code are compiled to
a reduced instruction set that is processed sequentially, for example with the
replacement of for and while loops by goto statements. While the execution
semantics of both representations are the same, less structural information is
available at run time. Depending on this, Java’s reflection mechanisms allow
to access classes, methods, parameters, and annotations, but not method bod-
ies.
Virtually the same capabilities and limitations apply to the languages
running on top of the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI)
[ECMA International, 2006b] provided by the .NET platform, for example C#
[ECMA International, 2006a]. For information hiding the concept of methods
is supplemented with so-called properties that publish class attributes, so
that no naming conventions are needed in the source code. In the compiled
bytecode, however, the properties are realized as methods with naming
conventions similar to JavaBeans. The meta data annotations are called
attributes and take the same parameter types, i.e. literal values including
strings, nested attributes, enumerations, and references to type definitions
(extending System.Type).
In summary, general-purpose programming languages exist that fulfill the
requirements for notations of embedded models as sketched in figure 3.2.
3.1.3.4 Pattern Instantiation
When instances of a program code pattern are created they contain information
about the instance of one formal model. At the same time, the program code is
expected to be accessible from outside, since at least the execution framework
must use it for execution. For this reason, instantiation of embedded models
must consider two aspects of program code patterns:
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First, program code patterns follow certain rules, some of which are given
by the definition of program code fragments. These provide a frame for imple-
mentations and make the program code following the pattern accessible from
outside, which is required for execution by means of a framework using reflec-
tion. Such rules may imply that certain types or meta data annotations may be
used that can be identified accordingly. These are pre-defined, i.e. they are spec-
ified and implemented when an embedded model definition is being created.
Afterwards they are shared among implementations of this embedded model
and are used by the appropriate tools. Types are identifiable by fully-qualified
names in host languages. They can define methods to be implemented when
a pattern instance is created. In addition, interfaces or abstract classes can act
as so-called “marker interfaces” [Newkirk and Vorontsov, 2002] that do not re-
quire extending types to implement methods, but exist only to mark themwith
their fully-qualified name. Meta data annotations have the purpose of being
accessible for interpretation, so they are appropriate to decorate other static
elements of the program code. In Java and C#, meta data annotations can be
applied to classes, methods, and method parameters. The program code be-
ing connected to any pre-defined program code fragments is by such means
accessible at development time and run time and can serve as entry points to
the embedded model instance. This is the foundation not only for execution at
run time, but for any tool that accesses the program code pattern instances to
consider them at different abstraction levels.
Second, inside the frame of the pre-defined program code,
implementations of embedded models consist of program code that is
created per instance. This program code is itself not interpretable with respect
to an embedded model, but gains additional semantics within the context
information of the pre-defined program code. For this purpose it must follow
the rules that make it interpretable at different abstraction levels within this
context.
An example for pre-defined and per-instance code fragments can be seen
in listing 3.1: We can assume that the annotation Referene is pre-defined and
allows to identify methods of interest. In contrast, its parameter referring to
another class describes the current instance of the embeddedmodel. Complete
examples for program code pattern instances will be shown in chapter 4.
3.1.4 Execution Semantics
As defined above, the program code specified by embedded models carries
multiple abstraction levels at the same time. Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 introduced
the possible structures for model specifications and representations in the pro-
gram code that are to be mapped to each other. This already allows to represent
models in the program code that are based on static structures only. However,
when models specify behavior also, this behavior must be realized at run time
when the programs containing embedded model instances are executed.
For this reason each embedded model specifying behavior is accompanied
by an execution framework that accesses, interprets, and invokes the related
program code fragments. For this purpose, appropriate execution semantics
for the formal model must be defined. The static structures of the model are
used to determine the behavior of the application at run time and denote single
actions which can be executed in the host programming language. The execu-
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tion semantics thus denote sequences of actions that correspond to the semantics
of the formal model.
The execution semantics of the embedded model are based on the pre-
defined program code fragments of the pattern since they can provide appro-
priate entry points for the interpretation of the program code. They also in-
dicate the location of methods containing behavioral logic in expressions that
are defined per instance. The execution framework therefore accesses program
code in the context of the pre-defined code and realizes behavioral execution
with the invocation of appropriate methods. We thus distinguish two types of
program code: Some of the code following the patterns is interpreted, i.e. the
static structures are read by the execution framework to make decisions. This
entails the use of pre-defined program code fragments to enable interpretation.
Some of the code is invoked, i.e. it contains statements that are executed. This
can either apply to statements which are interpretable at higher abstraction
levels, too; or it can apply to interfaces which abstract from program code that
does not belong to the model.
It must be considered that execution will not rely on the source code, but on
compiled bytecode. Therefore the information being available is more coarse-
grained than in the source code as described in section 3.1.3. The embedded
model must thus be defined such that single actions in the execution semantics
are accessible at run time. This entails that the parts of the pattern to be inter-
preted are completely available at run time, too. The program code that will
be invoked is not required to be represented in the same detail as in the source
code, since invocation of method considers the method bodies black boxes.
3.1.5 Interface Definitions
Program code specified by embedded models is part of arbitrary other pro-
gram code. This arbitrary other program code can be based on other embed-
ded models, design patterns, or not on any abstract specification at all. This
co-existence of fragments based on different specifications in the same set of
program code is the foundation for the objective of embedded models to re-
duce the number of notations used to describe the software to develop.
It also entails that program code of embedded models is not self-contained,
but must have well-defined interfaces between the program code pattern rep-
resenting the model syntax and the arbitrary program code to allow for data
exchange and application logic invocation. For the definition of interfaces, the
semantics of the formal model must be considered. In section 3.1.2, labels were
introduced which are part of the model specification, but refer to the world
outside the actual model. Such labels would be represented by program code
elements from Named. By this means, parts of the program code pattern serve
as interfaces to arbitrary other program code.
3.1.5.1 Interface Semantics
These interfaces play an important role in the maintenance of different abstrac-
tion levels in the program code: When arbitrary program code is connected
to the embedded model with labels, the interfaces realize the abstraction that
allows to interpret parts of the program code with respect to the abstract spec-
ifications of a model. Interfaces can be known to the execution framework
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so that it can control communication between the embedded model code and
other program code if reasonable. Two properties of interfaces can be distin-
guished:
First, interfaces can be data-oriented, meaning that they are used to exchange
data with arbitrary other program code. Such data exchange must be defined
with respect to the model semantics since incoming and outgoing data may be
defined explicitly in the model or implicitly assumed by the execution frame-
work controlling the communication. Abstraction to other program code can
be realized in data-oriented interfaces when data is aggregated. By this means
complex data structures can be simplified if necessary to be handled by an ab-
stract model.
Second, interfaces can be action-oriented. In this case they provide entry
points from an embeddedmodel into other program code that is to be invoked.
By this means execution of arbitrary application logic can be initiated from
the embedded model, even if its specification is not covered by the related
formal model (or any model at all). For such actions the model specifications
can define contracts (cf. section 2.1.2) in an embedded model: Pre-conditions
restrict the circumstances when actions are invoked; post-conditions demand
that invoked actions leave the overall application in a certain state with respect
to themodel specification. Both can be necessary to realize an abstractionwhen
interaction with arbitrary program code is desirable.
The distinction between data-oriented and action-oriented interfaces is not
exclusive since interfaces or parts of them can have one or both properties.
3.1.5.2 Implications for Other Program Code
Embedded models do not consider the content and semantics of application
logic connected to them. By this means their flexibility will be maximized since
no limitations for their application are given, except that the interfaces must be
served by the application’s program code. However, it is important to note that
embeddedmodels assume that such arbitrary program code is compliant to the
semantics of the model as defined by the interfaces. While they cannot force
any compliance, implications regarding the nature of the arbitrary program
code are possible.
These implications are based on the fact that program code connected to in-
terfaces of embeddedmodels can be considered as slices [Weiser, 1981] with the
interface methods being the entry points. Depending on the requirements of
specific embeddedmodel instances, assertions about single slices can be made.
While the execution of certain actions itself is not of interest, changes to the
state space of the application can influence the embedded model and are thus
of interest. Based on the interface semantics introduced above, the the follow-
ing assertions are possible:
• Expected changes: Post-conditions of action-oriented interfaces are asser-
tions which changes to the state space of the application a certain slice
has to perform in order to conform to the model specifications.
• Reproducible reading: When embedded models access data from the state
space of the surrounding application, this may be expected to be repro-
ducible. A related slice may thus be required not to change the state
space, but only to read variables.
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• Exclusive writing: An embedded model may be responsible for storing
data in the state space of the surrounding application. In certain cases,
it can be desirable that such data is not modified by other parts of the
application. Any slices without that for outgoing data are then forbidden
to modify the related parts of the state space.
The implications are used for verification in two ways: The interfaces and
the execution framework must be designed in a way that a validation of ex-
changed data is possible where necessary at run time. A validation can also
occur with appropriate tools considering the program code during the devel-
opment process as will be explained in section 3.2.2.
3.1.6 Transformations
The aim of embedded models is to consider programs at different levels of ab-
straction, while only one notation – that of the program code – is necessary.
This entails that different views on this program code must exist to facilitate
working with the different abstraction levels. These views may consider only
parts of the program code, interpret it with different semantic specifications,
and utilize external tools. To enable this, transformations between the program
code pattern and the views must exist. These must be unambiguous to allow
for automatic transformations and tool support, which is necessary for embed-
ded models to be fully beneficial. We consider two different types, external
and internal transformations.
External transformations transformmodel information between the program
code pattern and an external notation. This can be used for example to create
a model description in the notation of an external verification tool. External
transformations have the following properties:
• The model must be transformed completely to the extent that the trans-
formed information is useful.
• A single transformation is unidirectional, although the opposite waymay
be supported by a separate transformation as well, of course.
• They are performed as one action with a clearly defined beginning and
ending.
• When amodel is being transformed and amodel definition already exists
in the target, the model information must be merged. This may, for exam-
ple, happen when a model definition was extracted from program code,
modified in an external tool, and is to be written back to the program
code. For this case, collision detection strategies must exist.
In contrast, internal transformations do not rely on a separate notation, but
provide non-persistent views on the program code. This is for example the
case with editors that arrange fragments of the program code pattern directly
according to the model specifications. Internal transformations have the fol-
lowing properties:
• Only the information that is currently needed by the target of the trans-
formation must be extracted.
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• The transformation can be bidirectional so that model information is ex-
changed between two participants.
• The transformation can be a process that has single steps over time and
thus no clearly defined beginning and ending.
• Ideally, model information is transferred instantly when it is needed, so
that both participants always access recent information.
In general, different technologies may be of use to implement transforma-
tions. Since transformations will likely occur between completely different
representations, one transformation may involve two technologies. So far we
identified these concrete technologies:
• Program code access in IDEs: Integrated Development Environments
(IDEs) like Eclipse [Eclipse] provide programming interfaces to access
source code in projects managed by the IDE, for example Eclipse’s Java
Development Tools (JDT) [The Eclipse Foundation, 2008]. This is of
interest at development time for internal and external transformations.
• Graph Transformation: Triple graph grammars and graph transformations
[Ehrig et al., 2006] are applicable to embedded models because program
code structures can be accessed as trees [Striewe et al., 2010b; Striewe,
2008], for example in the Document Object Model (DOM) provided by
JDT. When converted to triple graph grammars, they are eligible for ev-
ery graph transformation. This is applicable at development time, when
the program code is completely accessible, for external transformations
that create another explicit representation of the model specifications. A
possible output format of the transformation is XML which can be used
to create input files for different XML-based modeling tools, for example
those that rely on XMI.
• Reflection: Structural reflection mechanisms of the host language can be
used to access the program code pattern to a certain degree at run time.
Limitations caused by compilation into bytecode apply as described in
section 3.1.3.3. The use of reflection is appropriate at run time since in-
stantiations and the state of objects can be considered. It can be used for
both internal and external transformations.
• Debugging: At run time, debuggers for the host language can be used,
if available, to access additional information. In addition to static struc-
tures, debuggers can read variable values as well as expressions in meth-
ods and invoke methods at every time and thus access the application’s
state space. The use of debuggers is of interest at run time for internal
and external transformations.
• Byte Code Access: For standardized byte code formats like that of Java,
tools exist that provide access to structural information. By this means
the compiled code can be analyzed to the degree of detail supported by
the byte code. With the use of decompilers, it is in principle possible to
reconstruct even expressions that were not retained as such by the com-
piler.
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Figure 3.3: The development process that is supported by tools for embedded
models. Depending on their purpose, transformations can be unidirectional,
e.g. for extraction of information for monitoring, or bidirectional, e.g. for de-
sign views that read and write source code.
Two transformations are needed in every case, which we will refer to as
default transformations in the following: One that considers the source code to
extract the complete model elements from it, and one that considers compiled
byte code to extract the model elements from it that are still available after
compilation. These are needed for the basic representation of the model spec-
ifications during development time and run time. However, apart from these,
a number of specific views can exist that are each realized by special transfor-
mations.
The use of transformations throughout the development process will now
be explained in section 3.2 and later discussed with examples in chapter 4.
3.2 Views on Embedded Models
Following the definition of embedded models as given above, program code
can carry information at different abstraction levels. Thus the number of nota-
tions in use during development can be reduced as shown in figure 3.3: Source
code and compiled program code are the main explicit notations, with the com-
piled code being derived from the source code. During design, verification,
execution, monitoring, and design recovery, the models are only specific views
on the program code that are extracted from this notation on demand. The
program code is thus interpretable at different levels of abstraction: that of the
programming language itself and that of the formal models, leading to dif-
ferent views for different purposes. The views that are applicable to different
stages of the development process will now be explained; examples will be
given in chapter 4.
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3.2.1 Design and Implementation
The most-perceived benefit of MDSD is the ability to design software for cer-
tain domains graphically. For many models appropriate visualizations exist.
They support the objective of MDSD to create software more efficiently. De-
sign tools can be created for different user groups, for example determined by
the technical know-how. One could imagine that a domain model is created
by an operating department with a simple tool and connected to existing pro-
gram code afterwards by developers with a more sophisticated tool. Appropri-
ate design tools can thus guide the design of software and facilitate program
comprehension.
When the program code carries design information as well as the actual im-
plementation, the related activities in the development process are not clearly
separated. During design, we can expect two use cases for embedded models:
First, models can be defined using dedicated notations, for example inmod-
eling tools. It is usual that such models are refined and/or exchanged between
tools, which is realized with appropriate model-to-model (M2M) transforma-
tions [Czarnecki et al., 2009]. These are based on the fact that both notations,
source and sink, carry the semantics of the models so that the transformation is
unambiguous. Program code is usually not involved since it contains only de-
tailed execution logic, so that it is only derived from high-level specifications,
as illustrated at the left hand of figure 3.4. However, with embedded models
and the resulting expressiveness of program code, the code can participate in
model transformations as illustrated at the right hand of figure 3.4: Program
code structures can be created as a result of model transformations, andmodel-
ing information can be extracted from the code and used in other notations. By
this means external transformations (cf. section 3.1.6) can be applied: Modeling
information can be stored in the program code as a result of model transforma-
tions in a way that it constitutes a part of the program’s functionality instead
of being only pure meta data.
Second, modeling can be used to create the program code directly. This
is useful if the design is not that complex that it requires external notations.
In this case design tools can be used that create program code directly from
visual representations. The design information is thus only a different view on
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the system to develop and by this means an internal transformation between
the model specifications and the program code.
At the same time, the implementation of other program code must be con-
sidered. With embeddedmodels, the development of model specifications and
other program code can happen in parallel. Consequently it is much easier to
align the different views than in cases where different notations are used. At
the same time, the separation of different concerns must be represented in the
program code, for example with modularization concepts.
3.2.2 Verification
When the program code has been designed and implemented with embed-
ded models, the resulting source code contains the modeling information in
the program code pattern. This allows for model verification at different ab-
straction levels. However, model verification relies not only on the existence
of a model, but also of a specification the model is verified against. Thus ap-
propriate views must exist for this purpose that provide model specifications
and interpret the program code and the embedded specifications accordingly.
The modeling information or subsets of interest are then extracted for verifica-
tion from the program code. Any abstraction or refinement explicitly happens
alongside interfaces or pre-defined code fragments. The verification tools can
either work on the program code directly with internal transformations, or be
separate tools that are comprised into the development by external transfor-
mations providing data in the notation of such tools.
Verification is also possible for slices of program code connected to the em-
bedded model (cf. section 3.1.5.2). Views for static program code analysis can
determine if the arbitrary program code is validwith respect to the model spec-
ifications it is interacting with. The search space can be reduced considerably
so that starting points for slices [Tip, 1995] can be provided if the program code
pattern defines entry points from the model specifications into arbitrary pro-
gram code. In addition, different approaches and tools for automated verifica-
tion are applicable. Static analysis is possible based on rules, e.g. with PMD
[Copeland, 2005] proving certain structural properties, or with advanced ap-
proaches like the Hoare logic [Hoare, 1969] proving correctness of algorithms.
Dynamic analysis and model checking [Holzmann et al., 2008], e.g. with Java
PathFinder [Visser et al., 2003], can be used to validate data exchange and state
spaces of the program at run time. Depending on the model, static or dy-
namic analysis are enabled since the model specifications reduce the search
space with the definition of slices and provide assertions and constraints that
would otherwise have to be inserted manually.
While design and verification are different tasks, it is likely that a smooth
transition between the related tools will exist: Even a simple design tool can
verify basic properties of the model, and a verification and simulation tool will
in most cases visualize the model appropriately. A sophisticated tool thus may
cover both stages of the development process since the related information is
consistently available in the notation of the source code.
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3.2.3 Execution
Since the program code structures defined by embedded models are not di-
rectly executable, but instead only descriptions of modeling information, they
are processed by execution frameworks at run time as described in section
3.1.4. The execution frameworks read and interpret the structures of the em-
bedded model code and invoke methods if appropriate. The execution is by
this means a specific view on the compiled program code that accesses a part
of the modeling information to create the required sequences of actions.
3.2.4 Monitoring
The compiled code is also interpretable at run time for tracing and monitoring
with respect to the abstract model [Maoz, 2009; Bodden, 2007], even if related
documentation is not available. This is of interest for embedded models since
they are not isolated, but interact with arbitrary application logic. Thus they
may act differently than expected from the results of verification views, since
verification will likely focus on certain aspects and not on all possible state
spaces that can be introduced with real data at run time. For monitoring, traces
in terms of class instantiations, method calls, and changes of variable values
can be generated. Two kinds of monitoring are distinguished in the context of
embedded models:
Activemonitoring is controlled by the execution framework sending infor-
mation to possible listeners. Due to compilation, the degree of detail is limited
as explained in section 3.1.3.3. For example, reflection in Java allows access to
structural elements, but not to details of method bodies, whose structures have
different semantics in byte code than in source code. The advantage of such
approaches is that they can be realized at the level of the framework. How-
ever, the overhead introduced by interpretation and emission of information
must be considered for production systems.
Passive monitoring does not require modifications to or support by
the execution framework. Instead it relies on instrumentation techniques
provided by the platform. In Java, for example, the debugging interface
[Sun Microsystems, Inc., a] is appropriate to gather information about running
software. Since the program code patterns define well-known entry points
and markers that identify program code as part of the model, instantiations
and invocations of related code structures can be surveyed. With debugging,
the monitoring can be applied to all elements of the programming language,
including method bodies. However, such instrumentation is likely not to
be available in production systems for performance reasons. In the case of
debugging, the monitoring requires two running systems: The system that is
debugged, and the debugger itself that controls the execution and gathers
the data. Passive monitoring is therefore much more appropriate to inspect
the running embedded model in detail, but harder to apply to production
environments.
3.2.5 Design Recovery
Finally, after years of service a system may need to be replaced. However,
most software systems are not simply abandoned. In many cases, data and
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application logic defined in them are to be transferred to successional systems.
However, experience shows that documentation is often incomplete, out of
sync with the actual system, not known for sure to be in sync, or not existent
at all. Especially modeling information would in such cases be of help since
model specifications are often used to describe essential parts of the system
that may be of interest for reengineering or can support the recovery of design
in the software.
If the source code of software is still available, the modeling information
of embedded models can be accessed directly. As described for execution and
monitoring, the specifications of models are retained in executable systems to
a certain degree, too. This information is appropriate for reengineering and
design recovery since it is no external meta data, but constitutes (a part of) the
actual system that is to be replaced. It is desirable to apply information used in
the other views for design recovery too. Thus embedded models can support
design recovery as long as the basic information is available about the fact that
an embedded model is in use.
3.3 Software Architecture
The approach as explained so far is valid for the creation of embedded models
for one modeling domain. However, when large systems and a respective ar-
chitecture are developed, embedded models must be considered in a broader
scope. We will in this section outline general properties of architectures em-
bracing (multiple classes and instances of) embedded models while leveraging
the characteristics of large, module-based software systems.
3.3.1 Principles
When large software systems are created, a software architecture
[Buschmann et al., 2007, ch. 6] has to be developed that defines basic rules
facilitating a structured development. In addition, some technological aspects
have to be considered:
• Software systems can be modeled with more than one model class.
• Module concepts [Szyperski, 2002, ch. 4] or plug-in mechanisms can be
used to assemble software systems not completely at development time,
but at deployment time, when they are put into operation.
• Software systems can be dynamically configured for example with pro-
cess model platforms so that their behavior is defined not until run time
and can be adapted on demand.
A larger software system can thus be expected to consist of modules and de-
pendencies between them. Properties of single modules as well as relations be-
tween models may be subject to dynamic configuration even not until the sys-
tem is executed. To consider software systems with characteristics like these,
the following has to be taken into account for embedded model definitions:
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1. The scope of model definitions defines functional criteria for integrating em-
bedded models in larger applications. If multiple modeling classes are
used in an application, interaction between differentmodel specifications
is of interest.
2. Possible requirements of program code patterns with respect to platforms,
libraries, or architectural decisions can influence the module dependen-
cies, for example with the introduction of modules that provide pre-
defined elements of the pattern.
3. Characteristics of the execution semanticsmust be obeyedwhen an embed-
ded model is executed as part of a larger application. This is especially
true since the execution frameworks are intended to control the model ex-
ecution, which can contradict other platforms or frameworks, for exam-
ple if they are based on inversion of control [Fayad and Schmidt, 1997].
4. An enhanced view on interface definitions is needed: On the one hand, the
interfaces defined by an embeddedmodel can have the purpose to define
interaction between modules. In module-based systems, these interfaces
are required (i.e., must be satisfied by other modules) by the embedded
model. On the other hand, when embedded models are contained in
modules, they must also provide interfaces to be accessible. The latter is
especially related to the fact that model execution by means of the execu-
tion framework must be initiated, so that provision of such entry points
is necessary.
5. Since module-based systems are not always completely assembled at de-
velopment time, but can also be configured just before they are put into
service, the development process and the related tools that are realized
by transformations must be adapted to comprise the resulting dynamic
changes.
So, the points of interest are related to the elements of an embedded model
definition, which must be extended accordingly. We will describe the detailed
implication for the single elements now in sections 3.3.2 to 3.3.6.
3.3.2 Model Definition Scope
As defined in the approach, embedded models are applicable in cases where
programs are written that consist of program code which is (at least partly)
written manually. In such cases they have the advantage that different abstrac-
tion levels can be maintained in one notation. Thus they are not intended to
be used in cases where models are used at an abstract level only. In a larger
software architecture as described above, we propose for this reason to classify
the fields of application for models into per-module models for single modules
and assembly models for complete systems consisting of multiple modules.
Single modules are likely to consist of software that is developed by writ-
ing program code, which may be based on models. These modules can at the
same time be related to details of hardware platforms, frameworks, libraries,
and server environments, so that the high-level specifications must be sup-
plemented with appropriate detailed program code. Embedded models are in
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Figure 3.5: Embedded models in modules.
this case applicable. Considered in the context of a larger architecture, modules
containing embeddedmodels will be integrated as sketched in figure 3.5: From
the outside, all modules appear as black boxes that are self-contained sets of
program code and provide interfaces according to the purpose of the module.
It is foremost not of interest if the program code is based on embedded models
or not. Thus, in general, all modules are appropriate to be engineered with
embedded models, since no assumptions regarding their implementations are
made.
The use of modules implies that coarse-grained structures of large appli-
cations are considered at higher levels of abstraction, with module bodies as
black boxes providing well-defined interfaces. By this means assembly and
configuration of the system is possible without considering program code and
environment details. For this purpose models can be used that work with
module interfaces at higher levels of abstraction. In general, such models are
defined in service-oriented computing [Bichler and Lin, 2006] with an appro-
priate formal foundation that allows for design and verification tool support.
These models follow rules that are different from the models used to engineer
program code for single modules:
• They are dynamic, i.e. they are not intended to create fix structures, but to
handle frequent changes.
• They are descriptive because they abstract from program code semantics
completely and focus on the description of interfaces instead. Thus they
fulfill the requirement that they can be accessed at run time and changed
frequently.
• These interface descriptions may be founded on the semantics of pro-
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gramming languages, but can as well be provided by middleware like
CORBA [Szyperski, 2002, ch. 13] and its interface description language,
or by services in service-oriented architectures. They must be expressive
enough to provide all information of interest at run time.
When these requirements are fulfilled, large systems can be assembled
and configured with appropriate models, for example business processes in
service-oriented architectures [Brahe, 2007]. In this case such models exist in
parallel to embedded models: Implementations inside modules are based
on program code so that embedded models can be used here. In contrast,
models that compose large systems out of these modules are only indirectly
connected to program code when they control, configure, or invoke modules;
they are instead appropriate for dynamic configuration, even at run time, so
that embedded models are not applicable. An example for this can be seen in
figure 3.6: The interaction of the modules and thus the overall behavior of
the system is controlled by a process model as seen at the left hand. This
model invokes module interfaces to initiate actions or access data for making
decisions. The modules themselves can consist of arbitrary program code or
be based on embedded models. The models used inside the modules and the
models for system configuration are thus completely separated.
3.3.3 Program Code Pattern Requirements
When a system architecture is created that incorporates embedded models, it
is important to account for the types of program code that the pattern consists
of as described in chapter 3.1.3: Pre-defined and per-instance code.
Since the pre-defined code is intended to be applicable to all embedded
model intances for one model class, it must not be included in eachmodule. In-
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stead, it can be provided as a separate module all related embedded model in-
stances depend on. This may introduce additional nodes in the module graph
as shown in figure 3.7, where two embedded models of the same modeling
class access a shared framework.
3.3.4 Execution Semantics
When a single embeddedmodel is executed, its descriptive structures are inter-
preted so that a sequence of actions results that matches the model semantics
(see section 3.1.4). In a larger context, the same applies to a system architecture
as proposed here: The frameworks, run time environments, ormodels that con-
trol the overall system initiate a sequence of actions which may be executed by
different modules and/or different embedded models.
The system architecture thus must ensure that all components of the sys-
tem produce sequences of actions that are appropriate for the purpose of the
system. This includes the execution semantics of each embedded model that
is involved. These considerations depend on the underlying formal model, so
that no general rules can be established. However, in order to categorize the
execution semantics of different embedded models, the following criteria are
of interest:
• Atomicity: The model execution can appear to other modules as one or
more steps. If only one step is visible, the model is executed completely
and control is returned to the invoking module when the model execu-
tion has finished completely. If more than one model is executed at the
same time, a clear hierarchy exists. This is depicted at the left hand in
figure 3.8.
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• Granularity: When the model execution consists of more than one step,
the model execution can overlap or intertwine with other model execu-
tions. In this case it is of interest how detailed models can intertwine.
This is depicted at the right hand in figure 3.8.
• Cycles: When embedded models are executed, the program code that can
be invoked in interfaces by the embedded model can concern other mod-
ules, too. This means that cycles can occur if the same module is invoked
again, directly or indirectly. This can be desired and happen in a pre-
dictable way. However, since large module-based systems are probably
not assembled until run time, unintended cycles can occur. Thus, when
a system is assembled, the contained embedded models and their inter-
faces have to be validated to be cycle-free.
3.3.5 Interface Definitions
Embedded model definitions specify interfaces between the pattern program
code and arbitrary program code at a technical level. These interfaces are even
more important in a system architecture as proposed in this chapter [Szyperski,
2002, ch. 5].
Program Code
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Figure 3.9: The interface types of an embedded model.
To begin with, it is important to note that each embedded model has two
types of interfaces as depicted in figure 3.9. The interfaces that have been de-
fined part of an embedded model are required, i.e. the embedded model needs
to access them in order to fulfill its purpose. But, every embedded model does
also have an interface that is visible from outside the model and can start its
execution. This interface is provided to other program code respectively other
modules. While the actual classes that initiate the model execution may tech-
nically belong to the execution framework and not to one specific model in-
stance, they are still part of the functionality the embedded model provides to
its environment.
Since embedded models can be included in arbitrary program code, they
can access application logic contained in a module or program code that ac-
cesses other modules and invokes application logic there. If appropriate, the
required interfaces can not only be considered abstractions inside the program
code, but also abstractions between models. The principle is sketched in fig-
ure 3.10: The embedded model contained in the upper module accesses a sec-
ond module that provides arbitrary program code with the required interfaces.
When this is desired, the execution framework for an embedded model can be
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adapted so that it looks up modules automatically and thus integrates them
better in the overall architecture. However, this is optional since the fact that
interfaces exist is not a sufficient reason to separate the program code into dif-
ferent modules. In addition, a strength of embedded models is that they can
be integrated in arbitrary program code, so that a separation in modules must
not be the default case.
3.3.6 Development Process
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Figure 3.11: The development process for the software architecture with em-
bedded models as proposed here.
The development process that was defined for single embedded models in
section 3.2 must be enhanced according to the principles for the architecture as
defined in section 3.3.1. The enhanced development process is sketched in fig-
ure 3.11. The general difference is that, according to the different model types
introduced in section 3.3.2, two levels are considered, that of single models and
that of the whole system.
The first step for the system architecture proposed here is the general design
at the system level. Afterwards, single modules can be designed and verified
separately. When all modules are developed, a new phase in the development
process is reached: The assembly of the whole system. As explained in chap-
ters 3.3.2 and 3.3.4, the complete system is assembled and configured after the
actual development. Since the combination of modules that constitutes the
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system is not known beforehand, the assembled system must be validated and
verified again. This step ideally considers the model semantics of the system
models and the embedded models. Afterwards, the whole system is executed,
which means that embedded models in modules are also executed as part of
the overall program flow. For the monitoring of the system, appropriate tools
can be developed that incorporate the monitoring capabilities of single embed-
ded models, too. Execution and monitoring therefore happen constantly at
both levels of the development process.
3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the general approach of embedded models. At the be-
ginning a definition was given that relates model specifications to program
code in a host language. Based on this, five elements were explained that are
necessary for each embeddedmodel specification tomaintain different abstrac-
tion levels in the program code: The precise definition of a formal model is the
starting point for the creation of an embedded model; the program code pat-
tern makes the syntax of the formal model available in the host programming
language; execution semantics define how behavioral aspects of the model are
executed as sequences of actions during run time; interfaces between the pro-
gram code pattern and arbitrary program code are considered because an em-
bedded model will be part of larger applications and the resulting interactions
must be carefully adjusted with the model semantics; transformations can be
created that read the model information from the predominant representation
in the program code pattern and provide different views on it.
Considering this “stack” of elements that makes different abstraction levels
usable in the same program code, the application to different stages of the de-
velopment process was explained. For design and implementation, program
code can be created based on formal model specifications and their visualiza-
tions. A verification of this program code is possible with views that provide
appropriate specifications. At run time, a view realizes the execution seman-
tics, and monitoring with respect to the model specifications is also possible.
Finally, design recovery activities can be applied to program code containing
embedded models when a software system is to be abandoned. All these ac-
tivities rely on the fact that the transformations between the abstraction levels
are unambiguous and automated, so that appropriate tools can be created.
Based on this, software architectures were considered that are applicable
to large, modularized software systems and embrace embedded models sys-
tematically. The main characteristic of the the proposal is that it classifies two
types of models in this architecture: Embedded models are used to realize sin-
gle modules based on program code, whereas system models can be used to
assemble and configure the software system at run time. For such architec-
tures, the elements of embedded model specifications are adapted: The scope
of the formal model must be used where applicable; pre-defined program code
used in embedded models can be systematically included in the module de-
pendency graph to facilitate reuse; execution semantics must be considered
to ensure proper execution of different modules, especially if they are based
on models that intertwine; interface definitions can be considered from an ad-
vanced perspective and also be used to structure the systemmore fine-grained,
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if appropriate; finally, the development process must cover the additional ab-
straction level considering the whole system. While these principles are rather
general, they are a starting point for the creation of such software architectures.
However, since the semantics of formal models can be very specific, an actual
software architecture will have to be developed individually for each system
and consider the embedded models in detail.
We have thus laid the foundation for the creation of embedded models.
In the next chapter we describe two implementations for state machines and
process models, including tools that enable continuous working at different
abstraction levels in program code during the development process.
Chapter 4
Implementation
In chapter 3 the foundations for embedded models have been laid. We espe-
cially described the elements an embeddedmodel specificationmust comprise.
In this chapter, we use these general definitions to build concrete embedded
models for the domains of state machines and process models.
These modeling domains are of interest for several reasons: The models
themselves are applicable to many situations where a software is considered
to switch between different states under well-defined circumstances. A model
defining such states is appropriate to control larger parts of an application.
This applies to embedded models in particular since transitions between states
or actions in states can imply that application logic is executed which is not
part of the model. For this reason, behavioral models have to cover structural
aspects as well as the execution of low-level algorithms. While state machines
emphasize the description of the state space, process models focus on the data
flow. Both kinds of models are easy to visualize, and tools exist that verify
and simulate model instances. In addition, state machines and process models
were chosen for this thesis because studies show that behavioral models are
used infrequently in MDSD projects in comparison to static models like class
diagrams [Dobing and Parsons, 2006]. The reason is that they are not as easy
to map to program code structures. We thus decided to consider behavioral
models as non-trivial cases to determine the influence of embedded models
here.
The structure of this chapter follows the general structure given for embed-
ded model definitions. In sections 4.1 and 4.2, the embedded models for state
machines and process models are defined. This definition comprises the five
elements as introduced in section 3.1: Model definition, program code pattern,
execution semantics, interfaces, and transformations (sections 4.1.1 to 4.1.5 and
4.2.1 to 4.2.5). Afterwards the tools are described that were developed for em-
bedded state machines and embedded process models in section 4.4. Their
presentation follows the stages of the development process as introduced in
section 3.2: Design & implementation, verification, execution, monitoring, and
design recovery. The chapter is then summarized in section 4.5.
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4.1 State Machines
With state machines, a domain of behavioral models has been chosen for im-
plementation in this thesis that has been subject to research in software engi-
neering for decades. We will now use the characteristics of state machines to
describe the behavior of applications containing appropriate instances of pro-
gram code patterns.
4.1.1 Model Definition
The first step for the creation of an embedded model is a clear definition of
the related high-level model and its semantics that are to be embedded. Based
on existing definitions of state machines [Peled et al., 2001] and with respect to
the meta structures for models introduced in section 3.1.2, our state machine
model is defined as follows:
Definition 6 AStateMachine = 〈SStates, STransitions, LActions, ΣPropositional, FGuards,
FUpdates, LChannels, FChannels, FActions, FInitial, s0〉 is the abstract syntax derived
from AMeta for a model class of finite state machines MStateMachine with
• SStates a finite set of states,
• STransitions ⊆ SStates× SStates a finite set of transitions,
• LActions a finite set of action labels including at least one element ǫ,
• FActions a function that assigns sequences of actions to transitions,
• ΣPropositional the propositional logic, including a finite set of variables
LVariables and their domains,
• FGuards and FUpdates functions that assign logical formulas for guards and
updates to each transition,
• LChannels a finite set of labels representing channels that enable commu-
nication between state machines,
• FChannels a function that assigns channel labels to transitions,
• FInitial a function that gives an initial assignment for all variables defined
in the logic,
• s0 ∈ SStates the initial state. ✷
4.1.1.1 States
State machine models reduce the state space of real applications, which is in
theory infinite, to certain well-defined states representing situations in the ex-
ecution of a program that are reached under certain conditions. As such, states
have a name that allows to distinguish them. With respect to the classification
given in AMeta (cf. section 3.1.2), the states are a set SStates of static elements. In
our model, three types of states can be found:
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• Exactly one state s0 ∈ SStates is the initial state denoting the start of the
state machine flow.
• Some states are final states. They have only incoming transitions. At
least one final state exists in each model if the state machine is expected
to terminate. This is especially important for embedded state machines
since they are expected to return control to the surrounding application.
• States between the initial and final state have incoming and outgoing
transitions.
4.1.1.2 Transitions and Actions
The transitions in the set STransitions are also considered static elements. They
are a subset of all possible transitions SStates × SStates and represent a switch
between states in a program. Thus each transition has a source state and a
target state.
Transitions switch between states and thus modify the state space of the
application. We define therefore that all activities happen when transitions
fire. For this reason, action labels are attached to transitions by a function.
Actions are represented by a set of labels LActions. Sequences of actions are
assigned to transitions with the function FActions so that each ∀t ∈ STransitions :
∃LActionst ⊆ LActions. It is also possible that LActionst = ∅.
4.1.1.3 Variables, Guards, and Updates
In this state machine model, a set of variable labels LVariables and their data
types is defined as part of the propositional logic ΣPropositional. When the state
machine is started, the function FInitial assigns an initial value to each variable.
ΣPropositional itself is used to build expressions that access these variables. In
the state machine model, expressions and variables are used for two purposes:
Guards decide which outgoing transition to choose in the current state. Up-
dates represent the changes to the state space that occured when transitions
fired and the related actions were initiated.
Guards are assigned to transitions with the function FGuards. They consist
of an expression that is evaluated to a boolean value. The basic expression has
three components:
• a left side which is always a variable identifier,
• an operator out of {==, ! =,<,<=,>,>=},
• a right side which is a literal value or another variable identifier.
Basic expressions can be aggregated to complex expressions with union (||)
and intersection (&&) operators.
Updates are assigned to transitions with the function FUpdates. They consist
of a set of expressions that assign new values to variables. The left-hand side of
each assignment is always a variable. The right-hand side consists of expres-
sions that follow the same rules as guards. However, updates are expected to
allow for comparisons with the point in time before the transition fired in order
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Hungry
Digesting
Grown
Eaten
sync: eatable!
eat
post: calories = 100
sync: eatable?
post: growth = 0
pre: calories == 0
pre: calories > 0
digest
post: calories = calories - 5
pre: growth == 10
pre: growth < 10
grow
post: growth = growth + 1
Animal Plant
initial: calories = 0 initial : growth = 10
int calories; int growth;
Figure 4.1: An exemplary state machine systemwith states, transitions, guards,
updates, and a channel.
to represent changes. For this reason, variable identifiers in the right side of the
assignment will be interpreted as representations of the old variable value.
An example for an update is a transition s → s′ that increases the value of
a variable v by 1, so that v′ = v+ 1. The related expression would be written
as v = v + 1, since the left-hand side and right-hand side allow to distinguish
between old and new variable values.
4.1.1.4 Channels
When complex systems are modeled, the models must scale to represent the
complexity. State machines support scaling with communicating state ma-
chines, which allow to model and execute several aspects of a system sepa-
rately and synchronize the execution during transitions. When state machines
are connected with channels, we refer to the resulting set of state machines as
a state machine system. For this kind of synchronization, channels are defined as
labels in LChannels that denote synchronization points.
Channels can be assigned to transitions with the function FChannels that also
denotes if a transition will send or receive on a channel. During the state ma-
chine flow, whenever a transition in the current state has a channel label as-
signment, it can only fire if another state machine provides the counterpart on
the same channel at the same time.
4.1.1.5 Example
Figure 4.1 shows an exemplary state machine system with two state machines,
Animal and Plant. Variables are defined for each state machine with data type
and name. States and transitions are represented graphically. Other elements
of the model are attached to transitions: The keyword initial denotes the ini-
tial assignment. The keyword sync describes synchronization between state
machines and thus the use of channels for transitions. The labels printed in
italic represent action labels. The keywords pre and post describe expressions
for guards and updates of transitions.
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The Animal has two states, Hungry and Digesting. The initial state is Hun-
gry. The state machine uses the integer variable calories, which is initially set
to 0. The variable value is set to 100 after the transition to the state Digesting
has fired, as denoted with the post condition. However, this depends on the
channel eatable: The transition will fire only if the state machine can send on
this channel, as expressed with the exclamation mark. In addition, during this
transition an action eat is initiated, which is denoted with the according action
label. In the state Digesting, two transitions are available. As long as the num-
ber of calories is larger than 0, a transition is chosen that has an action label
digest, which leads to the post condition that the number of calories is reduced
by 5. If the number of calories has reached 0, a transition to the state Hungry
will fire.
The Plant state machine has an initial state Grown where the initial value
of its integer variable growth is 100. If the state machine can receive on the
channel eatable, it switches to the state Eaten. According to the post condition,
the growth is set to 0 after this transition. As long as the growth is less than
10, a transition is chosen here that initiates the action grow and increases the
growth by 1. If the growth has reached 10, a transition to the state Grown will
fire.
In summary, the state machine system describes two interacting entities:
Animals can eat plants if they are fully grown, and digest afterwards without
the desire to eat any plants, until they are hungry again. So far, the model is
rather simple. However, if such models are used to implement software – in
this case for example as part of a graphical simulation of animals and plants
– the state machine is not sufficient to describe a complete implementation.
Therefore, the action labels are available for abstraction from any detailed im-
plementation logic. If this state machine would be connected to program code,
the actions eat, digest and grow would have to be connected to implementing
methods. In addition, the channel is assumed here to be always available. In a
more realistic example, the channel could be used for more detailed decisions
if animals and plants can interact; in a graphical simulation, one can imagine
that this decision is based on the location of animals and available plants. The
creation of the program code patternwill therefore have to provide appropriate
interconnections to the implementation.
4.1.2 Program Code Pattern
The program code pattern considers the state machine model defined above
and defines program code structures that represent the abstract syntax of the
state machine and provide an appropriate behavior at run time. Based on our
decision to use Java to realize the embedded model, it is defined as follows:
Definition 7 EStateMachine,Java is a class of embedded models for MStateMachine
in the Java programming language. ✷
4.1.2.1 States
States are static elements of the model and must thus be represented by static
program code fragments. They are in addition the entry point to the program
code pattern, since all other model elements are attached to transitions which
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are in turn attached to states. For these reasons states will be represented by
type definitions, called state classes in the following. According to the rules for
pattern instantiation as defined in section 3.1.3.4, they must be identifiable so
that pre-defined program code must exist to annotate them as state classes. In
this case a marker interface is implemented by every state class. By this means,
state classes are identifiable type-safely. The name of the class represents the
name of the state.
public class  HungryState  implements  IState
{
// ... 
} State DefinitionState Name
Figure 4.2: State definition in the program code pattern.
The state class for the state Hungry from the example given above can be
seen in figure 4.2. The precise rules for the creation of state classes are the
following:
• ∃tState ∈ T , name(tState) =IState, ∄m ∈ M, tState
contains
−−−−→ m
• ∀s ∈ SStates : ∃t ∈ TStates, TStates ⊆ T , name(t) = name(s), t
isO f
−−→ tState
In Java, the marker interface is a Java interface with the name IState.
4.1.2.2 Transitions and Actions
Transitions have the purpose to indicate paths between states and to provide
labels for actions that make changes to the state space. Since transitions are
each connected to at least one state, they are represented by methods inside
state classes. These so-called transition methods are implemented in the state
class of the state the transition emanates from, and have a pre-defined meta
data annotation that refers to the class definition of the target state. This leads
to the following rules for the creation of transition methods:
• ∃aTransition ∈ A, name(aTransition) = Transition
• ∀t ∈ STransitions : ∃mt ∈ MTransition, MTransition ⊂ M, ∃s ∈ TStates,
s
contains
−−−−→ mt
• ∀mt ∈ MTransition : mt
has
−→ at ∈ A, at
isO f
−−→ aTransition
• ∃pTarget ∈ AP , name(pTarget) = target, pTarget
re f erences
−−−−−→ tTarget ∈ TStates,
aTransition
has
−→ pTarget
The implementation of actions to be invoked during transitions is not part
of the model, however, we stated the goal to connect the state machine mod-
els to implementations directly. For this reason, each embedded state machine
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public class  EatenState  implements  IState
{
@Transition(target =  EatenState.class , contract =  GrowContract.class )
public void grow(Actor actor)
{
    actor. grow ();
}
}
Target State Reference
Action Label
Guard and Update Reference
Transition Method
Figure 4.3: A transition in the embedded state machine pattern.
instance contains a type that acts as a facade to the application logic, in the fol-
lowing called actor. It contains methods that have no paramaters. The names of
these methods are interpreted as action labels. To be used during run time, the
actor is passed as parameter to each transition method. The transition methods
then contain calls to the actor methods and represent a set of action labels by
this means. The rules for actors are the following:
• ∃tActor ∈ T
• ∀a ∈ LActions : ∃ma ∈ M, name(ma) = a, tActor
contains
−−−−→ ma, ∄p ∈ MP ,
ma
has
−→ p
• ∀m ∈ MTransition : ∃pActor ∈ MP , pActor
isO f
−−→ tActor, m
has
−→ pActor
• ∀m ∈ MTransition : ∃LActionsm ⊆ LActions, ∀a ∈ LActionsm : ∃s ∈ S ,
m
contains
−−−−→ s, s
invokes
−−−−→ ma ∈ M, tActor
has
−→ ma, name(ma) = a
• ∀m ∈ MTransition : ∄s ∈ S , m
contains
−−−−→ s, ¬s
invokes
−−−−→ m′ ∈ M, tActor
contains
−−−−→
m′
The resulting program code is illustrated in figure 4.3. The transition
method is named grow, although the name itself is not interpreted here. It has
an annotation referring to the target state EatenState. The transition thus
has the same source and target state as defined in the exemplary model in
figure 4.1. The parameter of the transition method, which is by convention
named ator, is of the type of the actor facade. The according instance will at
run time be passed to this method by the execution framework. Inside the
transition method, the actor method grow is called, so that this transition
method has one action label grow. With these elements, the states, transitions,
and actions are defined completely in the program code. In figure 4.3, the
annotation contains an additional parameter ontrat used for guards and
updates, which will be explained in the next section.
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public interface IAnimalVariables
{
    int  getCalories ();
}
Variable Name
Variable Data Type
Figure 4.4: A variable facade type defining a variable alories as used in the
example in section 4.1.1.5.
4.1.2.3 Variables, Guards, and Updates
One of the focal points of the state machine model introduced above is the con-
sideration of a state space defined by variables that have a name and a data
type. This state space is on the one hand interpreted by guards in order to
decide which transitions are to fire. On the other hand, it is modified by up-
dates to denote changes to the state space that occur during transitions. The
consideration of the state space is of special interest in the context of embed-
ded models: In contrast to the formal model itself, they are not self-contained,
but instead part of larger applications. By this means the state space of the
embedded state machine is only part of the larger state space of the overall
application. However, the overall state space is not defined within the context
of state machines, or may even consist of data types and value ranges that are
not appropriate for use in the context of state machines. For this reason, the
abstraction defining the limits between model and other program code must
be reflected to focus on the subset of the state space that is of interest to the
model accordingly.
Similar to actions, variables are defined in a facade type, too. This is realized
by an interface containing a method for each variable that defines its name and
data type as shown in figure 4.4. For this purpose the following rules apply:
• ∃tVariables ∈ T
• ∀v ∈ LVariables : ∃mv ∈ M, name(mv) = v, tVariables
contains
−−−−→ mv,
mv
returns
−−−−→ tv ∈ T , mv
contains
−−−−→ ǫ
FInitial is by this means defined by the return values of all methods of the
variables facade instance at the point in time when the state machine is exe-
cuted.
In Java, the methods in the variables interface are defined as get methods
(cf. section 3.1.3.3).
As shown in figure 4.3, guards and updates are assigned to transitions by a
reference to a so-called “contract class” in the meta data annotation. Contract
classes define two methods containing the expressions for guard and update.
Both return a boolean value. Classes are denoted contract classes with the
implementation of a pre-defined interface named IContrat that defines the
guard and update methods, which are named hekCondition and validate.
Guards and updates both consist of expressions with formulas in ΣPropositional
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that are implemented in methods as defined for expressions in section 3.1.3.2.
In these expressions, the variable labels are denoted by invocations of the re-
lated methods of the variables type. This leads to the following definitions for
the representation of guards and updates in the program code pattern:
• ∃tContract ∈ T
• ∃mGuard ∈ M, name(mGuard) = hekCondition, tContract
contains
−−−−→mGuard,
mGuard
returns
−−−−→ tBoolean
• ∃pmGuard ∈ MP , pmGuard
isO f
−−→ tVariables, mGuard
has
−→ pmGuard
• ∃mUpdate ∈ M, name(mUpdate) = validate, tContract
contains
−−−−→ mUpdate,
mUpdate
returns
−−−−→ tBoolean
• ∃pmUpdate ∈ MP , pmUpdate
isO f
−−→ tVariables, mUpdate
has
−→ pmUpdate
• ∃p′mUpdate ∈ MP , p
′
mUpdate
isO f
−−→ tVariables, mUpdate
has
−→ p′mUpdate
• ∃TContracts ⊂ T : ∀t ∈ TContracts : t
isO f
−−→ tContract
The method hekCondition realizes the guard by taking one parameter
pmGuard of the variables type with the current variable assignment and evaluat-
ing it to a boolean value. The method validate realizes the update by taking
two parameters pmUpdate and p
′
mUpdate
of the variables type: One with the current
variable assignment, and one with the variable assignment from the point in
time before the transition fired. It can thus be evaluated to a boolean value by
enabling comparisons between variable values.
These contracts are used in themeta data annotations of transitionmethods:
• ∃pContract ∈ AP , name(pContract) = ontrat, pContract
re f erences
−−−−−→ tContract
∈ TContracts, aTransition
has
−→ pContract
The expressions in guards und updates are either simple expressions or
composite expressions.
Simple expressions in guards are a tuple 〈λ,ω, ρ〉with
• λ a variable identifier mv ∈ M, tVariables
contains
−−−−→ mv,
• ω ∈ {=, 6=,<,>,≤,≥} an operator,
• ρ either a literal value or a variable identifier m′v ∈ M, tVariables
contains
−−−−→
m′v,m
′
v 6= mv.
Simple expressions in updates are a tuple 〈λ, ρ〉with
• the left-hand side λ a variable identifier so that λ
invokes
−−−−→ mv ∈ M,
tVariables
contains
−−−−→ mv, λ
has
−→ pmUpdate,
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public class GrowContract implements IContract<IPlantVariables>
{
    public boolean checkCondition(IPlantVariables vars)
    {
        return (vars.getGrowth() < 10;
    }
    public boolean validate(IPlantVariables before, IPlantVariables after)
    {
        return (after.getGrowth() == before.getGrowth() + 1);
    }
}
Variable Name
Current Variables
Literal Value
Operator
Current VariablesPreserved Variables
Variable Name
(New Value)
Operator
Variable Name
(Preserved Value)
Figure 4.5: A contract class containing the guard method hekCondition
and the update method validate. Both evaluate expressions by accessing the
methods in the variables type, thus denoting the variable labels in use.
• the assignment operator =,
• the right-hand side ρ
– either a literal value,
– or a variable identifier ρ1 connected to a literal value
with an operator out of the set {+,−,×,÷} so that
ρ1
invokes
−−−−→ m′v ∈ M, tVariables
contains
−−−−→ m′v, ρ
has
−→ p′mUpdate,
– or a variable identifier ρ1 connected to a variable identifier
ρ2 with an operator out of the set {+,−,×,÷} so that
ρ1
invokes
−−−−→ m′v ∈ M, tVariables
contains
−−−−→ m′v, ρ
has
−→ p′mUpdate and
ρ2
invokes
−−−−→ m′′v ∈ M, tVariables
contains
−−−−→ m′′v , ρ
has
−→ p′mUpdate with
m′v 6= m
′′
v .
A composite expression κ connects a set of simple expressions or composite
expressions σ1 . . . σn so that κ = σ1 ∨ . . .∨ σn or κ = σ1 ∧ . . . ∧ σn.
Figure 4.5 shows an examplary contract class for the transition with the ac-
tion label grow introduced in the example in section 4.1.1.5. The variables are in
this case provided by a the variables type IPlantVariables. The contract class
is generic and parameterized with the variables type, which determines the
type of the parameters. The guard for this transition requires that the variable
growth is less than 10. Consequently, the program code consists of a method
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public class EatChannel implements IChannel
{
    public ChannelSelection enable(Set<Object> senders, Set<Object> receivers)
    {
        // ...
    }
}
Channel Name
Figure 4.6: A channel class. The possible senders and receivers are passed
to the method enable in sets. The method can then select a pair of
sender and receiver that are enabled and return them in an instance of type
ChannelSeletion. While the channel definition is part of the model, the
method body contains application logic that is not of interest to the state ma-
chine model.
call to the variable method getGrowth(), the operator <, and the literal value
10. The update denotes that the variable growth is expected to be increased by
1. Thus, the update method contains a comparison between the variable for
the points in time before and after the update. This is realized by an expres-
sion that invokes the method getGrowth() in its left-hand side on the update
method parameter after. The right-hand side of the expression invokes the
same method on the update method parameter before and adds the literal 1.
4.1.2.4 Channels
Channels connect communicating state machines in a state machine system.
From the perspective of the model introduced in section 4.1.1, they decide if
state machines can send or receive based on the availability of a matching re-
ceiver or sender. When such models are embedded in complex software sys-
tems, as is the aim of embedded models, the related decisions may be based on
the application logic of the underlying program. For this reason, channels are
implemented as shown in illustration 4.6:
Each channel is represented by a class implementing the pre-defined inter-
face IChannel that provides a method enable. This method supplies sets of
state machine actors that try to send or receive as parameters. It returns a pair
of actors selected by the channel implementation; the pair is represented by the
type ChannelSeletion. Inside the method, arbitrary application logic can be
performed by the channel implementation to select the pair of state machines
that are allowed to interact. For this purpose, the actor objects are accessible to
represent the state machines and serve as an entry point for application logic.
This leads to the following rules for channels:
• ∃tChannel ∈ T , name(tChannel) = IChannel
• ∃menable ∈ M, name(menable) = enable, tChannel
contains
−−−−→ menable
• ∃pSenders ∈ MP , pSenders
isO f
−−→ any, num(pSenders) ≥ 0,
menable
has
−→ pSenders
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• ∃pReceivers ∈ MP , pReceivers
isO f
−−→ any, num(pReceivers) ≥ 0, menable
has
−→
pReceivers
• menable
returns
−−−−→ 〈s, r〉, s ∈ T , s
isO f
−−→ any, r ∈ T , r
isO f
−−→ any
Channel classes are assigned to transition methods with the parameters
sends or reeives in the meta data annotation Transition:
• ∃pSends ∈ AP , name(pSends) = sends, pSends
re f erences
−−−−−→ tSends ∈ T ,
tSends
isO f
−−→ tChannel, aTransition
has
−→ pSends
• ∃pReceives ∈ AP , name(pReceives) = reeives, pReceives
re f erences
−−−−−→ tReceives ∈
T , tReceives
isO f
−−→ tChannel, aTransition
has
−→ pReceives
4.1.3 Execution Semantics
As defined in section 3.1.4, each embedded model is accompanied by an exe-
cution framework that produces sequences of actions matching the execution
semantics of the formal model. We will now outline the execution semantics
of state machines that are of interest for this purpose and then introduce the
execution algorithm necessary for embedded state machines.
4.1.3.1 Execution Algorithm
Since embedded state machines will be used to control the execution of appli-
cation logic of surrounding applications, we consider state machine execution
semantics in terms of sequences of actions [Peled et al., 2001]:
Definition 8 α is a sequence of actions α0, . . . , αn produced by a given state
machine, iff α0 is first action of a transition t where s0 is the first component of
t and the initial variable assignment is model for FGuards(t), and
• either αm and αm+1 are succeeding actions in one transition
• or
– αm is the last action in a transition t,
– and αm+1 is the first action in another transition t
′ where a state s′
exists that is second component of t and first component of t′,
– and a variable assignment exists so that FUpdates(t) and FGuards(t
′)
evaluate to true,
– and t′ has no channels, or only channels that are enabled. ✷
This leads to the following algorithm for the execution of a single state ma-
chine:
1: s := s0
2: while s.transitions 6= ∅ do
3: {Determine if the state machine has to wait for channels}
4: wait := f alse
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5: for all t in s.transitions do
6: if (t.sends ∧ and ¬t.canSend) ∨ (t.receives ∧ ¬t.canReceive) then
7: wait := true
8: end if
9: end for
10: if wait = f alse then
11: T := new empty set of transitions
12: {Pre-select transitions with enabled channels first}
13: for all t in s.transitions do
14: if (t.sends ∧ and t.canSend) ∨ (t.receives ∧ t.canReceive) then
15: T.add(t)
16: end if
17: end for
18: {If no channels enabled, pre-select transitions without channels}
19: if T = ∅ then
20: for all t in s.transitions do
21: if ¬t.sends ∧ ¬t.receives then
22: T.add(t)
23: end if
24: end for
25: end if
26: {Select transition to fire}
27: t f ire := null
28: for all t in T do
29: if t f ire = null then
30: if invoke(t.guard) = true then
31: t f ire = t
32: end if
33: end if
34: end for
35: {Fire transition}
36: if t f ire 6= null then
37: invoke(t f ire)
38: s := t f ire.target
39: if invoke(t f ire.update 6= true) then
40: print Error: Update failed!
41: exit
42: end if
43: else
44: print Error: No viable transition!
45: exit
46: end if
47: end if
48: end while
The execution starts in the initial state s0 with the initial assignment. For
each current state, the transition that will fire is selected in two steps.
First, transitions are considered that want to send or receive on channels.
For each of those the execution framework checks if it is possible for them to
send or receive. If yes, these transitions are pre-selected so that a temporary
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set of transition candidates exists, denoted as T in the algorithm above. If no
transitions are related to channels, all transitions without channels are added
to T. By this means the execution algorithm ensures that transitions with chan-
nels are preferred, and disregards all transitions with non-enabled channels.
If transitions have channels that are not enabled, the state machine waits and
thus does not fire any transitions even if their guards are enabled.
Second, the transition to fire is selected from the set T by evaluating the
guards. The execution framework invokes the guard for each transition and
passes the variables to it. The first transition whose guard invocation evaluates
to true is selected to fire. In the algorithm sketched above, it is denoted with
the variable t f ire.
If t f ire exists, the related transition method is invoked. By this means the
contained action labels are also invoked. Afterwards, the update of t f ire is in-
voked. Depending on the execution framework, detection of non-successful
updates can lead to a warning or abortion of the execution. If the update is
invoked successfully, the current state is set to the target of t f ire.
4.1.3.2 State Machine Interaction
The algorithm above describes the state machine execution from the perspec-
tive of a single state machine. The execution semantics provided by a frame-
work must also accomplish execution of a state machine system. The execution
of a state machine system is illustrated in figure 4.7 showing the interactions
between different components. (Please note that, although this illustration is
similar to UML sequence diagrams, only the interaction between components
and not specific instances of components is depicted.)
The embedded state machine system works with so-called steps. In each
step, all state machines in the system try to fire a transition. The beginning of
a step is indicated with a call to the method next to the state machine system.
The state machine system first requests all state machines to register for
channels. This means that each state machine considers the transitions in the
active state. Those that want to send or receive on channel are registered as
senders or receivers on the related channel. The channels are by this means
supplied with information about possible senders and receivers so that they
can allow state machines to interact later on.
This selection is initiated by the state machine system calling the command
enable of each channel. The result is a pair of sender and receiver which is
returned to the state machine system. After the state machine system has
collected senders and receivers from all channels, it calls the command
hekAndFire on the state machines of all senders and receivers and passes
the transition to them. The state machines invoke the related guard. If it
evaluates to true, the transition fires. If not, the state machine remains in the
same state.
Afterwards the statemachines that have not registered for channels are con-
sidered. The state machine system calls the command seletAndFire on each
of them, leading to the evaluation of the guards of all transitions without chan-
nels and the firing of the first transition whose guard evaluates to true.
This perspective on the execution algorithm is slightly different than the al-
gorithm introduced in the previous section since it is modularized with respect
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EmbeddedStateMachineSystem EmbeddedStateMachine
loop [for all state machines]
registerForChannels()
Channel
loop [for all transitions with channels]
register(transition)
loop [for all channels]
enable()
sender, receiver
loop [for all senders and receivers]
checkAndFire(transition)
loop [for all state machines without senders or receivers]
selectAndFire()
next()
Figure 4.7: The execution sequence in an embedded state machine system.
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to the participating components. However, the execution semantics are equiva-
lent since the algorithm for single state machines abstracts from the interaction
details, but performs the same actions.
4.1.3.3 Use of Program Code Fragments
The execution framework for embedded state machines works with the ele-
ments of the program code pattern.
For this purpose, the graph of states and transitions is interpreted by the ex-
ecution framework. It reads the static structures of state classes marked with
the interface IState, transition methods, and the transition meta data annota-
tion Transition with the parameter target. The framework also interprets
the transition meta data parameter ontrat and the related contract classes
that implement the interface IContrat. For channels, the transition meta data
parameters sends or reeives are read together with the channel classes im-
plementing the interface IChannel.
These static structures are interpreted by the execution framework to deter-
mine invocations of program code for making decisions or initiating the execu-
tion of actions. Following the execution semantics introduced above, this first
concerns the method enable provided by the interface IChannel for the chan-
nel types. Before transitions fire, their guards are checked with the method
hekCondition determined by the interface IContrat for contract classes.
When a transition is selected, its method is invoked so that the contained actor
methods representing the action labels are invoked by this means, too. After-
wards, the method validate in the related contract is invoked. The locations
of these four executable parts are determined by the static structures that are
interpreted. The executable parts themselves are considered black boxes by the
execution framework.
4.1.4 Interface Definitions
As described in section 3.1.5, interfaces are an important part of the program
code patterns since they connect embedded models to arbitrary application
logic of the programs the models are embedded in. In embedded state ma-
chines, three kinds of interfaces exist:
• The actor is a collection of labels. It is action-oriented since the methods
provide entry points to the application logic, but do not return any data.
Actors are accessed in transition methods and channel classes.
• The variables facade is a collection of labels. It is data-oriented since
variable methods deliver variable values from the state space of the
surrounding program, which are possibly aggregated. Variables are
accessed in guard and update methods.
• Channels each represent one label. They are data-oriented, too, since they
process application logic to determine which pair of sender or receiver
will be enabled, and thus only return this pair. Channels are not accessed
from inside the program code pattern, but only from the execution frame-
work.
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Guard Actions Update
Variables Actor
Application Logic State Space
input inputinvocation
modificationinput
Figure 4.8: The role of interfaces in embedded state machines.
An embedded state machine is by this means connected to the surrounding
program as illustrated in figure 4.8:
In each step, guards are evaluated first. They read variables as input which
are extracted from the state space of the surrounding program. The state space
is therefore expected to fulfill the requirements of a guard of at least one tran-
sition in the current state. However, the variable values cannot be controlled
from inside the embedded model, and irregularities cannot be detected with
model checking at the level of the statemachine model. The application logic is
therefore responsible for ensuring that the state machine variables are valid in
the context of the model. At development time, this could be supported with
static analysis and model checking of program code [Holzmann et al., 2008]
since the requirements to the state space are for each state precisely given by
the guards’ expressions (cf. section 4.4.3.2). At run time, inconsistencies will
be detected if the state machine takes other paths as expected or runs into a
deadlock; detection and analysis of such errors can be supported by monitor-
ing tools (cf. section 3.2.4).
When a guard has been evaluated successfully, the overall system is in a
certain state as far as determined by the guard. The actions that are initiated
at this point in time can modify the state space of the surrounding application.
Since the actions themselves and the transition methods do not make any as-
sumptions about these changes, they are black boxes to the embedded state
machines so that the changes are not directly comprehensible.
After a transition has fired, the update reads the variables again. It validates
if the overall program is in an expected state with respect to the set of variables
used in the expression. Again, the variable values delivered to the update are
extracted from the state space of the surrounding program. By this means the
application logic is responsible for ensuring that modifications to the overall
state space during actions are compatible to requirements made by the update.
This connection betweenmodifications in actions and variable values accessed
for the related updates can also be supported by static code analysis andmodel
checking. At run time, deviations can be detected with monitoring, too.
After an update has been evaluated and the target state has been reached,
the evaluation of guards will start again. Therefore the update must leave the
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system in a state that is compatible to the requirements of the next guard. Since
this affects the variables of the state machine, it can be validated at the level of
themodel. However, for this validation to bemeaningful, the variablemethods
are required not to change the overall state space themselves. Modifications to
the state space should occur during actions only, which conforms to the model
semantics. This requirement can also be validated with static code analysis.
The method enable in channels can access the application logic via actors
to decide which pair of sender and receiver will be enabled. Since the princi-
ple that only actions should modify the state space applies here, too, channels
should access actors only for reading. Since the enable methods are not part
of the model, but represented in the model only with the channel’s name, the
interactions there are not comprehensible at the level of the model. Again, the
application logic is responsible for working in a way that is compatible with
the model semantics, which can be validated with static code analysis based
on slicing (cf. section 3.1.5.2).
4.1.5 Transformations
To enable working at different abstraction levels, transformations are necessary
for embedded state machines as described in section 3.1.6. For the domain of
state machines, several views can exist for editing, verification, model check-
ing, and monitoring. We will outline the default transformations here and then
introduce a special transformation to the automata model checking tool UP-
PAAL.
4.1.5.1 Default Transformations
The default transformation extracting the model from source code considers
the elements of the program code pattern as introduced in section 4.1.2:
• States with their names;
• transitions with their names, action labels, and references to targets, con-
tracts, and channels;
• channels with their names;
• variables with their names and data types;
• actor methods with their names;
• guards and updates with their expressions.
The default transformation extracting the model from byte code works with
the following elements:
• States with their names;
• transitions with their names, target, contract, and channels references;
• channels with their names;
• variables with their names and data types;
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• actor methods with their names.
These transformations can be internal so that the elements can be repre-
sented in view-specific tools working with the state machine semantics. In this
case no explicit target for the transformation is needed. However, the default
transformations can also be extended to other external transformations with
the definition of a target format.
4.1.5.2 UPPAAL
For state machines, verification tools exist that focus on some aspects of the
models only, but provide thorough verification for them. We thus present a
transformation from embedded state machines to the format of the timed au-
tomatamodel checker UPPAAL [Larsen et al., 1997]. Although timed automata
themselves are not used in this embedded model, UPPAAL provides model
checking features for general properties of state machines, like value ranges,
reachability and deadlocks, and similar. However, it does for this purpose not
consider actions. The transformation thus allows to focus on the aspects cov-
ered by UPPAAL.
A state machine system in UPPAAL is denoted a system, too. It consists of
global variable declarations, single state machines called templates, a definition
of template instances to be used for verification, and channels identified by a
name. The variable declarations each have a boolean or integer data type and
a name.
Each template consists of local variable declarations, named states (called
locations), and transitions between them (called edges). One location is the
initial state. Edges have several properties: Selections declare variables with a
value from a non-deterministic choice; guards are pre-conditions that work
with global variables, template variables, and selections; synchronisation is
specified with channel labels for receiving or sending; updates modify the
system state after a transition has fired by modifying global variables and
template variables.
The example introduced in section 4.1.1.5 consists of the following frag-
ments if transformed to UPPAAL:
• The template for the animal, see figure 4.9(a).
• The variable declaration for the animal template: int alories = 0;
• The template for the plant, see figure 4.9(b).
• The variable declaration for the plant template: int growth = 0;
• The global declarations for the channel: han eatable;
• The system declaration using one instance of each the animal and the
plant templates (named a and p), see listing 4.1.
The data processed by UPPAAL is similar to the definition of the formal
model for embedded state machines used here. However, the information
about actions must be omitted. The transformation will thus consist of the
following elements:
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Digesting
Hungry
calories > 0
calories = calories - 5
calories == 0eatable!
calories = 100
(a) The Animal template.
Eaten
Grown
growth < 10
growth = growth + 1
growth == 10eatable?
growth = 0
(b) The Plant template.
Figure 4.9: The UPPAAL templates for the state machine example (cf. figure
4.1).
// Plae template instantiations here.
a = Animal();
p = Plant();
// List one or more proesses to be omposed into a system.
system a, p;
Listing 4.1: The system declaration for the state machine example in UPPAAL.
• For each state machine with its variables interface, a template in UPPAAL
is created.
• Each channel class is transformed to a global channel declaration in UP-
PAAL.
• For each state class, a location in the respective UPPAAL template is cre-
ated that has the name of the class.
• Each transition becomes an edge in UPPAAL. The name of the transition
is not considered since edges in UPPAAL are not named.
• For each variable interface, all methods are transformed to local variable
declarations in the related UPPAAL template. However, only integer and
boolean data types are allowed.
• All guards and updates are transformed to guard and update expressions
at the related edges in UPPAAL.
• The channel references in the transition meta data annotation are trans-
formed to appropriate synchronization expressions attached to UPPAAL
edges.
This special view can be used by the UPPAAL tool for three purposes: Visu-
alization, simulation, and verification of the model. The visualization is shown
in figure 4.9. Since the program code does not contain layout information of
the model elements, the layout has to be set manually. Simulation of the model
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Figure 4.10: The example state machine in UPPAAL’s simulator.
is possible as shown in figure 4.10: The current states of the single automata
instances are shown including the state space. For each step taken by the state
machine system, the states, transitions, and channels are visualized so that the
behavior of the system is comprehensible.
In addition, the extracted model can be verified with respect to the state
space and reachability properties as far as defined by UPPAAL. UPPAAL pro-
vides Computation Tree Logic expressions [Clarke et al., 1986] for verification.
In the context of the example, the following exemplary queries to the UPPAAL
verifier could be of interest:
• A[℄ not deadlok – the system is free of deadlocks.
• A[℄ a.alories >= 0 && a.alories <= 100 and A[℄ p.growth >= 0
&& p.growth <= 10 – guards and updates are specified such that the
variables are limited to their intended value ranges.
• E<> a.Digesting and E<> p.Eaten – the states that are not initial states
are reachable. This means that variables and channels are designed in a
way that the state machine system is functional.
• E[℄ a.Digesting imply p.Eaten – The fact that an animal is digesting
corresponds with the fact that the plant has been eaten.
With this transformation, the automata view on embedded state machines
can be instrumented to verify certain properties of the program thoroughly,
although it does not cover all aspects of the model.
4.2 Process Models
State machines are appropriate for modeling systems that have a well-defined
state space. As shown above, programs can be designed with embedded mod-
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Figure 4.11: The Ecore meta model of JWT.
els and verification can be applied to the program code with respect to the state
space and its semantics in the context of state machines. However, interaction
of state machines with other parts of the program happens only implicitly and
is not part of the model. For this reason we present another class of embed-
ded models here for process models respectively workflow models. These are
also based on the assumption that the program flow can be represented in cer-
tain states, actions, and transitions. But, different to state machines, they con-
sider data exchange with programs (or parts of a program) explicitly. At the
same time, the state space is not modeled completely. With the consideration
of process models in addition to state machines we want to show that differ-
ent aspects of behavioral systems can be expressed in appropriate embedded
models.
4.2.1 Model Definition
Different approaches exist for modeling processes and workflows. The model
we will use is based on the process meta model defined by the Java Workflow
Toolkit [JWT], a set of plugins for the Eclipse IDE that support engineering
workflow models independent from specific run time or server environments.
JWT is for this purpose related to multiple other workflow modeling types
[Lautenbacher, 2007] and appropriate transformations exist. The JWT meta
model is defined as a model in Ecore, which is a language for formal model def-
inition in the Eclipse Modeling Framework [Budinsky et al., 2009]. The meta
model has certain packages that are shown in figure 4.11. Wewill now describe
their contents and select a subset of features to create an embeddedmodel. The
resulting process model is defined as follows:
Definition 9 AProcess = 〈LActivities, SNodes, SEdges, LApplications, ΣPropositional,
FGuards, FSubProcesses, FInitial, sstart〉 is the abstract syntax derived from AMeta for
a model class of process models MProcess with
• LActivities a finite set of activities,
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• SNodes a finite set of nodes in activities,
• SEdges ⊆ SNodes× SNodes a finite set of edges,
• LApplications a finite set of application labels,
• ΣPropositional the propositional logic, including a finite set of variables
(called data in the context of JWT) LData and a finite set of data types for
variables LDataTypes, which are combined in a set of variable declarations
SVariables,
• FSubProcesses a function that assigns sub process invocations to some nodes,
• FGuards a function that assigns logical formulas for guards to edges,
• FInitial a function that gives an initial assignment for all data defined in
the logic,
• sstart ∈ SNodes the initial node. ✷
4.2.1.1 Package ore
This package contains common supertypes for model elements and the basic
element Model that is the root object for all information in a JWT workflow
model. It contains meta data for process models with the attributes author,
version, desription, and fileversion. These are not of interest for the em-
bedded model itself. Considering the common supertypes in this package, the
model element NamedElement is of interest since many other elements extend
it. It provides the attribute name that assigns a name to elements.
Model Definition These common supertypes do not contribute to the defini-
tion of MProcess.
4.2.1.2 Packages data and primitiveTypes
The packages data and primitiveTypes contain descriptions for data used as
input and output of actions. Two basic data types are pre-defined: StringType
for character strings and IntegerType for integer numbers. They do not have
any attributes since they are only used to identify data elements. Arbitrary
types can be identified with model elements of type DataType that are de-
scribed with a name. Data types are used by elements of type Data that have a
name (attribute name), a value (attribute value), and a relation to the data type
(attribute dataType). Each process model can thus have a set of data units that
can be referenced by other model elements.
The package data also contains the model elements InputParameter and
OutputParameter that define names and default values for parameters of ac-
tions.
Furthermore, the package data contains model elements that allow to map
data types. This is not of interest for embeddedmodels since the data definition
is to be integrated in the program code of surrounding applications, so we will
not consider this functionality.
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Model Definition In AProcess, a set of variable labels LData and the set of their
data types LDataTypes is defined as part of the propositional logic ΣPropositional.
They represent the Data and DataType elements. We say that a variable declara-
tion v is a tuple 〈d, t〉, d ∈ LData, t ∈ LDataTypes. SVariables is the set of all variable
declarations. When the process is started, the function FInitial assigns an ini-
tial value to each variable. ΣPropositional itself is used to build expressions that
access these variables in guards. In addition, the values can be read from ele-
ments out of LData as parameters to actions and be assigned to them as a result
of actions.
4.2.1.3 Package appliation
The package appliation contains foremost the model element Appliation
representing an application that can be invoked during actions. It has two at-
tributes of interest: javaClass refers to a fully-qualified class name of a Java
class that provides this application, and method is the name of the method
inside the Java class that constitutes the application. Applications also have
a list of input and output parameters (models elements InputParameter and
OutputParameter). We define for our embedded model that each application
does only have 0 or 1 output parameters; the reasonwill be explained in section
4.2.2.3 when the program code pattern is introduced.
In addition, this package contains model elements describing different
types of applications. Since the embedded model will connect the processes to
application code only, this is not of interest and will not be considered.
Model Definition For the embeddedmodel, we assume that exactly one Java
class provides methods as entry points to the application logic that are called
from actions. Therefore, only a method name is needed to describe actions.
AProcess thus contains a set of application labels LApplications. Input and output
parameters will be defined by the method signatures and are thus not modeled
explicitly.
4.2.1.4 Package proesses
This package contains model elements representing the static structure of pro-
cesses. In JWT, the graph of a workflow built from these elements is called
activity and represented by the type Ativity. Its contents can be roughly cat-
egorized in model elements for control nodes, executable nodes, and edges.
Control nodes and executable nodes share a super type AtivityNode that has
two attributes in and outwith lists of incoming and outgoing edges.
Control Nodes Control nodes have a super type ControlNode that does
not specify any attributes. The control nodes themselves do not have any
attributes, too. InitialNode and FinalNode represent beginning and end of
an activity. A DeisionNode has multiple outgoing edges that are equipped
with guards to make decisions. Multiple paths started in decision nodes are
brought together in nodes of type MergeNode. If parallel processing of tasks in
activities is possible, a ForkNode represents the beginning of multiple threads.
These different paths are brought together in nodes of type JoinNode. For our
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purpose, we will not consider parallel processing and therefore neglect fork
and join nodes in the following since they would have little influence on the
program code pattern.
Executable Nodes The node type Ation is of interest since it denotes exe-
cution of application logic. We consider the following attributes: exeutedBy
refers to an application being executed in this action; inputs and outputs are
sets of data used as input and output parameters. Actions contain in addition
information about roles, mappings, and time constraints, but these will not be
considered in the embedded model.
In JWT, activities can be nested. We consider for this purpose the executable
node type AtivityLinkNode. It refers to another activity with its parameter
linksto.
Edges Edges are represented by the model element AtivityEdge. Its
attributes soure and target refer to the nodes the edge connects. The
attribute guard does optionally refer to a guard. The respective model
element Guard contains as attributes a textual description of the guard
expression (attribute shortdesription) and a data structure representing
the guard in detail in a model element of type GuardSpeifiation (attribute
detailedSpeifiation).
GuardSpeifiations can contain two kinds of information. Either they
define a simple expression with a data element (attribute data), an operation
type (attribute operation), and a value (attribute value). The operation is
in this case a model element OperationType out of the enumeration Equals,
Lower, LowerEquals, Greater, GreaterEquals, or UnEquals. Or they define a
list of sub specifications (attribute subSpeifiation) and connect them with
a boolean operator (attribute subSpeifiationConnetor). The latter is a
model element BooleanConnetor out of the enumeration AND or OR.
Model Definition This package contributes to AProcess:
• LActivities is the set of activity names.
• SNodes represents all nodes in activities so that SNodes = SInitialNodes ∪
SFinalNodes ∪ SActions ∪ SDecisionNodes ∪ SMergeNodes ∪ SSubProcessNodes with
num(SInitialNodes) = 1 ∧ num(SFinalNodes) = 1. Each activity has exactly
one initial node si ∈ SInitialNodes and one final node s f ∈ SFinalNodes.
• Each action a ∈ SActions has an application label
applicationa ∈ LApplications for its attribute exeutedBy, zero or one
output data label outputa ∈ LData, and zero or more input data labels
inputsa ⊆ LData.
• FSubProcesses assigns the name of an activity a ∈ LActivities to each s ∈
SSubProcessNodes.
• SEdges ⊆ SNodes × SNodes is the set of edges representing all elements of
type AtivityEdge, so that each edge has a source node and a target
node. Each node n ∈ SNodes has a set of incoming edges Inn and a set of
outgoing edges Outn.
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• Guards are assigned to transitions by FGuards. Each GuardSpeifiation
is either a simple or a complex boolean expression. Complex
expressions connect simple expressions with operators of type
subSpeifiationConnetor, i.e. out of {&&, ||}. Simple expressions
have three components:
– a left side which is always a variable identifier d ∈ LData,
– an operator of OperationType, i.e. out of {==,<,<=,>,>=, ! =},
– a right side which is either a literal value or another variable identi-
fier d′ ∈ LData.
4.2.1.5 Unused packages
The package events describes types for events. This is not of interest since we
only consider events with respect to program code invocations, so that they
must not be modeled explicitly. The package organisations contains infor-
mation about organisational aspects of processes. This is not of interest for
the engineering of program code. The package funtions describe applica-
tion logic to be executed, which is not necessary in the context of an embedded
model, since it is connected to program code for this purpose. These packages
will therefore be neglected for the definition of our embedded model.
4.2.1.6 Example
A non-trivial use case modeled with JWT will be introduced in chapter 5. For
now, consider the following simple example:
A load generator application for performance tests makes requests to a sys-
tem under test with different worker threads. The number of threads is ad-
justed until the turnaround time of the requests is within a given range. The
number of worker threads that produces turnaround times in this range is con-
sidered the optimum and returned as the result of the load generation process.
The load generation is thus controlled by the following variables:
• numberOfWorkers: The number of workers used for the current measure-
ment.
• turnaroundTime: The mean turnaround time as determined by the last
measurement.
• lowerLimit and upperLimit: The limits that define the acceptable range
of turnaround times.
The measurement follows these steps:
1. The process is started with numberOfWorkers being the initial number of
workers.
2. A measurement is performed with numberOfWorkers as input that re-
turns the turnaroundTime.
3. If the turnaroundTime is less than the lowerLimit, the number of work-
ers is increased and the process continues with step 2.
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4. If the turnaroundTime is larger than the upperLimit, the number of
workers is decreased and the process continues with step 2.
5. If the turnaroundTime is between lowerLimit and upperLimit, the
numberOfWorkers is shown to the user and the process ends.
This can be modeled as a process as shown in figure 4.12 in the notation of
JWT. The process consists of two activities, one for the load generation and one
for the adjustment of the number of workers. The latter is included as a sub
process in the first activity.
The load generation activity (figure 4.12(a)) has the necessary start node at
the top that leads to a merge node (labeled with an exclamation mark) and
then to the action node MeasurementNode where measurements are initiated.
As denoted by a dashed so-called reference edge in the diagram, this node
is executed by the application performMeasurement. The diagram also
visualizes input data, in this case the numberOfWorkers, and output data, in
this case the turnaroundTime that is the result of this measurement. After the
measurement, the decision is to be made whether the number of workers
will be adjusted or the measurement will be finished. This is realized by
a decision node (labeled with a question mark) with two outgoing edges
that are equipped by guards. The first edge applies if the turnaroundTime is
within the upper and lower limits (guard turnaroundTime >= lowerLimit
&& turnaroundTime <= upperLimit). In this case, the results are printed in
the action node ShowResultsNode and the process finishes. Otherwise (guard
turnaroundTime < lowerLimit || turnaroundTime > upperLimit), the
second edge leads to a sub process referenced in the AdjustWorkersNode. In
this case, the process is continued at the merge node afterwards.
The sub process for the adjustment of workers (figure 4.12(b)) has
also a start node. It leads to a decision node whose outgoing edges
have guards: If the load has been too low to reach the defined limits
(turnaroundTime < lowerLimit), the number of workers is increased
in the InreaseWorkersNode, which calls the appropriate application
inreaseWorkers. Accordingly, if the load has been too high, the number of
workers is decreased in the DereaseWorkersNode calling the application
dereaseWorkers. Both actions return the data numberOfWorkers, i.e. the
modified number of workers for the next measurement. After one of the
actions has been performed, the process reaches a merge node and finishes.
4.2.2 Program Code Pattern
The program code pattern considers the process model MProcess defined above
and defines program code structures that represent the abstract syntax of the
processes and facilitate an appropriate behavior at run time. Based on our
decision to use Java to realize the embedded model, it is defined as follows:
Definition 10 EProcess,Java is a class of embeddedmodels forMProcess in the Java
programming language. ✷
4.2.2.1 Applications
Applications are represented by methods in a facade type called actor that will
be defined for each process model. For each application, one method exists in
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(a) The load generation activity.
(b) The adjustment activity. It is a sub process contained in the node “AdjustWorkersNode” in
figure 4.12(a).
Figure 4.12: The model for the process example in the graphical JWT notation.
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this type. The method name in the facade type equals the method name of the
related application; the class name of the application is always the class name
of the facade class. This leads to the following rules:
• ∃tActor ∈ T
• ∀a ∈ LApplications : ∃m ∈ M, tActor
has
−→ m, name(m) = a
Since the input and output parameters are not modeled explicitly in
MProcess, which only references the method name, these rules for embedding
the respective information are sufficient.
4.2.2.2 Data
Data items are represented by another facade type called variables that will be
defined for each process model:
• ∃tVariables ∈ T
For each data item, two kinds of method can exist: A get method that takes no
parameters and returns the data type, and a set method that takes a parameter
of the data type and does not return anything (cf. figure 4.13). These methods
are defined as follows:
Definition 11 getv is a get method for the variable declaration v with
• v = 〈d, t〉 ∈ SVariables,
• getv ∈ M,
• tVariables
contains
−−−−→ getv,
• getv
returns
−−−−→ t,
• ∄p ∈ MP , getv
has
−→ p ✷
Definition 12 setv is a set method for the variable declaration v with
• v = 〈d, t〉 ∈ SVariables,
• setv ∈ M,
• tVariables
contains
−−−−→ setv,
• setv
returns
−−−−→ ǫ,
• ∃p ∈ MP , p
isO f
−−→ t, setv
has
−→ p ✷
From the perspective of the model, variables can be both read and written,
so that both kinds of methods exist usually. However, developers can choose
to implement only one of the methods in order to indicate that variables are
only read or only written by the model. Since both kinds of methods allow to
infer the variable name and type, they are independent from each other and
thus separately sufficient for the definition of the variable:
• ∀v ∈ SVariables : (∃getv) ∨ (∃setv)
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public interface LoadVariables
{
    int getLowerLimit();
    int getNumberOfWorkers();
    void setNumberOfWorkers(int numberOfWorkers);
}
Read-only Variable
Variable Name
Read-write Variable
Figure 4.13: The definition of data items in a variables interface.
4.2.2.3 Activities
As described above, a process model contains one or more activities which are
named. When they are embedded in program code, the activity names must
be given and the respective code fragments will have to be structured so that
their affiliation to one activity is represented. For this reason we define that
a package exists for each activity, and that the name of the activity equals the
name of the package:
• ∀a ∈ LActivities : ∃ka ∈ KActivities,KActivities ⊆ K, name(ka) = a
The foundation of process models is the activities’ graph structure of pro-
cess nodes and transitions between them. In the object-oriented program code
fragments for the pattern, each process node is represented by a class defini-
tion which implements a pre-defined interface (“node class” in the following).
These interfaces extend the marker interface IProessNode. The name of the
node equals the name of the node class. We distinguish the following kinds of
nodes:
• Initial nodes with node classes in TInitialNodes ⊂ T
• Final nodes with node classes in TFinalNodes ⊂ T
• Decision nodes with node classes in TDecisionNodes ⊂ T
• Merge nodes with node classes in TMergeNodes ⊂ T
• Sub process nodes with node classes in TSubProcessNodes ⊂ T
• Action nodes with node classes in TActionNodes ⊂ T
All nodes are in TNodes = TInitialNodes ∪ TFinalNodes ∪ TDecisionNodes ∪
TMergeNodes ∪ TSubProcessNodes ∪ TActionNodes. All nodes except action nodes do
not fulfill any other purpose than directing the process flow, so that they
mainly implement a marker interface that defines no methods, but allows to
distinguish nodes type-safely.
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Initial and Final Nodes The marker interface for initial nodes is called
IInitialNode, for final nodes IFinalNode. An example is shown in figure
4.14. In each activity package, exactly one inital and one final node must exist.
Thus, the following rules apply:
• ∃tInitialNode ∈ T , name(t) = IInitialNode, ∄m ∈ M, tInitialNode
contains
−−−−→
m
• ∀n ∈ SInitialNodes : ∃t ∈ TInitialNodes, name(t) = name(n),
t
isO f
−−→ tInitialNode
• ∃tFinalNode ∈ T , name(t) = IFinalNode, ∄m ∈ M, tFinalNode
contains
−−−−→ m
• ∀n ∈ SFinalNodes : ∃t ∈ TFinalNodes, name(t) = name(n), t
isO f
−−→ tFinalNode
• ∀k ∈ KActivities : ∃ni ∈ TInitialNodes ∧ ∃n f ∈ TFinalNodes, k
contains
−−−−→ ni,
k
contains
−−−−→ n f .
public class  MeasurementStartNode  implements  IInitialNode
{
// ... 
} Node DefinitionNode Name
Figure 4.14: A simple process node represented in the design pattern. The
marker interface determines the type of the node, in this case an initial node.
Decision and Merge Nodes Similarly, nodes for decisions and, afterwards,
merges of different paths are marked with the interfaces IDeisionNode and
IMergeNode. Since decisions are made in edges, these nodes are only place-
holders. For each decision node, an appropriate merge node must exist. The
following rules apply:
• ∃tDecisionNode ∈ T , name(t) = IDeisionNode, ∄m ∈ M,
tDecisionNode
contains
−−−−→ m
• ∀n ∈ SDecisionNodes : ∃t ∈ TDecisionNodes, name(t) = name(n), t
isO f
−−→
tDecisionNode
• ∃tMergeNode ∈ T , name(t) = IMergeNode, ∄m ∈ M, tMergeNode
contains
−−−−→ m
• ∀n ∈ SMergeNodes : ∃t ∈ TMergeNodes, name(t) = name(n), t
isO f
−−→ tMergeNode
• ∀nd ∈ TDecisionNodes, k ∈ K, k
contains
−−−−→ nd : ∃nm ∈ TMergeNodes, k
contains
−−−−→
nm
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Sub Process Nodes Activity links are represented by node classes imple-
menting the marker interface ISubProessNode. To reference the actual sub
process, they have an annotation SubProesswith a parameter of a class def-
inition implementing IStartNode, thus referencing the entry point to the sub
process. An example is shown in figure 4.15. The following rules apply:
• ∃tSubProcessNode ∈ T , name(t) = ISubProessNode, ∄m ∈ M,
tSubProcessNode
contains
−−−−→ m
• ∀n ∈ SSubProcessNodes : ∃t ∈ TSubProcessNodes, name(t) = name(n), t
isO f
−−→
tSubProcessNode
• ∃aSubProcess ∈ A, name(aSubProcess) = SubProess
• ∃pTarget ∈ AP , pTarget
re f erences
−−−−−→ tTarget ∈ TInitialNodes, aSubProcess
has
−→ pTarget
• ∀s ∈ TSubProcessNodes : s
isO f
−−→ tSubProcessNode ∧ s
has
−→ aSubProcess
@SubProcess( StartAdjustmentNode.class )
public class  AdjustWorkersNode  implements  ISubProcessNode
{
// ... 
} Sub Process Node Definition
Sub Process Reference
Figure 4.15: A sub process node in the program code pattern. The type of the
node is determined by the marker interface. The annotation refers to the initial
state of the sub process.
Actions Actions are represented by node classes implementing the interface
IAtionNode. It defines themethod ationwhose method body in implement-
ing node classes constitutes the actual action executed at run time. The method
takes two parameters: The first is called ator and has the type of the actor fa-
cade. The second ist called variables and has the type of the variables facade:
• ∃tActionNode ∈ T , name(tActionNode) = IAtionNode
• ∃mAction ∈ M, name(mAction) = ation, tActionNode
has
−→ mAction
• ∃pActor ∈ MP , name(pActor) = ator, pActor
isO f
−−→ tActor, mAction
has
−→
pActor
• ∃pVariables ∈ MP , name(pVariables) = variables, pVariables
isO f
−−→ tVariables,
mAction
has
−→ pVariables
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public class  MeasurementNode  implements  IActionNode
{
@Override
public void action(LoadGenerator actor, LoadVariables variables)
}
Action Node Definition
Output Data
{
}
variables.setTurnaroundTime(actor.performMeasurement(variables.getNumberOfWorkers()));
Application Input Data
Figure 4.16: An action in the process program code pattern. The action is rep-
resented by the call to the actor method. The set method indicates output data,
the get method parameters are input data (for a graphical representation of this
node cf. figure 4.12(a)).
mAction is implemented in all action node classes. Inside the method, a call
to one of the actor methods is made in any case. If this method takes parame-
ters, they must all be calls to get methods of the variables parameter. Thus they
represent input data. Optionally, the result of the actor method is passed to a
set method of the variables facade. This represents output data. In this case,
the actor method invocation is a parameter to the set method. This is a simple
way to represent output data, however, it limits the number of outgoing data
in each action to 1. While this is certainly not sufficient in all contexts, it serves
the purpose to demonstrate the model representation in program code in this
thesis. An example can be seen in figure 4.16. The rules are the following:
• ∀a ∈ SActions : ∃t ∈ TActionNodes, name(t) = name(a), t
isO f
−−→ tActionNode
• ∀t ∈ TActionNodes : mAction
contains
−−−−→ sAction ∈ S , sAction
invokes
−−−−→ mApplication ∈
M, tActor
contains
−−−−→ mApplication, name(mApplication) = applicationa
• ∀i ∈ inputsa : ∃pi ∈ MP , ∃vi = 〈di, ti〉 ∈ SVariables, name(di) = i,
mApplication
has
−→ pi, getvi
constitutes
−−−−−→ pi
• outputa 6= ǫ ⇒ ∃setva , ∃va = 〈da, ta〉 ∈ SVariables, name(da) = outputa,
sAction
constitutes
−−−−−→ p ∈ MP , setva
has
−→ p, mAction
invokes
−−−−→ setva .
4.2.2.4 Edges
Usually, each node has one incoming edge and one outgoing edge. Initial
nodes have no incoming edge, final nodes no outgoing edge. Decision nodes
have more than one outgoing edge, merge nodes have more than one incom-
ing edge. In the program code, edges are represented by methods in the node
class of their source. The method has an annotation OutgoingEdge with an
attribute referring to the target node class, returns a boolean value, and option-
ally contains a guard expression iff the edge emanates from a decision node.
Since guards can evaluate variables, a parameter of the variables facade type is
given. The edge methods are thus defined as follows:
• ∃aEdge ∈ A, name(aEdge) = OutgoingEdge
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{
@OutgoingEdge(MeasurementNode.class)
}
Target Node Reference
public class  MeasurementStartNode implements IInitialNode
public boolean toMeasurement(LoadVariables variables)
{
    return true;
}
Figure 4.17: An edge without guard.
• ∃pEdgeTarget ∈ AP , pEdgeTarget
re f erences
−−−−−→ tTarget ∈ TNodes,
aEdge
has
−→ pEdgeTarget
• ∀e ∈ SEdges : ∃me ∈ MEdges, MEdges ⊂ M,me
has
−→ aEdge, me
returns
−−−−→
tBoolean, ∃t ∈ TNodes, t
contains
−−−−→ me
• ∃pVariables ∈ MP , name(pVariables) = variables, pVariables
isO f
−−→ tVariables,
me
has
−→ pVariables
• ∀me ∈ MEdges, t ∈ TDecisionNodes, t
has
−→ me : ∃s ∈ S ,me
has
−→ s
• ∀me ∈ MEdges, t ∈ (TNodes \ TDecisionNodes), t
has
−→ me : ∄s ∈ S ,me
has
−→ s
In the Java program code pattern, the empty guard is denoted by the state-
ment return true;which fulfills themethod signature requirements and does
not consider any variable values. The annotation parameter has no explicit
name as is possible with annotations that have only one parameter. An exam-
ple for such a simple edge is shown in figure 4.17.
If the node is a decision node, its edge methods must contain guards. In
guards, we distinguish between simple and composite expressions:
Definition 13 σ = 〈λ,ω, ρ〉 ∈ S is a simple guard expression with
• a left hand side λ ∈ S , λ
invokes
−−−−→ getv, v ∈ SVariables,
• an operator ω ∈ {==,<,<=,>,>=, ! =},
• a right hand side (ρ ∈ S , ρ
invokes
−−−−→ getv′ , v
′ ∈ SVariables, v 6= v
′)XOR(κ)
with κ a literal from the data type of v. ✷
Definition 14 γ = 〈σ0 ⋆ . . . ⋆ σm ⋆ γm+1 ⋆ . . . ⋆ γn〉 ∈ S is a complex guard
expression with
• a set of operands (σ0 . . . σm ∪ γm+1 . . . γn), n ≥ 2, with σ0 . . . σm simple
expressions and γm+1 . . . γn complex expressions,
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{
}
Variable
public class AdjustmentDecisionNode implements IDecisionNode
@OutgoingEdge(IncreaseWorkersNode.class)
public boolean increase(LoadVariables variables)
{
    return variables.getTurnaroundTime()  <  variables.getLowerLimit();
}
Operator Variable
@OutgoingEdge(DecreaseWorkersNode.class)
public boolean decrease(LoadVariables variables)
{
    return variables.getTurnaroundTime()  >  variables.getUpperLimit();
}
Variable Operator Variable
Figure 4.18: A guard with simple expressions comparing variables.
• a connecting operator ⋆ ∈ {&&, ||}. ✷
For the program code pattern, the following rules apply:
• ∀me ∈ M, t ∈ TDecisionNodes, t
contains
−−−−→ me : me
has
−→ σ XOR me
has
−→ γ
These rules are sufficient to define guards accessing the variables. An ex-
ample can be seen in figure 4.18.
4.2.3 Execution Semantics
Similar to state machines, embedded process models need an execution frame-
work to produce sequences of actions matching the execution semantics of the
underlying model at run time. Thus we will now outline the execution seman-
tics of the process model as introduced above and then introduce an appropri-
ate execution algorithm.
4.2.3.1 Execution Algorithm
The essential purpose of the process model at run time as introduced here is
to invoke application logic during actions. The execution semantics are thus,
similar to state machines, considered in terms of sequences of actions, which
are determined by the existence of edges and the current variable assignment
influencing the evaluation of guards:
Definition 15 n1 ∈ SNodes and n2 ∈ SNodes are currently connected iff
• an edge e ∈ SEdges exists that connects n1 and n2,
• e has no guard or the guard is enabled with the current variable assign-
ment. ✷
Based on this, transitive connections can be considered:
Definition 16 A path exists between n1 ∈ SNodes and n2 ∈ SNodes iff
• either n1 and n2 are currently connected
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• or ∃n′1 ∈ SNodes so that n
′
1 and n2 are currently connected and a path exists
between n1 and n
′
1. ✷
Thus we can define the execution semantics as follows:
Definition 17 α is a sequence of actions α0, . . . , αn produced by a given process
model iff
• a path exists between si ∈ SInitialNodes and α0 ∈ SActions,
• a path exists between αx ∈ SActions and αx+1 ∈ SActions with 0 < x < n,
• a path exists between αn ∈ SActions and s f ∈ SFinalNodes. ✷
This leads to the following algorithm for the execution of a process model:
1: s := si
2: while ¬s ∈ SFinalNodes do
3: if s ∈ SDecisionNodes then
4: {Select edge to follow}
5: eselected := null
6: for all e in s.edges do
7: if eselected = null ∧ invoke(e.guard) = true then
8: eselected := e
9: end if
10: end for
11: if eselected = null then
12: print Error: No edge seleted!
13: return
14: end if
15: s := eselected.target
16: else
17: if s ∈ SActionNodes then
18: {Invoke action}
19: invoke(s.action)
20: else if s ∈ SSubProcessNodes then
21: {Invoke sub process}
22: execute(s.target)
23: end if
24: {Only one edge available, select target}
25: s := s.edge.target
26: end if
27: end while
4.2.3.2 Use of Program Code Fragments
This execution algorithm and the related framework for embedded process
models consider various elements of the program code pattern.
Most important are the marker interfaces of node classes which allow to
interpret the graph of nodes and edges that constitute an activity. The en-
try point is marked with the interface IInitialNode. In the following, the
node classes are distinguished by their type: IAtionNode for action nodes,
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Guards Actions
Variables Actor
Application Logic State Space
input invocation
modificationinput modification
input modification
Figure 4.19: The role of interfaces in embedded process models.
ISubProessNode for sub process nodes, IDeisionNode and IMergeNode for
decision andmerge nodes, and IFinalNode for final nodes. The graph of nodes
and edges is thus interpreted by the execution framework considering the dif-
ferent node types, the annotation SubProess with its parameter target re-
ferring to a node of type IInitialNode, and edge methods with their meta
data annotation OutgoingEdge and its parameter target.
While processing the graph, the execution framework makes invocations in
two situations: First, when edges are selected in decision nodes, their guards
are evaluated by invoking the edge method. Second, the method ation de-
fined by the interface IAtionNode of each action node is invoked when the
node is active. Similar to the execution of state machines, the locations of
these executable fragments are determined by the static structures that are in-
terpreted and are considered black boxes by the execution framework.
4.2.4 Interface Definitions
Embedded process models fulfill the purpose to invoke application logic by
means of interfaces as introduced in section 3.1.5. The following interfaces
exist for the models introduced above:
• The actor facade is a collection of labels. It is action-oriented and data-
oriented since the methods provide entry points to the application logic,
can take parameters, and can return values. The actor is accessed in ac-
tion nodes.
• The variables facade is a collection of labels which is data-oriented. Vari-
able get methods read variable values from the state space of the appli-
cation. The set methods take variable values that are the result of actions
and pass them to the application logic. Variables are by this means not
managed inside the model, but instead in the application logic. Thus,
values read by the model may be aggregated. Variables are accessed in
action and guard methods.
An embedded processmodel is by this means connected to the surrounding
program as illustrated in figure 4.19:
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In decision nodes, guards access variableswhich are extracted as input from
the state space of the surrounding applications. The state space must thus ful-
fill the requirements of the guard of at least one edge in the current decision
node. However, this cannot be controlled from inside the embedded model,
and irregularities cannot be detected with a validation of the process model.
The application logic is thus responsible for ensuring that the variables are
valid in the context of the process model. At development time, this could be
supported with static analysis and model checking of program code (cf. sec-
tion 3.2.2) since the requirements to the state space are for each decision node
precisely given by the guards’ expressions. At run time, inconsistencies will be
detected if the process takes other paths as expected or runs into a deadlock;
detection and analysis of such errors can be supported by monitoring tools (cf.
section 3.2.4).
During actions, the state space of the application can bemodified with actor
methods as well as set methods of variables. However, both kinds of methods
are black boxes to the model, so that changes are not comprehensible. Only
the fact that values are passed is defined in the model, but not their content or
value range, since they are the result of action methods.
In summary, the state space is modeled only by the requirements of guards.
While this is implicit, it is certainly a starting point for static analysis of the
program code since method invocations in guards allow for slicing of the ap-
plication’s program code (cf. section 3.1.5.2).
4.2.5 Transformations
Since the embedded process model is to be considered at different abstraction
levels, transformations will be used to provide abstract views on the program
code. These transformations follow the rules defined in section 3.1.6. Since
the model is entirely based on JWT, the transformation to the JWT format is
considered the default transformation. The single elements of the pattern are
transformed to JWT (and vice versa) based on the derivation of the pattern
from the model as introduced above:
Applications As defined above, the mapping requires that all applications in
a JWT model used for the embedded process model have the same im-
plementing class. This class is an interface in the program code and can
be identified since its fully-qualified name is given in the JWT model.
Single applications have a name that equals the name of the related actor
method.
Data Single data entries consist of a name and a data type which is defined
by a name again. Both are directly mapped to the signature of variable
methods. However, these methods are contained in a facade interface
which is not part of the model. Thus the transformation must have a
parameter denoting the location and class name of the interface.
Activities Activities are extracted from packages. For this reason, the transfor-
mation must know packages with activities inside; this information will
have to be provided by tools that control the transformation. The simple
name of the package is considered the activity’s name. When program
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code is generated from a JWT model, the single activities are mapped to
packages again.
Nodes Nodes and their names can be identified in the source code bymeans of
their marker interfaces. The names correspond to the class names. How-
ever, the transformation must consider that the program code pattern as
introduced above does not support all node types defined by JWT.
Sub Processes Nodes with sub processes contain the reference information in
the annotation SubProess. While the JWT model links to the name of
the activity, the annotation in the code links to an initial node fromwhich
the package and thus the activity name can be inferred. This difference
can be resolved unambiguously and is thus supported by the transfor-
mation.
Edges Edges are determined from edge methods in the program code pattern.
When program code is generated from the model, the method names
must be provided by a tool based on heuristics since edges are not named
in JWT.
Guards Guards can be inferred directly from the source code. For this pur-
pose, expressions are read and the variable method invocations are inter-
preted as data entries.
Actions Contents of action methods in action nodes can be transformed di-
rectly: The name of the method invoked in the actor class is the applica-
tion name; its input parameters being calls to variable get methods are in-
terpreted as input data labels; the result of the actor method being passed
to a variable set method is considered an output data label. The sole lim-
itation is that only one output data label can exist for each action, which
is different in JWT (cf. section 4.2.2.3). Thus, JWT models used for em-
bedded process models must conform to this limitation, which must be
validated by the transformation.
4.3 Comparison of the Embedded Models
The two embedded model classes introduced in sections 4.1 and 4.2 are similar
to a certain degree. However, considered together, state machines and process
models cover many aspects of behavioral models. We will thus draw some
general conclusions now.
4.3.1 Representation of Model Elements
The basic structure of behavioral models is usually some kind of graph denot-
ing paths a program can take which are influenced by decisions depending on
variable values. This is not only true for state machines and processes, but also
for models like UML activity diagrams or state charts [OMG, 2010]. Common
to both embedded models is the use of program code fragments to represent
this structure:
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Classes as the basic static structures in the program code can represent
named nodes in such a graph. Edges in the graph can be represented by refer-
ences between classes given in meta data annotations. Decisions that consist of
expressions are realized in method contents. In addition, method contents can
contain calls to interface methods, thus initiating arbitrary application logic.
Although the specific location of such elements varies in both embedded mod-
els, the principles are the same. Considering the two embeddedmodels, we are
thus confident that program code patterns can be created with such building
blocks for these kinds of behavioral models.
4.3.2 State Space
Embedded models are connected to other program code so that the state space
may not be entirely under control of the model. This is different than in spe-
cific modeling environments like UPPAAL which control all variables except
when random values are generated, but in this case even the random number
generation is under control of the environment. In contrast, variables in both
embedded models are managed by the application logic and are not directly
visible from the model or from modeling tools. Considering the models intro-
duced above, control over the state space by the model can be categorized as
follows:
Complete Control The modeling environment manages the state space com-
pletely. Changes can be made only from inside the model. This is true
e.g. for UPPAAL.
Emulated Updates The model defines changes to the state space. This allows
to extract a completemodel into amodeling environment considering the
state space, e.g. embedded state machines to UPPAAL. It also enables
model checking at an abstract level. However, at run time the variables
are not managed by the execution framework, but instead influenced by
the application logic, so that differences can occur.
Partial Updates The state space is mostly only read by the model. Updates
may be defined in the model, but are not complete. Such models cannot
be model-checked since the state space is never defined completely, not
even at development time. This is the case for process models.
Thus, depending on the purpose of the model, the application logic can
have different degrees of influence on the state space. While partial updates
certainly provide higher flexibility, a more restrictive control over the state
space allows for thorough verification and model checking (cf. section 3.1.5.2).
When a program code pattern for an embedded model is defined, both objec-
tives must be balanced.
4.3.3 Scalability
When considering abstract models, it is important how they can scale in order
to represent larger or growing system descriptions. For embedded models,
the question arises whether and how scaling models can be represented in the
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(a) Scaling by communication (b) Scaling by hierarchy
Figure 4.20: Scaling mechanisms of embedded models introduced so far. Scal-
ing by communication means that independent models are coupled among
each other, in contrast to a hierarchy that results in a tree of models.
program code. With the models introduced above, twomechanisms for scaling
have been introduced as sketched in figure 4.20:
Scaling by communication is used for state machines: Different state ma-
chines can be connected by means of channels. This means that the single
models are of equal importance. In contrast, scaling by hierarchy defines a top-
level model that is the entry point to the set of models and controls the overall
execution. This is the case with process models. Specific fragments of such
models contain references to other models residing at a lower level in the hier-
archy.
In embedded models, it is possible that the scaling has no influence on the
structure of the program code pattern. This is the case with the embedded state
machine model where the model fragments reside in one or more packages
which are not considered. Transformation tools can detect their interconnec-
tions and thus separate the single models from each other. In cases where a
more explicit separation of single models is desirable, packages can be instru-
mented for scaling. In embedded process models, the package names identify
different models and separate the related fragments. The two embedded mod-
els introduced above thus inidicate that scaling can be represented in the pro-
gram code in structured and systematic ways. Scalability at the architectural
level is possible in addition as discussed in section 3.3.
4.4 Tools
It is possible to work with embedded models at the level of the program code
only. Similar to design patterns, the structures introduced above are easier to
comprehend than “arbitrary” program code once the rules are known by the
developers. However, model-based development is most beneficial when tools
are used that realize abstract views on the software to develop for design, veri-
fication, model checking, etc. Thus we will now introduce tools for embedded
state machines and process models. Based on the categorization given in sec-
tion 3.2, the following tools will be presented in this section:
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State Machines Process Models
Design & Implementation
Tool available Tool available
(section 4.4.1) (section 4.4.2)
Verification
Tool available
(section 4.4.3)
Execution
Tool available Tool available
(section 4.4.4) (section 4.4.5)
Monitoring
Tool available
(section 4.4.6)
Design Recovery
Tool available
(section 4.4.7)
For state machines, a tool suite exists that supports design, verification, ex-
ecution, and monitoring [Balz et al., 2010] as explained in sections 4.4.1, 4.4.3.3,
4.4.4, and 4.4.6.5. The tool support for processmodels is only partially available
since no tools for verification and monitoring exist for the model specifications
used in this thesis.
4.4.1 Design Tool for State Machines
A visual design tool for embedded state machines that uses the default trans-
formation (cf. section 4.1.5.1) has been developed in a master’s thesis by Malte
Goddemeier. It is implemented as a plugin for the Eclipse IDE [Eclipse] and
uses its Java Development Tools API [The Eclipse Foundation, 2008] to access
the source code [Goddemeier, 2009]. The user interface can be seen in figure
4.21 showing a non-trivial example.
The tool relies on an internal transformation, i.e., the program code is di-
rectly interpreted with the default transformation. To use the editor, a user
selects an existing Java package. If the package already contains an embedded
state machine, it is interpreted by the editor. If not, the package will be used to
store models created in the editor. States and transitions can be created, mod-
ified, and removed in the graphical view. This implies creation, modification,
or deletion of classes and methods in the source code. The names of states
and transitions are defined in the graphical view and influence the names of
the classes and methods. These structures can be mapped unambiguously ex-
cept layout information, which is not included in the program code pattern. To
apply a layout, the editor must rely on heuristics; for the future it is planned
to save layout information externally, which would be acceptable because it
affects only meta information and not the actual model specifications.
Guards and updates for transitions are edited as expressions containing
variable names, operators, and literal values. They are mapped to expressions
in the program code containing calls to the variables interface, Java operators,
and literal values. This is realized with the JDT’s Document Object Model
(DOM) providing fine-grained access to the syntax tree of Java classes.
Action labels are assigned to transitions with a selection from available ac-
tion labels and the definition of an invocation order by the user. This is realized
by the tool by considering the method names of the actor class, which is either
inferred from existing action labels or given by the user. Available channels
can also be assigned to transitions for sending or receiving.
To achieve this functionality, the editor relies on technologies provided by
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Figure 4.21: The design tool for state machines in the Eclipse IDE using an in-
ternal transformation. Nodes and transitions are designed graphically and can
be supplied with additional information regarding names, guards, updates,
and action labels.
Eclipse: The source code is read andmanipulated with JDT. The abstract model
is specified in EMF and used by graphical editing components provided by
Eclipse. The EMFmodel is kept in memory during editing. When the model is
saved by the user, the according source code is created instantly. When source
code is modified by the user outside the design tool, the editor is notified by the
Eclipse platform and adapts the graphical model representation accordingly.
4.4.2 Design Tool for Process Models
JWT alreadyprovides a visual design tool for processmodels as a plugin for the
Eclipse IDE. It must be extended to be used with embedded process models.
This is possible with the transformation between the program code pattern and
JWT’s file format. In contrast to the state machine editor, we use an external
transformation here.
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Figure 4.22: The design approach for embedded process models. The mapping
shown at the top associates Java packages with diagrams in the notation of the
JWT workflow editor for eclipse. The according file is then edited in JWT’s
visual editor shown at the bottom.
4.4.2.1 Approach
The transformation tool is also a plugin for Eclipse. It consists of an editor that
allows the user to specify the mapping information as shown in figure 4.22.
The foundation for the transformation is the selection of a “workflow” file con-
taining the JWT model. The workflow file must already exist in any case, even
if it contains no activites; the transformation tool will for model extraction as
well as code generation only work with the existing file. The reason ist that
certain meta data is only contained in the model, like author, version, and de-
scription. The user must then specify the facades as fully-qualified class names
since they cannot be inferred from the model. The mapping between activities
and packages must also be given by the user; each package-activity mapping
consists of the activity name in the model and a fully-qualified package name.
The definition of the embedded model is thus slightly enhanced by the tool
so that activity names and package names must not be equal, but only serve
as identifiers during the mapping, which allows for higher flexibility for the
naming of activities in the model.
Technically, the transformation tool relies on two APIs: The code is accessed
and modified with JDT; the model is accessed with Eclipse’s Ecore tools since
its notation is based on EMF. The JWT editor contains an appropriateAPI defin-
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ing the EMF entities as Java interfaces, which is used for this purpose.
Three actions can be initiated in the mapping editor:
Validate The mapping information is validated: Existence of the workflow
file; existence of the activities in the model; existence of actor and vari-
ables class.
Generate Source Code The model file is read and program code is create ac-
cordingly. If program code already exists in the packages of interest, the
model information is merged.
Extract Model The modeling information is read from the source code and
merged into the model file.
4.4.2.2 Code Generation
When code is generated from the model, the facade interfaces are adapted first:
Get and set methods are created for each data item, and actor methods are
created for each application. Information from the model can be merged into
the interfaces unambiguously since elements can be identified by their names.
Afterwards, the program code for activities is generated or adapted. Nodes
can be identified by their names and thus be added, kept, or removed, so that
only necessary changes are made. This is not possible for edges, which cannot
be identified since they have no names in JWT. In initial nodes, action nodes,
merge nodes, and sub process nodes, exactly one outgoing edge exists, so that
the single method can be adapted if necessary. In decision nodes, the transfor-
mation algorithm tries to identify edgemethods by their target. Whenmethods
with a matching target are available, they are adapted. Otherwise, new meth-
ods are created whose names are guessed by the tool. Superfluous methods
are removed. Inside methods, guard expressions are not merged, but simply
replaced.
An example for the code generation can be seen in listing 4.2 showing code
from a class in the transformation tool representing a data entry. Lines 1-13
constitute a constructor that reads modeling information from the JWT Ecore
interface Data providing the name and data type. From the data name, the
names of get and set method are inferred. Lines 17-28 show the code genera-
tion: The tool checks whether the methods already exist by identifying them
with their name. If not, they are created in the object named variablesType
which is of type IType as defined by JDT. The method itself is created by spec-
ifying its signature.
1 publi MappedData(Data data, Map<String, MappedDataType> dataTypes) throws MappingExeption
2 {
3 this.name = data.getName();
4
5 MappedDataType type = dataTypes.get(data.getDataType().getName());
6 if (type == null)
7 throw new MappingExeption("Unknown data type '" + data.getDataType().getName() + "' for 
data '" + data.getName() + "'");
8 this.dataType = type;
9
10 // Method names
11 this.getMethodName = "get" + name.substring(0, 1).toUpperCase() + name.substring(1);
12 this.setMethodName = "set" + name.substring(0, 1).toUpperCase() + name.substring(1);
13 }
14
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15 // ...
16
17 publi void generateCode(IType variablesType, Map<String, IMethod> variableMethods) throws
JavaModelExeption
18 {
19 // Create get method
20 IMethod getMethod = variableMethods.remove(getMethodName);
21 if (getMethod == null)
22 variablesType.reateMethod(dataType.getName() + ' ' + getMethodName + "();", null, false,
null);
23
24 // Create set method
25 IMethod setMethod = variableMethods.remove(setMethodName);
26 if (setMethod == null)
27 variablesType.reateMethod("void " + setMethodName + '(' + dataType.getName() + ' ' +
amelCodeName + ");", null, false, null);
28 }
Listing 4.2: Code generation out of JWT process models.
4.4.2.3 Model Extraction
The model extraction has a similar course of action: First, the method signa-
tures in the variables facade are interpreted and the data names and data types
are determined. The data types in the model are created or removed accord-
ingly so that the model information from the code is merged. The same applies
to action methods that become applications in the model.
Afterwards, the activities in the JWT model are generated or adapted. For
this purpose, the JWT model API is used. Nodes are identified by their names
and thus added, kept, or removed, so that only necessary changes are made.
Edges are transformed directly since the method names are simply ignored.
Inside edges, guard expressions are not merged, but simply replaced.
An example can be seen in listing 4.3 showing a method of a class in the
transformation tool representing an action. In the constructor of the class,
which is not visible here, a list of inputs, the application name, and an optional
output have been extracted from the code. They are merged into the model in
the method shown here. The variable ation of the JWT model type Ation
is the target of the transformation: Its lists of inputs and outputs are cleared
and the appropriate data items are set, which are in this case identified by their
name and retrieved from maps in the transformation tool since they have been
identified beforehand. The application name of the action is also overwritten.
4.4.3 Verification Tools for State Machines
Verification of embeddedmodels can be performed at different abstraction lev-
els: The code structure can be verified to conform to the rules of the program
code pattern; the code semantics can be verified to conform to the semantics
of the embedded model interfaces; the model itself can be verified when it is
extracted from the code.
4.4.3.1 Code Structure Verification
The rules defined for the program code pattern are formalized and thus appro-
priate to be re-used in tools that verify the conformance of program code to the
pattern definition. Such verification can be included in design tools, as is the
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1 publi void extratModel(Ation ation, Map<String, Appliation> appliations, Map<String,
Data> data)
2 {
3 // Output
4 ation.getOutputs().lear();
5 if (this.output != null) {
6 Data output = data.get(this.output.getName());
7 ation.getOutputs().add(output);
8 }
9
10 // Appliation
11 ation.setExeutedBy(appliations.get(this.appliation.getName()));
12
13 // Inputs
14 ation.getInputs().lear();
15 for (MappedData d : this.inputs) {
16 Data input = data.get(d.getName());
17 ation.getInputs().add(input);
18 }
19 }
Listing 4.3: JWT model extraction from program code.
case with the editor introduced above, but also be implemented with external
code checking tools. Such tools often allow to specify rules in a descriptive
way. We will now introduce an exemplary rule specification for the static code
analyzer PMD [Copeland, 2005].
As a first step, we must select rules from the pattern definition that the code
must conform to. As an example, consider the rules for actions as explained in
section 4.1.2.2:
• ∃tActor ∈ T
• ∀a ∈ LActions : ∃ma ∈ M, name(ma) = a, tActor
contains
−−−−→ ma, ∄p ∈ MP , ma
has
−→ p
• ∀m ∈ MTransition : ∃pActor ∈ MP , pActor
isO f
−−→ tActor,m
has
−→ pActor
• ∀m ∈ MTransition : ∃LActionsm ⊆ LActions, ∀a ∈ LActionsm : ∃s ∈
S ,m
contains
−−−−→ s, s
invokes
−−−−→ ma ∈ M, tActor
has
−→ ma
• ∀m ∈ MTransition : ∄s ∈ S ,m
contains
−−−−→ s,¬s
invokes
−−−−→ m ∈ M, tActor
contains
−−−−→
m
These rules must be adapted to the level of the program code structures (i.e.,
not their semantics). Thus, references to the formal model must be removed.
In this case, tActor is not known to the tool beforehand but is inferred from
the context: ∃s ∈ S ,mt ∈ MTransition,mt
contains
−−−−→ s, s
invokes
−−−−→ ma ∈ M ⇒
∃tActor ∈ T , tActor
contains
−−−−→ ma. We thus assume that ∃a ∈ LActions, ∃ma ∈
M, name(ma) = a, tActor
contains
−−−−→ ma ⇒ ∀ma ∈ M, tActor
contains
−−−−→ ma : ∄p ∈
MP ,ma
has
−→ p and ∃LActionsm ⇒ ∃m ∈ M, tActor
contains
−−−−→ ma,mt
invokes
−−−−→ ma.
This allows to derive the following rules for the source code level:
1. ∀m ∈ MTransition : ∃pActor ∈ MP , pActor
isO f
−−→ tActor ∈ T ,m
has
−→ pActor
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2. ∀s ∈ S , m ∈ MTransition, m
contains
−−−−→ s : s
invokes
−−−−→ ma ∈ M, tActor
contains
−−−−→
ma
3. ∀s ∈ S , m ∈ MTransition, m
contains
−−−−→ s, s
invokes
−−−−→ ma ∈ M : ∄p ∈ MP , ma
has
−→ p
Since PMD verifies code in terms of so-called violations, the expressions
must be inversed in order to specify invalid code to be detected:
1. ∃m ∈ MTransition : ∄pActor ∈ MP , pActor
isO f
−−→ tActor ∈ T ,m
has
−→ pActor
2. ∃m ∈ MTransition : ∃s ∈ S ,m
contains
−−−−→ s,¬s
invokes
−−−−→ ma ∈ M, tActor
contains
−−−−→
ma
3. ∃m ∈ MTransition : ∃s ∈ S , m
contains
−−−−→ s, s
invokes
−−−−→ ma ∈ M, tActor
contains
−−−−→
ma, ma
has
−→ p ∈ MP
Specifications 1 and 2 are represented in PMD rules as shown in listing
4.4 in XPath syntax [Copeland, 2005]: In lines 1-3 the rule defines that meth-
ods with the Transition annotation are invalid if they do not have exactly
one parameter (function ount for the element type FormalParameter). Sub-
sequently, the rule in lines 5-7 defines that statements in transition methods
must not assign any variables so that themethod parameter cannot be changed.
Based on this, the rule in lines 9-12 defines that method invocations cannot oc-
cur on any other variables than the method parameter; this is indicated by a
StatementExpressionwhose PrimaryPrefix denotes the method invocation.
The prefix is therefore not allowed to begin with anything other than the pa-
rameter’s name and a dot.
1 //ClassOrInterfaeBodyDelaration
2 [Annotation//Name[Image='Transition'℄℄
3 [ount(MethodDelaration//FormalParameter) != 1℄
4
5 //ClassOrInterfaeBodyDelaration
6 [Annotation//Name[Image='Transition'℄℄
7 [MethodDelaration//AssignmentOperator℄
8
9 //ClassOrInterfaeBodyDelaration
10 [Annotation//Name[Image='Transition'℄℄
11 [MethodDelaration//StatementExpression/PrimaryExpression/PrimaryPrefix/Name
12 [not(starts-with(Image, onat(anestor::MethodDelaration//VariableDelaratorId/Image,
'.')))℄℄
Listing 4.4: PMD rules for static validation of the rules for the actor parameter
and its usage inside transition methods.
Specification 3 detects parameters of method invocations in transition
methods, which are not allowed by the pattern. In PMD, method invocation
parameters are contained in a node of type ArgumentList. The rule in listing
4.5 detects such declarations in transition methods.
1 //ClassOrInterfaeBodyDelaration
2 [Annotation//Name[Image='Transition'℄℄
3 [MethodDelaration//ArgumentList℄
Listing 4.5: PMD rule detecting invalid parameters of action labels.
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This approach can be applied to other program code pattern rules and also
to other static code checking tools. By this means the syntactic requirements to
program code following the pattern can be verified.
4.4.3.2 Code Semantics Verification
Since embedded models are interconnected with other program code and can
thus be influenced by the state space of the surrounding application (cf. section
4.3.2), verification is desirable at the program code level with respect to the
semantics of interfaces and data exchanged there. Such verification is based on
the consideration of program code slices defined by the interfaces of embedded
models (cf. 3.1.5.2). The assertions for the program code can be used by tools
for static and dynamic analysis and model checking (cf. section 3.2.2).
In this context, the state machine model offers the following assertions:
• Expected changes for updates: Program code slices of actions must update
the state space as specified in the update of the transition. This assertion
must always be fulfilled.
• Expected changes for guards: In states, a limited set of guard expressions
exists. In addition to expected changes for updates, actions must modify
the state space so that at least one guard is enabled in the next state. This
assertion must always be fulfilled.
• Reproducible reading: Since variables in guards are read-only, it may be
desirable that they are not changed during read access. If this assertion
makes sense depends on the current model. For the state machine exam-
ple introduced in section 4.1.1.5, this is true for both variables alories
and growthwhich are accessed for reading repeatedly.
• Exclusive writing: State machine models describe changes to the state
space in updates. This may require exclusive writing when the vari-
ables are not influenced by other application logic. If this assertion makes
sense depends on the current model. For the state machine example in-
troduced in section 4.1.1.5, this is true for both variables alories and
growthwhose modifications are described by the model completely.
Since impartial criteria for the verification of slices exist, tool support for
such verification is possible. However, this has not been implemented so far
and must be considered future work. Tools must distinguish between asser-
tions that can be derived from the model in every case, and those that depend
on the current model instance and must thus be supplied by the user. E.g., ex-
clusive writing may not be desirable if the state space is modified by complex
application logic that cannot be expressed in terms of a state machine.
4.4.3.3 Model Verification
Model verification relies on the existence of a model and a specification the
model is checked against. While the first is available in embedded models, the
latter must be provided externally. For state machines, this is given with the
tool UPPAAL, for which a transformation from the embedded models exists
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(cf. section 4.1.5.2). A transformation tool based on graph transformations has
been developed by Michael Striewe [Striewe, 2008; Striewe et al., 2010b] that
extracts model information from the code to the UPPAAL notation.
Figure 4.23: AGG type graph for transitions [Striewe, 2008].
The verification tool builds upon low-level transformation of Java code to
the data format of the graph transformation tool AGG [AGG], during which
the Java DOM is converted to a graph by the tool JAVA2GGX, e.g. with the
addition of edges between elements [Striewe et al., 2010b]. Afterwards, triple
graph grammars [Schürr, 1994] are used for the transformation: A so-called
correspondence graph is defined that is independent from specific notations and
described by a type graph shown in figure 4.23. The actual transformation
between program code and UPPAAL is thus performed with the correspon-
dence graph synchronizing the graphs resulting from specific notations. This
is visualized with a small example in figure 4.24: At the left hand the graph
representation of the program code pattern can be seen, in the middle the cor-
respondence graph with the extracted information. At the right hand the re-
sulting graph for the UPPAAL notation is shown. Direct mapping between
elements is marked with yellow lines. All other elements are not part of the
actual model, but necessary to complete the respective syntax [Striewe, 2008].
As a result of this mapping, the extracted model is fully decoupled from
program code and thus available at an abstract level. It can be verified with
respect to CTL formulas as well as to general automata properties like dead-
locks as described in section 4.1.5.2. The information from the program code
can therefore be validated with respect to abstract specifications. But, the sig-
nificance must be considered critically since the abstraction entails that only a
domain-specific view on the software is verified. For example, arbitrary pro-
gram code in the state machine actor may change the application state in a
different way than specified in UPPAAL updates. Even worse, deadlocks may
occur at run time because of the channel’s dependency on application logic,
which is not part of the automata view. In both cases, additional program code
verification is necessary as described in the previous section.
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Figure 4.24: The graph transformation between program code and UPPAAL.
The left-hand side is the graph as extracted from the code. In the middle the
abstract information of interest is shown. The right hand constitutes the same
information in the UPPAAL syntax [Striewe, 2008].
4.4.4 Execution of State Machines
The execution algorithm introduced in section 4.1.3 has been implemented in
Java. The execution framework takes the following parameters:
• Class<? extends IState> initialState: The class definition for the
initial state. Since state classes have the marker interface IState, the
parameter type can be limited to such class definitions; i.e., no invalid
classes can be passed since the compiler would not allow compilation of
such code.
• Objet ator: The facade object defining the action labels. At this point
in time, no further assumptions about this object are made.
• V variables: The facade object for variable labels. Its type is not given
explicitly, but only with the generic placeholder named V, which is reused
in the following parameter definition.
• Class<V> variablesInterfae A class definition for the interface
providing the variable methods. This is necessary since the execution
framework will have to store variable values before a transition fires and
provide them for updates, so that not only the object implementing the
variables facade is required, but also the facade definition itself. With
the generic placeholder V, the method signature type-safely defines
that the variables object has to implement the class definition of the
variablesInterfae.
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First, the graph of node classes and transition methods is traversed and all
nodes are initialized as shown in listing 4.6: The state instances are stored in a
map with the class definition being the identifier (line 1). A recursive method
checks if instances exist (line 8), creates new instances if necessary, and stores
them (line 9). Afterwards, transition methods are identified (line 11) and the
method is called for the target node recursively (line 12).
1 Map<Class<IState>, IState> states = new HashMap<Class<IState>, IState>();
2 reateStateDefinition(initialState);
3
4 // ...
5
6 void reateStateDefinition(Class<? extends IState> s)
7 {
8 if (!states.ontainsKey(s)) {
9 states.put(s, s.newInstane());
10 for (Method m : s.getMethods())
11 if (m.isAnnotationPresent(Transition.lass))
12 reateState(m.getAnnotation(Transition.lass).target());
13 }
14 }
Listing 4.6: Node traversal and instantiation in the state machine execution
framework.
The variable storage for updates is realized as shown in listing 4.7: In line 1,
an object of type VariableWrapper is instantiated. In the following line, a so-
called dynamic proxy [Forman and Forman, 2004] is created. Dynamic proxies
in Java are objects that provide a certain interface, but are not instance of a spe-
cific type implementing the interface. Instead, they are notified about method
invocations and handle them. Thus, the proxy is of type V and can be passed
to update methods alongside the variables facade.
The object variables will handle method calls in the proxy. It is of type
VariableWrapper that is shown in lines 6-24: The wrapper takes the vari-
ables interface and the variables facade as parameters. It has a map named
values that assigns Java objects to method definitions. They are filled when the
method read is invoked, which happens before a transition fires: All methods
in the variables facade are invoked and the current values retrieved from them
are stored in the map and identified by the method (lines 20-21). This is helpful
when the methods provided by the proxy are accessed in updates: According
to the definition of dynamic proxies, invocations are forwarded to the method
invoke defined by the interface InvoationHandler,which is implemented by
the wrapper. The Java platform supplies in this method information about the
method that was called, e.g. getCalories(). The wrapper object simply re-
turns the value that was stored for this method beforehand (line 14) and thus
realizes the provision of cached values for updates.
1 VariableWrapper<V> wrapper = new VariableWrapper<V>(variablesInterfae, variables);
2 V proxy = (V)(Proxy.newProxyInstane(variablesInterfae.getClassLoader(), new Class<?>[℄{
variablesInterfae }, wrapper));
3
4 // ...
5
6 publi lass VariableWrapper<V> implements InvoationHandler
7 {
8 private final Map<Method, Objet> values = new HashMap<Method, Objet>();
9
10 // ...
11
12 publi Objet invoke(Objet proxy, Method method, Objet[℄ args) throws Throwable
13 {
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14 return values.get(method);
15 }
16
17 publi void read() throws EmbeddedStateMahineExeption
18 {
19 for (Method m : variablesInterfae.getMethods()) {
20 Objet value = m.invoke(instane);
21 values.put(m, value);
22 }
23 }
24 }
Listing 4.7: Creation of a dynamic proxy storing variables.
The selection and invocation of transitions is shown in listing 4.8: For all
transition methods in the current state, the contract is instantiated (line 5). Its
guard method is invoked (line 6), and if it returns true, the transition is se-
lected. In this case, the current variable values are stored (line 7); the transi-
tion method is invoked and the actor facade is passed to it (line 8); the update
method of the contract is called with the stored and the current variable values
(line 9); and, finally, the next state is selected (line 11).
1 void next()
2 {
3 for (Method m : urrentState.getClass().getMethods()) {
4 if (m.isAnnotationPresent(Transition.lass)) {
5 IContrat<V>  = (IContrat<V>)m.getAnnotation(Transition.lass).ontrat().newInstane
();
6 if (.hekCondition(vars)) {
7 wrapper.read();
8 m.invoke(urrentState, ator);
9 if (!.validate(varsProxy, vars))
10 System.out.println("Validation failed in transition " + m.getName());
11 urrentState = states.get(m.getAnnotation(Transition.lass).target());
12 return;
13 }
14 }
15 }
16 }
Listing 4.8: Selection and invocation of transitions.
With these simple mechanisms relying on Java’s reflection capabilities, the
execution framework is realized. The source code shown above does not con-
sider the more complex situation that channels exist (cf. section 4.1.3.2), but
the principles of accessing and interpreting the program code structures are
essentially the same.
4.4.5 Execution of Process Models
Although embedded process models introduce more functionality regarding
variables and more types of nodes than state machines, their execution is even
simpler. The reasons are
• a simpler scaling – process hierarchies are less complex to execute than
communicating state machines;
• less state space management – variables are not considered by the exe-
cution framework since they are only passed to and retrieved from the
application logic, in contrast to the management of stored variables for
state machines;
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• a shift of logic into program code expressions – the expressions in process
actions are more complex and handle variables themselves, which makes
them more complicated to consider at development time, but easier to
invoke at run time.
Thus, execution of process models can be implemented with as little source
code as shown in listing 4.9:
1 publi void exeute(Class<? extends IInitialNode> initialNodeClass, Objet variables, Objet
ator) throws Exeption
2 {
3 Map<Class<? extends IProessNode>, IProessNode> nodes = new HashMap<Class<? extends
IProessNode>, IProessNode>();
4
5 // Initial node
6 IProessNode urrentNode = initialNodeClass.newInstane();
7 nodes.put(initialNodeClass, urrentNode);
8
9 while (!(urrentNode instaneof IFinalNode)) {
10 // Interpret urrent node
11 if (urrentNode instaneof IAtionNode) {
12 IAtionNode.lass.getMethods()[0℄.invoke(urrentNode, variables, ator);
13 } else if (urrentNode instaneof ISubProessNode) {
14 Class<IInitialNode> sub = urrentNode.getClass().getAnnotation(SubProess.lass).value
();
15 exeute(sub, variables, ator);
16 }
17
18 // Get next node
19 Class<? extends IProessNode> target = null;
20 for (Method m : urrentNode.getClass().getMethods())
21 if (target == null && m.isAnnotationPresent(OutgoingEdge.lass) && Boolean.TRUE.equals(
m.invoke(urrentNode, variables)))
22 target = m.getAnnotation(OutgoingEdge.lass).value();
23 if (target == null)
24 throw new Exeption("No enabled edge in node " + urrentNode.getClass().getName());
25 urrentNode = nodes.get(target);
26 if (urrentNode == null) {
27 urrentNode = target.newInstane();
28 nodes.put(target, urrentNode);
29 }
30 }
31 }
Listing 4.9: A simple execution framework for process models.
The method exeute takes as parameters the class definition of the initial
class and the variables and actor facades. First, a map for the node instances
is created and the initial node is stored therein (lines 3-7). Then the process is
executed as long as the current node is no final node (line 9).
When the current node is an action node, the action method is invoked
and the facades are passed as parameters (line 12). Since the expression in
the source code will invoke the action, retrieve variables, and set the result,
no further effort by the execution framework is necessary. When the current
node is a sub process node, the SubProess annotation is read to determine
the initial node of the sub process (line 14) and the method exeute is called
recursively to execute the sub process (line 15).
Afterwards, the next node is to be determined. We can expect two situa-
tions here: (1) The current node is a decision node so that all edges must be
considered with their guards; (2) the current node is no decision node and has
thus only one edge method containing the statement return true. In both
cases we can simply chose the first edge returning true when invoked, which
is done in line 21. Afterwards, the target node class definition is read in line 22,
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a possible deadlock handled in lines 23-24, and the target class is instantiated
in lines 25-29.
This simple execution framework is fully functional. It relies on the as-
sumption that all rules of the program code pattern are obeyed (e.g., transition
methods in non-decision nodes always returning true). A more sophisticated
execution framework would certainly provide more validation facilities, but
the principle of the execution remains the same.
4.4.6 Monitoring Tool for State Machines
The pattern code fragments that are considered by tools at development time
are interpreted and invoked at run time by the execution framework. Thus,
the model specifications are available at run time to a certain degree, so that
the program can be monitored with respect to abstract models.
4.4.6.1 Concept
Considering embedded models for state machines, the following steps are un-
der control of the execution framework and desirable for monitoring:
• Initialization and start of a state machine. This includes information
about all states, transitions, and variables as extracted from the Java code
via reflection. States are uniquely identified by their fully qualified class
names.
• Activation of states. This indicates that guard evaluation and transition
selection in this state will happen subsequently.
• Selection of transitions. This indicates that program control will be
handed over to the application logic in this transition.
• Validation of updates after a transition. The variable values are updated
in this event. Additionally, the cached variable values from the point in
time before the transition fired are also supplied to allow for compar-
isons. Additional information is supplied if the validation failed. When
this event is fired, program control has been taken over by the state ma-
chine execution framework again.
A monitoring tool must thus work with the program code fragments de-
fined by the pattern. Since this must happen at run time, the degree of detail
varies as the bytecode has partly different structures than the source code (cf.
section 3.1.3.3). Several ways exist to obtain information at run time, however,
they have different advantages and implications. The following criteria are of
interest:
• Integration: First, it is of interest if and how a technology can be integrated
in existing environments, in this case the Java platform.
• Accessibility: The most important question will be which information
about the state machine semantics is generally available at run time and
at which points in time it is accessible.
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• Intrusiveness: We will consider what changes to source code or byte code
of the modeled system or the execution framework are indispensable to
facilitate monitoring.
• Self-monitoring: Use cases are imaginable that systems being
monitored gain access to the monitoring information, for example for
self-inspection, validation, or dynamic adaption.
• Performance: Possible performance issues related to each approach will
be considered.
• Tools: Regarding tool support it is of interest how the monitoring can be
controlled and how far it can be integrated into development tools.
We now introduce three approaches in sections 4.4.6.2 to 4.4.6.4 that allow
to access the required information in different ways and evaluate them briefly
with respect to these criteria.
4.4.6.2 Listener Approach
Since all information about the running system and the embedded state ma-
chine semantics is available to the statemachine execution framework, the easi-
est way formonitoring is to extend this framework in order to emit information
of interest for active monitoring (cf. section 3.2.4). The execution framework is
based on structural reflection and accesses and interprets a considerable part of
the program code structures constituting the pattern. Besides setting listeners
programmatically, module-based platforms (like OSGi [OSGi Alliance, 2005a]
in the context of Java) allow for a loose coupling of execution framework and
components receiving information about the execution. In the case of state
machines, listeners can be notified about each step performed on the embed-
ded model by the execution framework (cf. section 4.4.6.1). With respect to
the criteria defined above, listeners are appropriate for monitoring embedded
models as follows:
Integration Listener concepts can be realized in the programming language
and the related platform without using any additional technologies or tools,
since they are only an addition to the execution framework. They are thus easy
to integrate.
Accessibility Considering the accessibility of elements of the program code
pattern, the listener approach is clearly limited since expressions inside meth-
ods are not available by means of reflection (cf. section 3.1.3.3). Thus, opera-
tions inside guards and updates are not visible, but only their results after the
related method was invoked by the framework. They must thus be considered
black boxes.
Intrusiveness The approach is intrusive to the source code of the execution
framework since it must be extended for the listener implementation. Since
listeners rely on information extracted by reflection, they are completely non-
intrusive to the application being monitored.
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Self-monitoring Self-monitoring of applications is possible since the
surrounding application invokes the execution framework and can thus
register listeners, too. By this means the application can gain information
about its own execution inside the state machine. This is possible without
concurrency problems since the framework passes control over the program
flow to the listeners during notifications, so that the program flow is strictly
sequential.
Performance Because of the sequential access, the listeners can have a serious
performance impact on the execution of the overall system, depending on the
program logic executed during notifications. Since the listener service can be
accessed by arbitrary components, the performance impact is not predictable.
Developers of an application must in this case rely on reasonable listener im-
plementations. Apart from that, the technical performance impact caused by
the execution framework’s notification functionality can be considered mini-
mal since, technically, only additional methods are invoked.
Tools Because of the component-based realization, the listener approach can
be easily integrated in different kinds of tools. This is definitely true for tools
running in the same JVM, e.g. coupled by a module system. To use external
tools, for example development environments that monitor the running sys-
tem, listeners must send data over JVM boundaries. While this is possible, it
could cause performance problems due to the communication.
4.4.6.3 Aspect-oriented Approach
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [Pawlak et al., 2005] aims at separating
cross-cutting concerns from application logic. Monitoring and tracing
are often-mentioned examples for AOP usage [Mahrenholz et al., 2002;
Chen et al., 2004]: Emission of monitoring information is formulated as
aspects that are woven into program code. To monitor state machine
execution, the code structures of interest are accessed by pointcuts.
Appropriate advice written in AspectJ [Colyer et al., 2004] are shown in listing
4.10. The first and the third pointcut wrap around guard and update methods,
invoke them, and read the result. Afterwards a listener, named monitor, is
notified about the contract class and the current result. The second pointcut is
invoked before a transition method is executed, i.e., any method in a class
implementing the IState interface. It notifies the monitor about the related
state class and transition method name.
The main advantage of AOP in this context is that this passive monitor-
ing (cf. section 3.2.4) can be applied without the need to modify the execution
framework. With load-time weaving, monitoring capabilities can even be sup-
plemented in systems after the program code has been compiled. This allows
for flexible mechanisms that can be applied depending on the context. The
pattern elements of embedded models are well-known and obligatory so that
aspects can identify them and advice and pointcuts can address program code
elements related to model elements. With respect to the criteria defined above,
AOP is appropriate for monitoring embedded models as follows:
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// Wrap guard method invoation and notify about the result
boolean around(Objet vars) : exeution(* IContrat.hekCondition(..)) && args(vars) {
boolean result = proeed(vars);
monitor.notifyGuard(thisJoinPointStatiPart.getSignature().getDelaringType(), result);
return result;
}
// Notify about forthoming transition method invoation
before() : exeution(* *.*(..)) && target(IState) {
monitor.notifyTransition(thisJoinPointStatiPart.getSignature().getDelaringType(),
thisJoinPointStatiPart.getSignature().getName());
}
// Wrap update method invoation and notify about the result
boolean around(Objet before, Objet after) :
exeution(* IContrat.validate(..)) && args(before, after) {
boolean result = proeed(vars);
monitor.notifyUpdate(thisJoinPointStatiPart.getSignature().getDelaringType(), result);
return result;
}
Listing 4.10: The AspectJ monitoring aspect. All points of interest in the
program code pattern are clearly identifiable by simple rules regarding their
class and method names, so that pointcuts can be defined unambiguously.
Integration AOP technologies are available for many platforms, including
Java. However, their use can be restricted by frameworks or technologies in
use, e.g. module systems that control the class loading and thus may prevent
the weaving. When weaving is possible, AOPmonitoring can be applied with-
out support by the execution framework and thus provides a certain flexibility.
Accessibility The information that can be accessed this way is the same as
in the listener concept, i.e. with the limitation of black box methods in Java
byte code. In addition, due to the limitations of pointcuts, the monitoring tool
cannot observe the whole process of transition selection:
Pointcuts can handle information regarding the location of program code in
which they are executed (keyword thisJoinPointStatiPart). But, they do
not gain access to information in terms of sequences of pointcuts: In each state,
a certain number of guards is evaluated. Afterwards, one transition method is
invoked. While pointcuts are informed about the single actions, they cannot
determine which guard belongs to the transition being executed; this infor-
mation has to be guessed or supplemented by interpreting the program code
afterwards.
The aspect-oriented approach is thus only capable of explaining decisions
after the transition method has been selected and is about to be called.
Intrusiveness The usage of AOP does not require modifications in the exe-
cution framework architecture. Instead, modifications are applied to the com-
piled Java bytecode by the aspect weaver at compile or load time and thus
transparent to the developer. However, which modifications are applied to
which parts of the byte code is controlled by the weavers and thus out of con-
trol of the developer. When the correctness of the code is of interest in detail,
further examinations would have to be undertaken to determine the changes
and possible impacts when errors occur.
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Self-monitoring Since the monitoring aspect code will run in the same JVM
as the state machine, the same consequences to self-monitoring apply as with
listeners. With compile-time weaving, the self-monitoring must be prepared
during development. With load-time weaving, a self-monitoring would even
be possible ad-hoc; however, this requires appropriate support by the plat-
form and module frameworks, so that the aspects can be deployed on demand
alongside the pattern code being monitored.
Performance Since the advice being used notify the monitor explicitly, per-
formance is decreased by the cost for this additional communication. As with
any AOP-based system, the changes introduced by weaving mechanisms in
general must be considered, which are hard to predict since they are strongly
influenced by the weaving implementations. This applies to both compile time
and load time weaving, however, the effect will be stronger with load time
weaving because the modifications are applied when the system is running.
Tools The AOP-based solution allows to communicate information gained
from pointcuts to be transferred to tools for giving feedback to the developer.
However, the limitations in accessibility are relevant, so that not all informa-
tion is available in the tools or must be inferred by tools. This applies for ex-
ample for information in guards: The tool is informed about the evaluations in
guards, but it has to know the transition method being invoked afterwards to
relate the guard to the transition. From this moment on, the tool can present
the correct information to the developer. Apart from that, the same possibilities
and limitations as with listeners apply.
4.4.6.4 Debugging Approach
The debugging approach delegates low-level observation of the program state
to the executing platform. The related Java Platform Debugger Architecture
(JPDA) is based on events that are triggered in certain situations, e.g. when
a class is loaded or a field value is changed. Only some events are of interest
for monitoring and have to be filtered from the event queue. By this means
passive monitoring can be achieved. One way to achieve this is to use the
event request manager that controls which events are passed from the application
being debugged to the debugger. Another way is to perform the necessary
filtering in the debugger by analyzing the contents of the event object. This
saves the effort for configuring the manager but implies more communication
overhead for irrelevant events.
State activation and transition selection are monitored by observing
certain fields, using both ways sketched above. First, all instances of
ClassPrepareEvent are considered to gain class loading information.
If the class for state machine execution is loaded, which can be clearly
identified by its name, the event request manager is configured to provide
ModifiationWathpointEvents for the class attributes pointing to the
current state and transition instance inside the execution framework. When
they are modified, the events will afterwards provide the current value of the
variable and the value to be set.
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Of special interest within the debugging approach is the possibility to
monitor operations inside guard and update methods. To achieve this, events
are considered that are triggered when a related method is entered. The
method parameters pointing to the variables facade instance for current or
cached model variable values are available as local variable values from the
stack frame of the state machine execution thread. However, model variables
are represented by methods inside this variables type and neither their
names nor their values are thereby directly visible to the debugger. Hence,
ClassPrepareEvents are also used to detect when an implementation of this
interface is loaded and fetch a list of all methods. The debugger is then able to
iterate over the list of methods and invoke each method to retrieve the return
value and thus the value of the respective model variable. This is sufficient for
non-intrusive monitoring in terms of unchanged source code, but causes
method invocations that may modify the application’s state space. For this
reason MethodExitEvents are useful which are triggered after all code of a
method is executed, but before the method is left. At this point in time the
return value of variable methods is accessible without additional method
invocations. Since only expressions are used inside guards and updates, the
evaluation is fully comprehensible afterwards by inspection of the values of
local variables. The return value of the method and thus the result of the
evaluation is accessible with MethodExitEvents applied to the guard and
update methods themselves.
With respect to the criteria defined above, debugging is appropriate for
monitoring embedded models as follows:
Integration The JPDA is available as part of the Java platform. But, debug-
gers always need two running JVM instances: The application being debugged
and the debugger itself that controls execution. While an integration is thus
possible at the technical level, production environments cannot fulfill the re-
quirements of debuggers. Monitoring with debuggers is for this reason only
appropriate for testing purposes.
Accessibility A debugger can access all elements of the program code pat-
tern in model implementations as well as all local variables in the execution
framework. Different to the listener and AOP approaches, this allows for mon-
itoring guard and update method contents. Since all details of expressions are
available, the evaluation of guards and updates can be recorded and presented
to the developer for each step. The debugging approach is therefore the only
one able to access all elements of the program code pattern. Access to variables
and method invocation results is possible without additional effort when they
are accessed by the application itself. For the state machine model this is suffi-
cient since the variables are of interest only when they are evaluated in guards.
A debugger would also allow to invoke methods at any time. This could be of
interest for variable methods to determine their current value.
Intrusiveness Debugging is not intrusive to the execution framework and
also not to the bytecode, which is not modified. However, it is intrusive at
the level of the Java platform: With debugging interfaces and tools, develop-
ers can invoke methods during breakpoints. Thus, the sequence of method
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invocations can be different than defined by the model, so that side-effects can
occur.
Self-monitoring Information from the JVM being debugged can only be re-
ceived by the debugging JVM. This prevents self-monitoring since the latter is
only a development tool and not available in production environments.
Performance Debuggers in general have a strong impact on performance, so
that a monitoring of production systems is currently not desirable with this
approach.
Tools Since debuggers themselves are tools, appropriate support is given.
Most Java IDEs support this and provide inference to source code, variable
monitoring, and evaluation of statements and expressions by the developer.
Such tools could be extended for embedded state machines: The model struc-
ture as read from the code could be visualized and provide entry points to the
program code. The state space and the decisions in guards could be monitored
in detail. When methods in the facade types are invoked, the tool could switch
to the usual debugging view so that developers can analyse the program code
that is not part of the model.
4.4.6.5 Monitoring Tool
The approaches to monitoring provide different means to monitor state ma-
chines in different degree of detail. Considering them together, we can state
that monitoring of embeddedmodels is possible in detail, although limitations
can apply during run time when platforms or frameworks do not fulfill the
requirements of the approaches.
Amonitoring tool has been implemented that relies on listeners. It provides
a graphical view and is connected to the execution framework by means of
OSGi, thus realizing a loose coupling.
User Interface The user interface of our monitoring tool provides three views
on the monitored state machine as can be seen in figure 4.25. In the center
it shows a graphical representation of the state machine, highlighting active
states and transitions. A spring layouter arranges the states in an appropriate
way, but they can easily be rearranged by the user. The chosen layout can then
be saved and is automatically reloaded when the same state machine is moni-
tored the next time. A view at the right hand side lists all variables defining the
state space of the monitored machine. It shows the current values according to
the last update as well as the previous values before this update. Another view
can be shown by selecting “Validation” that lists the updates which could not
be validated successfully. Since the execution framework is in full control of
the program flow, the views are accompanied by buttons to pause and resume
state machine execution that can be operated when an event is handled.
These views and controls offer several ways to analyze a state machine at
run time. The simplest way is to just watch the machine running and check
manually whether the machine is always in the state that is expected from the
outward behavior and whether it is performing the expected transitions. This
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Figure 4.25: The monitoring tool showing the load generator example at run
time. The information is extracted from the execution framework with struc-
tural reflection. We can monitor the selection of states and transitions as well
as the variable values and the evaluation of guards and updates.
would answer the question what the state machine and thus the application is
doing at all without further inspection of details.
A more detailed way is to stop the machine after performing a transition
and to have a look at the variable values defining the state space. The compar-
ison between new and old values after validations allows to analyze the state
space in a more detailed way and to understand the reasons why certain tran-
sition have fired. This can explain in detail the chosen path the state machine
walks through. In addition, this information can be used to predict what has
to happen in order to force the state machine to reach a certain state.
The user interface also shows the lists of variables and of failed contract
validations. If the execution component detects a failed update, this is a strong
hint that the implementation of the application logic does not conform to the
intended model. Since the embedded model can always be extracted and
checked with validation tools, it is then possible to track down whether the
failure origins from a wrong implementation of the state machine or from er-
rors in the application logic code.
Architecture We use the OSGi platform’s service registry [OSGi Alliance,
2005b] for the tool. Listeners like the monitoring user interface shown
above are hence OSGi bundles being deployed alongside, but independent
from application logic. The listener is registered as a named OSGi service
that is detected by the execution framework. The related loosely-coupled
architecture as sketched in figure 4.26 allows to use almost arbitrary tools to
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Figure 4.26: Component architecture for the monitoring listener. Application
logic may be composed of components using the execution framework as well
as of components using the OSGi platform. The listener component for moni-
toring is optional in any case and hence only coupled via the service registry.
be notified about events: The execution framework discovers listeners using
the platform. Monitoring components may also transfer data to external tools,
for example debuggers in development environments.
4.4.7 Design Recovery Tool
Embedded models enable a tight coupling between specification and
implementation. This is especially true when the code is accessed by model
transformations. One area of application for such transformations is
that of design recovery: With embedded models, implementation and
documentation cannot be inconsistent, since design information is contained
in the code. This enables automated design recovery and an automated
transformation of the pattern code to other structures. As a prototype for
such transformations, a tool has been developed by Michael Striewe that
transforms embedded state machines to embedded process models by means
of graph transformation [Goedicke et al., 2009; Striewe et al., 2010b].
4.4.7.1 Concept
As stated in section 4.3, state machines and process models share common el-
ements and structures. The major exceptions are interaction of state machines,
which cannot always be mapped to process hierarchies unambiguously, and
updates in state machines, so that both are not considered here. The transfor-
mation consists of the following steps:
1. All states of the state machine are converted to decision nodes in the pro-
cess model since each state has potentially multiple outgoing transitions
with guards.
2. All transitions in the state machine are converted to action nodes prop-
erly connected to decision nodes in the process model.
3. Each action node that contains more than one action label is split up into
a sequence of action nodes. This step can be performed here or at any
later point in time.
4. Each decision node with exactly one incoming and one outgoing edge is
discarded by connecting the nodes of the incoming and outgoing transi-
tion directly.
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Figure 4.27: Simplified graph transformation rule for transforming states into
process nodes. Nodes deleted from the syntax graph are marked in red while
newly-created nodes are marked in green. Some of the preserved nodes are
renamed during transformation. Information from the state class is moved to
a newly-created activity node class, while content from the contract class is
integrated in node classes [Goedicke et al., 2009].
5. Each decision node without incoming transitions is changed to a start
node.
6. Each decision node without outgoing transitions is changed to an end
node.
7. Each descision node with multiple incoming transitions and only one
outgoing transition is changed to a merge node.
While this list of steps applies to the model transformation itself, using em-
bedded models requires additional steps because formal aspects of program
code (e.g. import statements) have to be taken into account.
4.4.7.2 Implementation
The steps of the transformation are implemented as graph transformation rules
acting on a graph generated from source code (cf. section 4.4.3.3). For this pur-
pose, 21 rules are needed. First, two rules convert states to decision nodes and
transitions to activity nodes. One of these rules that changes states to process
nodes and creates activity nodes is shown in figure 4.27 in a simplified man-
ner. According to the rules of the program code pattern for embedded state
machines, elements to be moved can easily be identified by their annotations
on the left-hand side of the rule and thus reassembled on the right-hand side.
Similarities between state machines and process models allow to reuse larger
parts of existing program code, e.g. complete method bodies for guards.
After nodes have been converted or created, a set of six rules applies
changes for cleaning up the graph, like reordering imports or removing
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unnecessary annotations. These rules are not strictly necessary, but desirable
for a clean implementation. Two additional rules remove the contract classes
which are not needed in the process model as well as useless decision nodes
that have been introduced by rules applied earlier. Afterwards, the set of
nodes is complete, so three rules can be applied for marking start nodes, end
nodes, and merge nodes. An additional rule splits action nodes with more
than one action label; this is necessary since state machine transitions can
have multiple action labels, while action nodes will have exactly one action
label. Another set of seven rules is finally concerned with some adjustments
to the code.
4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we introduced implementations of the embedded models ap-
proach from chapter 3.
The first implementation is for the modeling domain of state machines in
section 4.1. After a definition of the formal model, the program code pattern
was defined and its interfaces, execution semantics, and transformations were
explained.
The second implementation in section 4.2 is based on process models, in
this case the meta model of JWT. A program code pattern was derived and the
interfaces to other program code were defined. The definition was completed
with execution semantics and transformations.
Both embedded models were compared in section 4.3 with respect to their
representation of model elements, the management of the state space, and their
particular scaling mechanisms.
Based on the embedded model definitions, tools supporting development
at different levels of abstraction were introduced in section 4.4 for design, veri-
fication, execution, monitoring, and design recovery. For state machines, a tool
suite exists that supports all these stages of the development process. For pro-
cess models, design and execution tools exist. Design recovery is realized by a
transformation from state machines to process models.
In the next chapter wewill evaluate the approachwith two case studies that
use embedded state machines and process models.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
So far, the approach for embeddedmodels and specific implementations for the
domains of statemachines and processmodels have been presented in chapters
3 and 4. In this chapter wewill evaluate the approach based on criteria that will
be introduced in section 5.1. The evaluation is performed by considering two
case studies:
First, the approach is applied to a load generator for performance tests,
called “SyLaGen”, in section 5.2. Essential algorithms for controlling the load
generation aremodeled with both embedded state machines and process mod-
els. These models are integrated in the larger context of the actual applica-
tion. This will demonstrate the applicability of the approach for non-trivial
real-world applications.
The second case study in section 5.3 is small, but focuses on different as-
pects. Embedded state machines are here integrated in a visual programming
learning environment. Based on this, small games are developed, whose actors
are communicating state machines. The software has been used for teaching
formal methods in a university master’s course. In this context, a small user
study has been performed.
An overall evaluation of the approach that considers the partial evaluation
results from both case studies will finally be given in section 5.4.
5.1 Criteria
Based on the objectives from chapters 1 and 3, embeddedmodels have the goal
to apply the advantages of models to program code patterns that are connected
to application logic. An evaluation of the approach must thus focus on advan-
tages of models and validate their usefulness in the case studies. We will use
as criteria what is called by Selic the quality of models [Selic, 2003]:
Abstraction “Amodel is always a reduced rendering of the system that it rep-
resents. By removing or hiding detail that is irrelevant for a given view-
point, it lets us understand the essence more easily.” [Selic, 2003] In our
context, it is of interest if a meaningful abstraction from program code
details is possible. This is to be considered especially careful for the in-
terfaces where other application logic is connected to the model.
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Understandability “A good model provides a shortcut by reducing the
amount of intellectual effort required for understanding.” [Selic,
2003] For embedded models, we do not evaluate the formal models
themselves. Instead, two aspects of the understandability are of
interest: First, we must evaluate how the entirety of program code with
embedded models is comprehensible. Second, we must evaluate the
understandability of model instances that are not only driven by
domain requirements, but also by the consideration of embedded model
conventions and interfaces to application logic.
Accuracy “A model must provide a true-to-life representation of the modeled
system’s features of interest.” [Selic, 2003] Since embedded models are
not considered stand-alone, but always in connection with interfaces to
application logic, the models may be influenced. We will consider how
accurate the models in use will reflect the domain requirements under
such circumstances.
Predictiveness “You should be able to use a model to correctly predict the
modeled system’s interesting but nonobvious properties [. . . ].” [Selic,
2003] While this depends heavily on the formal model in use, we will
evaluate here howmodels that are influenced by interface considerations
are still eligible for model checking and analysis.
Inexpensiveness “A model [. . . ] must be significantly cheaper to construct
and analyze than the modeled system.” [Selic, 2003] In the context of em-
bedded models, two kinds of overhead have to be considered: First, the
program code is likely to consist of more static fragments than manually-
written algorithms. Second, models considering rules of embeddedmod-
els and interface definitions may be more complex than pure abstract
models would have been. For both, we will evaluate the tool support
for working at different abstraction levels.
With these criteria in mind, we introduce the case studies now. Each case
study will be evaluated separately in sections 5.2.4 and 5.3.5. Afterwards, an
overall evaluation will be given in section 5.4.
5.2 Case Study “Load Generator”
The first case study focuses on the use of embedded models in a non-trivial,
real-world application. We describe SyLaGen first in section 5.2.1. The imple-
mentation of embedded state machines is described in section 5.2.2 and the
implementation of embedded process models in section 5.2.3. Afterwards the
evaluation criteria are applied to this case study in section 5.2.4.
5.2.1 Description of “SyLaGen”
SyLaGen is a load generator for performance tests [Striewe et al., 2010a;
Bordewisch et al., 2003] that has been under development since 1999
by the working group Specification of Software Systems at University of
Duisburg-Essen. The overall architecture has two distributed components:
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Figure 5.1: The SyLaGenmastermodules. In the center, the measurementmod-
ule can be seen with its different load strategies. It coordinates the actual load
generation.
The so-called master controls a measurement by directing clients that run on
different physical machines. Each client has a certain number of threads called
workers that generate the actual load.
5.2.1.1 Modules
The master has a high complexity and is for this reason split into different
modules as sketched in figure 5.1:
The workload module manages, stores, and validates load descriptions.
These are edited by the user in the user interface. When a performance test
is started, control is passed to the measurement module. It reads general
configuration from the configuration module. The measurement module itself
contains different strategies for generating load: The single strategy performs
only one measurement with load that is specified for a certain time frame. The
stress strategy performs also one measurement, but generates as much load
as possible. The exploration strategy is the most complex since it performs
a sequence of measurements by evaluating the results after each single
measurement and adapting the number of workers in use in order to find the
optimum.
The measurement module and its strategies use the clientmodule that man-
ages clients connected to the master. It also distributes commands given by the
measurement module to all clients that are used in the current measurement.
The actual communication with clients occurs in the connectionmodule, which
also receives data from the clients after a single measurement has finished.
These results are passed to the result module which receives them from sin-
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Figure 5.2: Themeasurement process of the “exploration” strategy in SyLaGen.
After the first measurement, the exploration can continue downwards at the
left hand, upwards at the right hand, or simply finish when the system under
test is already overloaded.
gle clients and merges them into an overall result, e.g. with average response
times measured by each client.
The results are then either analyzed by the exploration strategy, which may
decide to perform additionalmeasurements, or are passed to the reportingmod-
ule that processes them for graphical presentations. Then the results are passed
to the user interface.
We can see that a measurement follows a certain process through the mod-
ules which has been presented here in a simplified way. The measurement
module is essential since it controls the actual measurement and directs other
modules for this purpose. The actual load generation strategies have different
well-defined states. Since they are exchangeable, they are realized as plug-
ins in the measurement module and thus interact with their environment by
means of well-defined interfaces. These are good conditions for implementing
them as embedded models, which can facilitate documentation and program
comprehension and at the same time use the interfaces to integrate in the con-
text of SyLaGen.
5.2.1.2 Exploration Measurement
The process of the exploration measurement is roughly sketched in figure 5.2:
First the environment is initialized, i.e. connections to the clients are estab-
lished, etc. Then the first measurement is performed with a number of threads
defined by the user in the workload. Depending on the response time of the
system under test, called turnaround time in this context, three possible direc-
tions can be taken:
• When the number of workers is 1 and the system under test is already
overloaded, i.e. does not fulfill the requirements for the turnaround time
defined in the workload, the measurement is not continued.
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• When the number of workers is >1 and the system under test is over-
loaded, the exploration measurement is continued downwards: The num-
ber of workers is decreased in larger steps (also defined by the user, e.g.
5 workers) until the system is no longer overloaded. After this rough
approximation, the number of clients is increased again by 1 until the
system is overloaded again, so that the exact limit is known.
• When the system under test is not overloaded, the exploration measure-
ment is continued upwards: The number of workers is increased in larger
steps until the system is overloaded. After this rough approximation, the
number of clients is decreased again by 1 until the system is no longer
overloaded, so that the exact limit is known.
Whether the system is overloaded is decided as follows. Two constraints
are given by the user: The expected turnaround time that should not be exceeded
on average and themaximum turnaround time that is not allowed to be exceeded
at all. The system is overloaded if either the mean turnaround time is greater
than the expected turnaround time or if one of the workers encountered a
turnaround time that is greater than the maximum turnaround time. This de-
cision is non-trivial as it requires access to each single result of all workers, so
that it is hard to integrate in abstract models and must be abstracted from.
After all of the three steps, a last measurement is performed called verifica-
tion: The number of workers is decreased again in larger steps and measure-
ments are performed until the last measurement is performed with 1 worker.
This is done in order to verify that the system under test is fully functional
and the previous measurement results have not been corrupted by errors. Af-
terwards, the environment is terminated, i.e. the clients are instructed to shut
down the workers, the results are stored and passed to the reporting module,
etc.
In the implementation, this process is more complicated as more decisions
are possible after each measurement. The user can abort the measurement so
that after each measurement the termination can occur. When errors are de-
tected, the measurement is restarted a certain number of times as defined by
the user; this can lead to repetitions and also to abortion of the measurement.
We will now describe the implementation of this algorithm with two al-
ternative embedded model classes, state machines (section 5.2.2) and process
models (section 5.2.3).
5.2.2 State Machine
The exploration strategies have been documented for a certain time with UP-
PAAL, but we made the experience that documentation and implementation
were out of sync quite often. Thus the decision was made four years ago to
apply embedded state machines to SyLaGen based on the requirements de-
scribed in the previous section. Since then, the strategies are maintained with
the related program code pattern.
5.2.2.1 Structure
The exploration measurement as described in section 5.2.1.2 is implemented in
terms of states and transitions as shown in figure 5.3:
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AfterMeasurementState
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Figure 5.3: The states of the exploration strategy.
At the beginning, the environment is initialized in the states
ExplorationStartState and ReadyForMeasurementState. In the following
transition to AfterMeasurementState, the first measurement is performed.
When errors have occured, the measurement is repeated. This is indicated
with the “loop” transition that leads back to AfterMeasurementState. When the
number of allowed restarts is exceeded or the measurement is aborted by the
user, the transition to TerminationState is chosen. When the system under test
is overloaded with the number of workers being 1, the transition to VerifyState
will fire.
When the measurement is continued downwards, the number of clients is
reduced and a measurement is performed in the transition leading to Down-
DownState. As long as the system under test is overloaded, the two loop tran-
sitions fire: Either no errors occur and the number of workers is decreased,
or the last measurement is repeated if errors were encountered. In the case
of too many errors or abortion by the user, the transition to TerminationState
will fire. When the system under test is no longer overloaded, the transition
to DownUpState is selected. Here, the number of workers is increased by 1
with a loop transition until the limit is reached and the transition to VerifyState
fires. In the case of errors and user abortion, the same rules apply as within
DownDownState.
The upwards measurement follows the same principles: UpUpState
increases workers in large steps, UpDownState decreases workers afterwards
by 1 to find the exact limit. In both states, repetition and user abortion are
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handled with appropriate transitions.
During verification, the number of workers is decreased stepwise with a
loop transition. A second loop transition handles repetition of measurements
after errors. The only transition from this state leads to TerminationStatewhere
the measurement environment is shut down in the transition to EndState.
With these states and transitions, the exploration measurement is described
completely. In the next sections, the variables controlling the flow through the
state machine and the actions invoked in transitions will be introduced.
5.2.2.2 Variables
Eight variables control the exploration measurement. They can be assigned to
four groups:
• Workers:
– NumberOfWorkers (integer): The number of workers currently in use.
The initial value is defined by the user in the workload. This vari-
able is not aggregated, but directly used by the state machine.
– WorkerDistance (integer): The step size used to increase or decrease
the number of workers for the approximation. This variable is not
aggregated and does not change during measurement.
• Turnaround times:
– TooHigh (boolean): Indicates that the turnaround time requirements
have not been fulfilled by the system under test and thus that the
number of workers is too high. This value is strongly aggregated by
the application logic of SyLaGen since it is extracted from statistical
calculations based on the results from multiple workers.
– TooLow (boolean): Indicates that the turnaround time limits have not
been reached in the last measurement and thus that the number of
workers is too low. This value is also aggregated from the results.
• Restarts:
– Restart (boolean): Indicates that an error occured during the last
measurement. This value is aggregated as it is the summary of er-
rors detected in the results.
– NumberOfRestarts (integer): The current number of restarts that were
necessary in the measurement. This variable is not aggregated, but
directly used by the state machine.
– MaximumRestarts (integer): The maximum number of restarts al-
lowed as defined by the user in the workload. This variable is not
aggregated and does not change during measurement.
• Abortion:
– Abort (boolean): Indicates that the user aborted the measurement.
This value is aggregated as it represents actions performed by the
user.
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The turnaround times influence the decisions during the measurement. The
number of workers is then used and adapted between single measurement
steps. Errors and restarts are considered for each measurement, and abortion
by the user is considered in each transition. The guards and updates thus result
in a model shown in figure 5.4 as extracted to UPPAAL:
Figure 5.4: The exploration strategy as a state machine in UPPAAL.
As can be seen in this figure, all variables are used in guards and thus cover
the whole exploration strategy. However, the aggregated variables are not un-
der control of the state machine. Therefore only a few variables are used in
updates: Values are assigned to NumberOfWorkers and NumberOfRestarts.
5.2.2.3 Actions
The actor provides the following actions:
• Environment:
– initMeasurement: Initialize the measurement environment.
– terminateMeasurement: Terminate the measurement environment.
– terminateWorkers: Termine workers on clients.
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• Measurement:
– initClients: Adjust the number of workers on clients for a specific
measurement.
– doMeasure: Perform a single measurement.
– doRestartMeasure: Perform a single measurement and note in the re-
sult documentation that this is a repetition of a measurement that
had errors before.
– doVerifyMeasure: Perform a single measurement and note in the re-
sult documentation that this is done for verification.
• Adjustment of the number of workers:
– beginDownDown and whileDownDown: Decrease the number of
workers for downwards measurement in large steps.
– beginDownUp and whileDownUp: Increase the number of workers by
1 for detailed measurement.
– beginUpUp and whileUpUp: Increase the number of workers for up-
wards measurement in large steps.
– beginUpDown and whileUpDown: Decrease the number of workers
by 1 for detailed measurement.
– whileVerify: Decrease the number of workers for verification mea-
surement in large steps.
• Restarts:
– increaseNumberOfRestarts: Increase the counter for the number of
restarts.
– resetRestarts: Reset the counter for the number of restarts.
These actions are all used in the exploration state machine. It is important
to note that multiple actions can be invoked in one transition. The environment
actions are invoked only at the beginning and the end of the exploration strat-
egy. Themeasurement actions are re-used for different transitions that perform
actual measurements. The adjustment actions are each invoked in only one
transition before the actual measurement is performed. Finally, increaseNum-
berOfRestarts is only invoked when errors have occured.
A part of the exploration state machine is shown in figure 5.5 with ac-
tion labels: After the first measurement, a restart can occur in the loop tran-
sition. In this case the restart counter is increased, the clients are initialized,
and a restart measurement is performed. When this is not the case, the restart
counter is reset, the number of workers is adjusted for the upwards measure-
ment with beginUpUp, the clients are initialized, and a normal measurement
is performed before UpUpState becomes the active state. The first loop tran-
sition here performs measurements after a whileUpUp adjustment, the second
handles restarts. One transition leading to TerminationState (not shown in the
figure) and calling the action terminateMeasurement is chosen when the user
aborts the measurement. Another transition leads to UpDownState if the mea-
surement is continued. It adjusts the number of workers with beginUpDown,
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AfterMeasurementState
UpUpState
UpDownState
resetRestarts
  beginUpUp
  initClients
  doMeasure
increaseNumberOfRestarts
initClients
doRestartMeasure
whileUpUp
initClients
doMeasure increaseNumberOfRestarts
initClients
doRestartMeasure
beginUpDown
initClients
doMeasure
terminateMeasurement
Figure 5.5: A part of the exploration state machine with action labels.
initializes the clients, and performs a measurement. While this is only a part of
the whole state machine, the same principles with respect to actions apply to
other transitions, too.
5.2.2.4 Implementation
With the states, transitions, variables, and actions defined above, the state ma-
chine model is complete. It respects the facades to the application logic and
can thus be implemented straightforwardly.
The variables interface is shown in listing 5.1. It follows the rules for vari-
able facades of embedded statemachines, i.e. it contains only get methods with
simple data types.
1 publi interfae IMeasurementVariables
2 {
3 int getNumberOfWorkers();
4 int getWorkerDistane();
5
6 boolean getTooHigh();
7 boolean getTooLow();
8
9 boolean getRestart();
10 int getNumberOfRestarts();
11 int getMaximumRestarts();
12
13 boolean getAbort();
14 }
Listing 5.1: The variables facade interface for SyLaGenmeasurement strategies
with get methods for the embedded state machine model.
As a representative example for all states of the model, the class
AfterMeasurementState can be seen in listing 5.2. Its transition methods
contain the actions describes above.
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1 publi lass AfterMeasurementState implements IState
2 {
3 Transition(target = DownDownState.lass, ontrat = BeginDownDownContrat.lass)
4 publi void beginDownDown(MeasurementModule ator) throws MeasurementAbortedExeption
5 {
6 ator.resetRestarts();
7 ator.beginDownDown();
8 ator.initClients();
9 ator.doMeasure();
10 }
11
12 Transition(target = UpUpState.lass, ontrat = BeginUpUpContrat.lass)
13 publi void beginUpUp(MeasurementModule ator) throws MeasurementAbortedExeption
14 {
15 ator.resetRestarts();
16 ator.beginUpUp();
17 ator.initClients();
18 ator.doMeasure();
19 }
20
21 Transition(target = VerifyState.lass, ontrat =
BeginVerifyFromDownDownOrFirstMeasurementContrat.lass)
22 publi void beginVerifyFromDownDownOrFirstMeasurement(MeasurementModule ator) throws
MeasurementAbortedExeption
23 {
24 ator.resetRestarts();
25 ator.initClients();
26 ator.doVerifyMeasure();
27 }
28
29 Transition(target = AfterMeasurementState.lass, ontrat = RestartMeasurementContrat.
lass)
30 publi void restartMeasurement(MeasurementModule ator) throws MeasurementAbortedExeption
31 {
32 ator.inreaseNumberOfRestarts();
33 ator.initClients();
34 ator.doRestartMeasure();
35 }
36
37 Transition(target = TerminationState.lass, ontrat = AbortMeasurementContrat.lass)
38 publi void abortMeasurement(MeasurementModule ator)
39 {
40 ator.terminateMeasurement();
41 }
42 }
Listing 5.2: The node class AfterMeasurementState.
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The contract for the transition beginUpUp is shown in listing 5.3. The guard
method checks that the two default conditions apply, i.e. that the measure-
ment was not aborted and is not to be restarted; in both cases, other transitions
have to be chosen. The third condition controls the actual measurement and
checks whether the variable TooLow is true, i.e. whether the number of work-
ers is to be increased. In this case the transition from AfterMeasurementState to
UpUpStatewill fire. As defined above, the number of workers will in this case
be increased by WorkerDistance. This is validated in the update method where
the NumberOfWorkers is compared with the stored value from the point in time
before the transition fired.
1 publi lass BeginUpUpContrat implements IContrat<IMeasurementVariables>
2 {
3 Override
4 publi boolean hekCondition(IMeasurementVariables vars)
5 {
6 return (!vars.getAbort() && !vars.getRestart() && vars.getTooLow());
7 }
8
9 Override
10 publi boolean validate(IMeasurementVariables before, IMeasurementVariables after)
11 {
12 return (after.getNumberOfWorkers() == (before.getNumberOfWorkers() + before.
getWorkerDistane()));
13 }
14 }
Listing 5.3: A contract class in the embedded exploration state machine.
This is only a small part of the implementation, but all other classes fol-
low the same rules. The embedded model instance for the exploration state
machine is by this means complete.
5.2.3 Process Model
The exploration strategy will now be modeled with JWT and an embedded
process model.
5.2.3.1 Structure
The most influential differences between embedded state machines and pro-
cess models regarding the structure are that only one action can be called in
each action node and that hierarchies are available in processes. While the first
introduces higher complexity in the structure, the latter will help tomanage the
complexity. We will thus not create a single model, but a hierarchy of models.
The top level of this hierarchy is sketched in figure 5.6: It resembles the struc-
tural view of the state machine. However, most of the nodes are sub process
nodes (cf. section 4.2.1) that refer to underlying processes. The decision which
functionality is aggregated in a sub process is mostly given by the JWT model:
Since sub processes cannot influence decisions at higher levels, sub processes
must terminate before decisions.
5.2.3.2 Variables
The variable definitions are similar to the state machine model. However, our
goal here is to use the fact that variable values can be set as the result of actions
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Figure 5.6: An overview of the process structure in SyLaGen. The top level in
the hierarchy mainly defines sub processes which will invoke actions.
in process models. Thus more logic will be shifted into the model, which af-
fects the variable numberOfWorkers that will be read andwritten by the process
model. The definition of the other variables is the same as in section 5.2.2.2.
Note that the JWT naming convention prescribes names starting with lower-
case letters, which we follow here. The use of the variables in the top-level
model can be seen in figure 5.7: The variables tooHigh and tooLow decide about
the general direction to be taken for load generation. Apart from that, the abort
criteria – user abortion and number of restarts – are considered between the
single sub processes to determine if the measurement must be terminated.
5.2.3.3 Actions
While the goal to shift logic into the model had only little influence on the
variables, it has more impact on the actor methods. Most of the actions are the
same as described in section 5.2.2.3, but the adjustment actions are completely
replaced by methods that only calculate the changes to be made and return the
new value:
• Adjustment of the number of workers:
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Figure 5.7: The use of variables in the top-level activity in SyLaGen. The guards
decide if load is to be increased or decreased after the first measurement and
monitor abort criteria.
– increaseWorkers: This method takes as parameter the current number
of workers and returns a value increased by 1.
– increaseWorkersByDistance: This method takes as parameters the cur-
rent number of workers and the distance and returns the sum of
both.
– decreaseWorkers: This method takes as parameter the current number
of workers and returns a value decreased by 1.
– decreaseWorkersByDistance: This method takes as parameters the cur-
rent number of workers and the distance and returns the difference.
This results in structures for the sub processes as shown in figure 5.8: Each
action is executed by an action node. The number of workers is increased by
a separate action. The normal measurement can be seen in the left-hand col-
umn of actions. Two decisions are made inside this sub process: First, the
measurement is repeated with an increased number of workers as long as the
system under test is not overloaded, as denoted by the variable tooLow. Second,
restarts are handled with separate actions shown in the right-hand column; the
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Figure 5.8: The upwards measurement (sub process of UpUpNode, cf. figure
5.7) in detail. In contrast to the state machine (cf. figure 5.5), actions require a
separate node and are not invoked during transitions.
need for restarts is inferred from the variable restart and the number of restarts
is validated by comparing numberOfRestarts to maximumRestarts.
In IncreaseWorkersNode, the action is connected to variables: numberOfWork-
ers is an input parameter and output parameter of this action as denoted by the
bidirectional arrow. The distance is only an input parameter.
5.2.3.4 Implementation
According to the definitions given above, the variables interface is realized as
shown in listing 5.4 with get and set methods for the variable numberOfWorkers.
1 publi interfae IMeasurementVariables
2 {
3 int getNumberOfWorkers();
4 void setNumberOfWorkers(int numberOfWorkers);
5 publi int getWorkerDistane();
6
7 publi boolean getTooHigh();
8 publi boolean getTooLow();
9
10 publi boolean getRestart();
11 publi int getNumberOfRestarts();
12 publi int getMaximumRestarts();
13
14 publi boolean getAbort();
15 }
Listing 5.4: The variables facade interface for SyLaGenmeasurement strategies
with get and set methods for the embedded process model.
The node IncreaseWorkersNode shown in figure 5.8 contains all features
defined for action nodes, i.e. action labels, input parameters, and an output
parameter. It is shown in listing 5.5: The class implements the interface
IAtionNode and its method ation. The action increaseNumberOfWorkers
is represented by the corresponding method call to the method parameter
ator. The input parameters of the action are represented by calls to variable
get methods whose results are passed as method parameters to the actor
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method. The output parameter is represented by a call to the variable set
method that takes as parameter the result of the actor method. Since this
class is no decision node, it contains only one edge method annotated with
OutgoingEdge that has no guard, which is represented by the statement
return true.
1 publi lass InreaseWorkersNode implements IAtionNode<IMeasurementVariables,
MeasurementModule>
2 {
3 Override
4 publi void ation(IMeasurementVariables variables, MeasurementModule ator)
5 {
6 variables.setNumberOfWorkers(ator.inreaseNumberOfWorkers(variables.getNumberOfWorkers()
, variables.getWorkerDistane()));
7 }
8
9 OutgoingEdge(MeasureNode.lass)
10 publi void toMeasureNode(IMeasurementVariables variables)
11 {
12 return true;
13 }
14 }
Listing 5.5: An action node represented in the program code with action
method invocation, get method invocation for input parameters, and set
method invocation for the output parameter.
A decision node from the same sub process is shown in listing 5.6: It im-
plements the marker interface IDeisionNode. The methods in this decision
node are edge methods with guards. The guards access the variables tooLow,
numberOfRestarts, andmaximumRestarts as get methods in the variables facade.
The annotation OutgoingEdge refers to the target node of the edge.
1 publi lass UpUpDeisionNode implements IDeisionNode
2 {
3 OutgoingEdge(UpUpMergeNode.lass)
4 publi void toMergeNode(IMeasurementVariables variables)
5 {
6 return (variables.tooLow() == true && variables.getNumberOfRestarts <= variables.
getMaximumRestarts());
7 }
8
9 OutgoingEdge(UpUpFinalNode.lass)
10 publi void toMeasureNode(IMeasurementVariables variables)
11 {
12 return (variables.tooLow() == false || variables.getNumberOfRestarts > variables.
getMaximumRestarts());
13 }
14 }
Listing 5.6: Guards in edge methods of the embedded process model.
5.2.4 Evaluation
With this substantial information about the implementation of two embedded
models for SyLaGen, we will now evaluate the approach for this case study
with respect to the criteria defined in section 5.1.
5.2.4.1 Abstraction
The SyLaGen master consists of more than 230 Java classes. The measurement
module that is the actor for the state machine has more than 600 lines of code
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that mostly delegate tasks to other (more complex) modules. While it would
be possible to write an algorithm that invokes the methods in the same way as
the embedded models, it would not be comprehensible without much effort.
This naive approach was pursued in prior versions of SyLaGen, but quickly
abandoned in favor of a model-based approach. In contrast, both embedded
models provide a meaningful abstraction with explicit states in the program
and connections between them. This can be seen in the structural overviews
for both models in figures 5.3 and 5.7. Even when equipped with information
about variables and actions, the abstraction is certainly given since only vari-
ables and actions of interest are considered by the model. The application logic
does therefore not influence the model.
It remains to discusswhether the abstraction level realized here is ideal. The
variables tooHigh and tooLow aggregate complex information that cannot be
part of abstract behavioral models. In theory it would be desirable to consider
turnaround times directly in the models, but the aggregation is necessary to
enable the modeling of complex application logic with the modeling domains
chosen here. We can thus state that in such situations a compromise is to be
made. However, this compromise is caused by the capabilities of the modeling
domains of state machines and process models and is thus not under control
of the approach presented in this thesis.
5.2.4.2 Understandability
The load strategies are not only some of the most complex algorithms in Sy-
LaGen, but also direct many other modules und algorithms and control the
execution over long periods of time during measurements. Thus, the abstract
models clearly reduce the complexity since the application logic is partitioned
in smaller portions that are invoked during actions or with variables. The re-
lationships between the small portions are comprehensible by the static struc-
tures of the model. From our personal experience of working with SyLaGen,
this increases the understandability of the whole application and eases main-
tenance, e.g. when the location of errors is to be detected. However, no user
study has been performed that evaluates this systematically.
5.2.4.3 Accuracy
When a compromise is to be made between features of the abstract model and
the requirements of application logic connected to the model, one can assume
that this goes at the expense of the model’s accuracy. However, we argue on
the contrary here: Selic requires that accuracy is a “true-to-life representation
of the modeled system’s features of interest” [Selic, 2003]. This is clearly given
with embedded models: While the abstract model may be influenced by the
fact that the model is embedded in program code, this leads to a tight connec-
tion between model and implementation. Thus an embedded model is more
accurate in terms of Selic’s definition than a more abstract model that has only
indirect connections to any implementations.
Thus, SyLaGen’s embedded models represent the application as far as pos-
sible; the variables tooHigh and tooLow hide functionality of interest from the
model, but are an accurate way to represent the complex internal state of the
application to models like state machines and processes.
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5.2.4.4 Predictiveness
The state machine for the exploration strategy is partly eligible for model
checking. Basic validation, e.g. that no deadlocks occur, is possible. However,
the state space is heavily influenced by the application logic and thus not
completely under control of the model. For the process model this cannot be
evaluated since no appropriate functionality exists in JWT.
This case study thus gives a hint that predictiveness is possible to a certain
degree, but this cannot be generalized here.
5.2.4.5 Inexpensiveness
Considering the fragments created during modeling, the development of both
embedded models is certainly not inexpensive compared to manual develop-
ment: The state classes, contract classes, and node classes of both models are
more complex than a compact algorithm in a method body would have been.
In the models, the embeddedmodel definitions require e.g. that all nodes have
names, which is often neglected when a model is created at an abstract level
only.
But, maintenance of a system is even more important than its initial cre-
ation: Our personal experience with SyLaGen’s embedded models for almost
four years now is that program comprehension and error detection are much
easier than they would be in a large method body. This is even true without
tools since the program code structures following the pattern already provide
an entry point for navigating in the program code. In addition, embedded
models are to be supported by appropriate tools. These can also simplify the
creation of software containing embedded models since redundant informa-
tion can be transformed between code and models.
We thus think that software with embeddedmodels is slightly more expen-
sive to create. However, maintenance and analysis of the resulting software
is less expensive, especially with appropriate tools like transformations to UP-
PAAL. This conforms to our personal experience with developing SyLaGen,
but more detailed studies considering the creation and maintenance of non-
trivial systems from the beginning will be necessary to evaluate this.
5.3 Case Study “Game Design with Greenfoot”
In this case study we describe how embedded state machines are integrated in
the game-oriented IDE Greenfoot [Henriksen and Kölling, 2004] which allows
to create small visual simulations with little effort for learning purposes. The
requirements of the simulation to consider are introduced in section 5.3.1 and
the realization with embedded models in section 5.3.2. Based on this, we de-
scribe model verification with this approach in section 5.3.3. A user study is
described in section 5.3.4 before we evaluate the case study in section 5.3.5.
5.3.1 Requirements
Herewe introduce the requirements for a sample Greenfoot simulation and the
communicating entities therein. For each entity type contained in the Green-
foot simulation we describe the rules and variables that control its behavior
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and also the application logic that is specific to Greenfoot, mainly concerning
graphical appearance and interaction with the environment.
The design of Greenfoot can roughly be summarized as follows: A so-called
“world” provides the background for the simulation. This includes the size
and graphical appearance of the visual background, and allows to access all
entities currently available in this world. Single entities – called “actors" – can
move, change their appearance, and gather information about their vicinity in
the world. Apart from that, they can implement almost arbitrary application
logic. Actions in Greenfoot are performed in so-called cycles. In each cycle,
a pre-defined method named at of each entity and the world is called. In
this method, the objects must determine their current state and decide which
actions to take. If and how often these cycles are called is controlled by the user
and thus not influenced by the objects running in the simulation.
5.3.1.1 Concept for “Stateful Wombats”
The Greenfoot distribution is equipped with several examples explaining the
functionality. The default example is a world with two kinds of actors, wom-
bats and leafs, which interact in the way that wombats eat leafs. For this pur-
pose, wombats move through the world randomly. Whenever they encounter
a leaf at their current position, they “eat” it by removing it from the world.
For our purpose we modify this example to emphasize the fact that actors
are stateful and communicate with each other in well-defined situations: Wom-
bats have the desire to eat leafs until they are saturated; in this case their state
changes and they digest everything they have eaten. Leafs are, when eaten,
not completely removed, but are considered to be “not grown”. They recreate
afterwards and grow again, but need a certain amount of time for this. The
concept is shown in figure 5.9: The wombat at the top is currently hungry and
thus walking upright. In contrast, the wombat at the left is saturated and thus
lying on its back to digest. The large leafs are fully grown and can thus be
eaten. The small leafs are half-grown, and some leafs are currently not visible
at all because they have been eaten a short time ago.
These requirements are constituting a simple game and are as such not com-
plicated. However, they define different states for the actors and assign differ-
ent visual appearance and possible (inter)actions to these states. This reveals
the need for appropriate models to represent the requirements. In this case,
state machines can be used to represent the behavior of the actors:
• A state machine corresponds to a single entity in the simulation. The fact
that the entities must know about their current state complies to explicit
states of a state machine.
• The decisions that aremade based upon a certain state can be represented
by outgoing transitions.
• The actions that modify the system state in transitions correspond to ac-
tion labels.
• A system of communicating state machines corresponds to a world con-
taining different entities that can interact.
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Figure 5.9: The Greenfoot actors in the use case. The wombat at the top is
currently in the “hungry” state. The large leafs are in the state “grown”, the
small leafs in the state “halfgrown”. Some leafs are currently not visible at all
because they are in the state “eaten”.
Based on this assumption, we will now define appropriate state machines
for the actors in detail in sections 5.3.1.2 and 5.3.1.3.
5.3.1.2 Wombat Requirements
Wombats act based on the following rules:
• They determine if they are hungry by the number of calories they have
eaten.
• They are hungry with less than 100 calories. When wombats are hungry,
they appear walking randomly through the world.
• When a wombat eats a leaf, it gains 20 calories.
• When wombats are saturated, i.e. the number of calories equals 100, they
stop eating and digest until the number of calories reaches 0.
• When saturated, a wombat digests 5 calories in every cycle. As long as a
wombat digests, it is laying on its back and does not move.
Thinking in state machines, this behavior can be represented with two
states, Hungry and Saturated. The behavior, especially the change between
states, is controlled by a variable calories. When wombats are hungry, they try
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Saturated
Hungry
calories > 0
calories = calories - 5
calories == 0calories == 100
calories < 100calories < 100
eating!
calories = calories + 20
Figure 5.10: The state machine controlling the wombat’s behavior.
to communicate with available leaf state machines. This is represented by a
channel named eating, on which the wombat state machine is sending. The
resulting state machine is shown in figure 5.10 and defines the following
behavior:
• The initial state of a wombat is Hungry.
• When the wombat is hungry and able to send on the channel, it gains
20 calories. The guard for this is alories < 100 and the update is
alories = alories + 20. Sending on the channel is indicated with
eating!.
• When the wombat is hungry and not able to send, the same guard ap-
plies, but the number of calories is not changed, so that no update occurs.
In this case, application logic must be called that modifies the wombat’s
position.
• When the wombat has gained 100 calories (guard alories == 100), its
state changes to Saturated. During this transition, the image of the actor
must be changed by appropriate Greenfoot-specific application logic.
• As long as the wombat is saturated and has more than 0 calories (guard
alories > 0), it digests and loses by this means 5 calories (update
alories = alories - 5).
• When the number of calories has reached 0 (guard alories == 0),
the state is changed to Hungry. Again, the image of the actor must be
changed.
5.3.1.3 Leaf Requirements
The behavior of the Leaf actors is controlled by the following rules:
• The growth of a leaf is specified by an abstract value with the range
[0, 100].
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HalfGrown
Eaten
Grown
growth < 50
growth = growth + 1
growth < 100
growth = growth + 1
growth == 100
growth == 50
eating?
growth = 0
Figure 5.11: The state machine controlling the leaf’s behavior.
• When a leaf is added to the world, it is fully grown, i.e. has a growth of
100. When a leaf is grown, it appears in the simulation in its normal size.
• When a leaf is eaten, its growth is set to 0. From now on, leafs start to
grow by 1 in every cycle. They do not appear visually at all.
• When the growth reaches 50, the leaf is considered half-grown. It appears
in a smaller size in theworld again, but continues to growuntil its growth
reaches 100 again.
In the resulting state machine, three states exist: Grown, HalfGrown, and
Eaten. Behavior and change between states are controlled by the variable
growth. When leafs are grown, they are open for communication with
wombats by receiving on the channel eating. The behavior is modeled with
the state machine shown in figure 5.11:
• The initial state of a leaf is Grown.
• This state is changed to Eaten when the leaf receives on the channel as
specified with eating?. In this case, the growth is changed with the up-
date growth = 0. During this transition, the application logic is required
to make the leaf invisible.
• When the leaf is eaten, it grows by 1 in each cycle until the growth reaches
50. This is realized by a transition with the guard growth < 50 and the
update growth = growth + 1.
• When in the same state the guard growth == 50 is applicable, the state
is changed to HalfGrown. The image of the actor must now show a small
leaf.
• When the leaf is half grown, it continues to grow as long as the growth is
less than 100 (guard growth < 100, update growth = growth + 1).
• When the guard growth == 100 is applicable, the leaf changes to the state
Grown and shows its image in full size.
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5.3.2 Implementation
These domain specifications can be implemented with embedded state ma-
chines directly. First, the execution mechanism is integrated in the Greenfoot
simulation. We use the world for this purpose since it has access to all actors
in the simulation and has also an at method that is called in each cycle. The
world is shown in listing 5.7: In the constructor, the world size is initialized
with a specific size in line 7. In line 8, the class EmbeddedStateMahineSystem
from the execution framework is instantiated. It provides an execution envi-
ronment for communicating state machines as described in section 4.1.3.2. The
channel is then added to the system in line 9. In each cycle, the method next
of the execution framework is invoked which will select and fire the next tran-
sition for all state machines.
1 publi lass StatefulWorld extends World
2 {
3 private final EmbeddedStateMahineSystem system;
4
5 publi StatefulWorld()
6 {
7 super(6, 6, 60);
8 system = new EmbeddedStateMahineSystem();
9 system.add(new EatLeafChannel());
10 }
11
12 publi void at()
13 {
14 system.next();
15 }
16
17 // ...
18 }
Listing 5.7: The source code of the Greenfoot world. The state machine system
controls the actors in the world that use embedded state machines.
The wombat implementation is shown in listing 5.8 with the variables
interface and the actor class. It fulfills the following purposes: (1) Instantiating
a state machine and adding it to the state machine system (method
addedToWorld defined by Greenfoot and called from the framework after
instantiation of the object), (2) providing the variable method implementation
(getCalories), (3) providing actor methods that are called during transitions
(eat, searh, digest, beginDigest, beomeHungry), (4) providing a method
that is called from the channel (anEat).
1 publi interfae IWombatVariables
2 {
3 int getCalories();
4 }
5
6 publi lass StatefulWombat extends Ator implements IWombatVariables
7 {
8 private int alories = 0;
9
10 proteted void addedToWorld(World world) {
11 EmbeddedStateMahineSystem s = ((StatefulWorld)getWorld()).getSystem();
12 s.add(WombatHungryState.lass, this, this, IWombatVariables.lass);
13 }
14
15 publi void eat() {
16 { alories += 20; }
17
18 publi void searh()
19 { /* Random seletion of new loation ours here */ }
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20
21 publi void digest()
22 { alories -= 5; }
23
24 publi int getCalories()
25 { return alories; }
26
27 publi void beginDigest()
28 { setRotation(180); }
29
30 publi void beomeHungry()
31 { setRotation(0); }
32
33 publi boolean anEat(StatefulLeaf l)
34 { return (getIntersetingObjets(StatefulLeaf.lass).ontains(l)); }
35 }
Listing 5.8: The classes representing the wombat variables and actor.
The method searh contains application logic specific to Greenfoot for
moving inside the world. The methods beginDigest and beomeHungry also
contain Greenfoot-specific application logic for rotating the appearance of the
actor. The method anEat is provided by the wombat class to be invoked by
the channel. The reason for this is that the channel is created in the world
and valid for all actors, however, it must determine if certain wombat actors
are at the same position as a leaf. The functionality for this is provided in
the Greenfoot API of actors only. The method anEat invokes in line 32 the
method getIntersetingObjets which is inherited from the superclass
belonging to Greenfoot. It takes as parameter the class definition of objects
that are of interest, in this case leafs, and returns a list of objects at the current
position.
The leaf actor contains application logic related to its visual appearance.
Apart from that, it only manages the variable growth. The states and transi-
tions are implemented following the requirements given in section 5.3.1 and
the approach introduced in the load generator case study. But, these structures
are complemented by interaction mechanisms in this case study: The channel
controls interaction between state machines and must for this purpose be able
to invoke application logic. So, the abstract model definition must also be sup-
plemented with a connection to application logic that can access and interpret
the specific Greenfoot environment. In UPPAAL, the channel does not contain
any additional semantics; it is always activated when a sending wombat and
a receiving leaf exist. However, in the Greenfoot world, the channel fulfills a
certain purpose: It must determine if a wombat can eat a leaf by testing if two
appropriate actors are at the same location. For this purpose it must contain
application logic that is able to access the actors of interest.
The channel implementation is shown in listing 5.9: The senders and re-
ceivers are passed to the method enable by the execution framework. This
method identifies wombats and leafs and invokes application logic on the ac-
tors with the method anEat to determine if they intersect. When a matching
pair is found, it is returned in an object of type ChannelSeletion.
1 publi lass EatLeafChannel implements IChannel
2 {
3 publi ChannelSeletion enable(Set<Objet> senders, Set<Objet> reeivers)
4 {
5 for (Objet s : senders) {
6 if (s instaneof StatefulWombat) {
7 StatefulWombat wombat = (StatefulWombat)s;
8 for (Objet r : reeivers) {
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9 if (r instaneof StatefulLeaf) {
10 StatefulLeaf leaf = (StatefulLeaf)r;
11 if (wombat.anEat(leaf))
12 return new ChannelSeletion(s, r);
13 }
14 }
15 }
16 }
17 return null;
18 }
19 }
Listing 5.9: The source code of the channel realizing the interaction between
wombats and leafs.
5.3.3 Verification
The models used in Greenfoot control the state space completely. None of the
values used in guards and updates is aggregated. Thus, meaningful analysis of
the models is possible with appropriate tools. We consider verification of the
model first and then verification of program code connected to the embedded
model.
5.3.3.1 Model Verification
UPPAAL provides a simulator that visualizes each step of a running state ma-
chine and shows current states, activation of transitions, and current variable
values. Since the values are not aggregated, the simulation is significant with
respect to the embedded model. In addition, the verification feature of UP-
PAAL can be used for thorough model checking of the state machines and their
communication.
UPPAAL’s verifier is shown in figure 5.12 with examples for the state ma-
chine of this case study. The examples include model checking of the following
aspects:
Reachability The basic verification is that all states are reachable and that no
deadlock occurs. The invariant query A[℄ not deadlok is appropriate
for this purpose, with A[℄ denoting that the invariant must hold for all
states. This allows to detect guards causing deadlocks, e.g. alories !=
0 instead of alories == 0.
Value Ranges The example introduced above relies on the two variables
alories and growth for wombats and leafs, which have well-defined
value ranges. The verifier can thus, for example, be used to ensure that
both variables never exceed the range [0, 100]. This is achieved with the
invariant query A[℄ w.alories >= 0 && w.alories <= 100. Errors
detected with this query are e.g. usage of wrong operators in guards
and updates, for example with the expression growth <= 100 instead of
growth < 100.
Liveness It is desirable to verify that some conditions will hold eventually,
i.e. at some point in time. For example, the wombat must be able to
reach the state Saturated. This would not happen if the update alories
= alories + 20was missing. The query E<> w.Saturated is appropri-
ate to detect such errors.
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Figure 5.12: The UPPAAL verifier used to ensure the range for the variables
alories and growth.
We can thus state that this case study is appropriate for thorough analysis
of the models representing the Greenfoot simulation, while at the same time an
integration in the specific context of Greenfoot and an execution in the visual
environment is possible.
5.3.3.2 Code Semantics Verification
With respect to the entry points for verification of application logic connected
to the embedded state machines (cf. sections 3.1.5.2 and 4.4.3.2), we now give
an outlook which aspects of the application logic can be verified within this
case study. In this case, the source code structures are appropriate for static
analysis that can prove the assertions. This applies to the following classes of
fragments:
Expected changes for updates The UPPAALmodels defines two updates for
the wombat’s variable alories (cf. figure 5.10). They apply to the methods
eat and digest (cf. listing 5.8). The following slices are concerned (cf. figure
5.13):
1. The variablemethod getCalories returns themember variable alories
of the class StatefulWombat. As determined by the semantics of the pro-
gram code pattern for embedded state machines, this member variable
influences the state space when it is accessed by the variable method.
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public interface IWombatVariables  
{
    int getCalories();
}
public class StatefulWombat
{
    private int calories = 0;
    
    
    
    
    public int getCalories()
    { return calories; }
}
public class StatefulWombat
{
    private int calories = 0;
    public void eat() {
    { calories += 20; }
    
    
    
    
}
public class StatefulWombat
{
    private int calories = 0;
    public void digest()
    { calories -= 5; }
}
Slice 1 Slice 2 Slice 3
Figure 5.13: The slices for code semantics verification in the Greenfoot example
(cf. listing 5.8). The grey barmarks an overlapping part considered by all slices.
2. According to the model, the actor method eatmust increase the value of
the state machine variable alories by 20. Based on the first slice, we
can state that the member variable aloriesmust be increased by 20. In
this case, the statements in the method body can be verified to fulfill this
requirement.
3. The same rules as for the second slice apply to the method digest de-
creasing the value of the variable alories by 5.
The expected changes for updates can thus be verified.
Reproducible reading The variable alories is read from the program code
by the implementation of the variables interface method getCalories. The
wombat’s state machine model requires that the variable be changed during
actions, but not during read access. Static program code analysis considering
the control flow can be applied to a slice with the method getCalories be-
ing the entry point. Considering the implementation in listing 5.8, it can be
verified that the variable is not modified here and that the read access is thus
reproducible.
Exclusive writing The updates defined for the wombat require certain mod-
ifications to the variable alories. The wombat’s model does not expect any
other changes to the variable. Thus it makes sense to verify that it is not modi-
fied outside the slices for actions. Program code analysis must for this purpose
detect invalid writing access to the variable alories outside the methods eat
and digest.
Summary The Greenfoot case study is eligible to exhibit the entry points for
verification of application logic code connected to embedded models. In case
of the wombat, the required modifications to the state space can be ensured
and invalid modifications can be detected. However, appropriate tool support
for this purpose must be considered future work.
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5.3.4 User Study
The approach of embedded state machines in Greenfoot has been used experi-
mentally in a master’s course of an information science program at University
of Duisburg-Essen. One day of the block course “Application of Formal Meth-
ods” (8 hours) was dedicated to working with embedded state machines in
Greenfoot. 11 students participated who had already gained experience with
UPPAAL in other courses. They had to perform three exercises which all allow
for validation of the embedded models approach.
5.3.4.1 First Exercise: Design Recovery
After a short introduction to Greenfoot, the students were given a Greenfoot
program that provides exactly the same functionality as the Stateful Wombats,
but which was written manually. They had to analyse the program and create
a documentation in terms of UPPAAL models. With this task we wanted to
sensibilize them for the connection between models and (Greenfoot) program
code. The students were allowed to exchange questions and partial solutions
among each other to stimulate discussions.
After 2 hours, 7 of 11 students had extracted models that contained a large
part of states and transitions as well as the variables for both state machines. 3
more students achieved this for only one of the state machines. A short reflec-
tion on the exercise at the end revealed that design recovery with models was
more complicated than students had imagined since practical experience with
this topic was missing, which was what we expected.
5.3.4.2 Second Exercise: Embedded State Machine Implementation
In the second exercise, the concept of embedded state machines was explained.
The students were given the complete UPPAAL model of Stateful Wombats as
described in section 5.3.1 and a comprehensive list of embedded state machine
pattern fragments with examples. In addition, they were provided with the
transformation tool to UPPAAL (cf. section 4.4.3), so that they could validate
their models.
Surprisingly, the concept was understood almost immediately by the stu-
dents. The creation of the complete model was hindered by the fact that all
state and contract classes had to be written manually, which is not supported
in a usable way in Greenfoot compared tomore sophisticated IDEs like Eclipse.
Thus it was more time-consuming than expected. The creation of the pro-
gram code was strongly supported with the UPPAAL transformations that
were used by the students frequently so that the implementation approach of
most students was very focused. After 3 hours, only 2 students had problems
at the conceptual level. The other implementations were not complete due
to the difficulties with the Greenfoot tool, but were partly working including
states, transitions, variables, actions, and Greenfoot-specific application logic.
5.3.4.3 Third Exercise: Model Verification
So far the students had gained experience in analyzing program code and im-
plementing embedded state machines. Now they were given a second Green-
foot simulation implemented with embedded models. The simulation “Space”
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Figure 5.14: The “Space” simulation in Greenfoot. This application was given
to the students with the task to detect an error at the model level.
is shown in figure 5.14: A space ship moves through the world controlled by
the user pressing arrow keys. When the ship is hit by an asteroid, it cannot
move for a certain time frame for repairing. When it is hit again in this time, it
is destroyed. The corresponding UPPAAL model can be seen in figure 5.15.
The task given to students was to find an error in this simulation by
using the verifier: The guards energy < 100 and energy == 100 had been
swapped. Thus, collisions had no effect at all. This can be discovered with the
UPPAAL query A[℄ s.SpaeshipFuntionalState imply s.energy == 100
that makes an assertion for a single state. However, to our surprise, most
students discovered the error in a few minutes just by considering the visual
UPPAAL model after extracting it from the source code.
5.3.5 Evaluation
The embedded models in this case study are different than those in SyLaGen:
They are less complex, but control the state space completely and are thusmore
appropriate for verification. This influences the evaluation with respect to the
criteria defined in section 5.1.
5.3.5.1 Abstraction
The nature of UPPAAL applications – actors performing tasks based on their
state and communicating with other actors in a delimited world – matches the
semantics of communicating state machines to a certain degree. Some of the
aspects of Greenfoot actors can thus be represented in such models. By this
means, a reasonable abstraction is achieved: The state machine models focus
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Figure 5.15: The “Space” simulation modeled in UPPAAL. In the embedded
model given to the students, the guards energy < 100 and energy == 100
were swapped.
on states and variables and enable meaningful verification of them. The action
labels are not considered in the UPPAAL model and are thus abstracted from.
Greenfoot simulations are thus appropriate for modeling with state machines
and embedded models connect them to the Greenfoot environment with well-
defined interfaces.
5.3.5.2 Understandability
The understandability of embedded state machines in Greenfoot can be evalu-
ated by considering the user study. First, we can state that the students were
able to comprehend the rules for embedded models quite fast and apply them
to create simulations as described in section 5.3.4.2. Second, the connection
between the executable simulation in Greenfoot and an abstract model was
understood by the students fast as described in section 5.3.4.3: The deduction
from the error in the “Space” simulation to the errors in the guards was drawn
in minutes by most of them. The user study thus confirms that understand-
ability is given in this context.
5.3.5.3 Accuracy
In this case study, the variable values were not aggregated. Instead, they were
used in guards and updates directly so that the state space of the model can
be considered a subset of the state space of the application. The behavior of
the Greenfoot actors with respect to states and variables is thus reflected in the
formal model very accurately.
5.3.5.4 Predictiveness
Since the state space is in this case study completely under control of themodel,
the verification concept described in section 5.3.3 shows that the models can be
analysed and checked soundly with respect to states and variables andwithout
distracting influence from the interfaces to Greenfoot. This is supported by the
results of the user study confirming that the students were able to identify
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errors. Thus, a high degree of predictiveness is given with embedded state
machines in this context.
5.3.5.5 Inexpensiveness
Reflecting the results from the user study, we can state that the expensiveness
of developing with embedded model correlates with the availability of appro-
priate tools. The implementation of the model was not supported by a de-
sign tool and thus cumbersome for the students. But, the availability of a tool
for visual representation focussed the development. We expect that the prob-
lems can be resolved completely with the integration of a visual embedded
state machine editor in Greenfoot since no conceptual issues occured. The er-
ror detection by students described in section 5.3.4.3 was supported by tools,
i.e. the transformation tools and UPPAAL itself, so that design recovery and
model analysis were performed by the students very fast. This indicates that
maintenance of software is less expensive if embedded models are used with
appropriate tools.
5.4 Overall Evaluation
Considering the results of the evaluation of both case studies, we can summa-
rize the results as follows.
5.4.1 Abstraction
In both case studies, the embedded models allow for abstraction from the de-
tailed application logic. In SyLaGen, the degree of aggregation had to be high
since state machines are not appropriate for representing the complex exami-
nation of measurement results. In Greenfoot, more details of the application
were considered in the model due to the strong correlation of simulations and
state machine systems. While the SyLaGen state machines are mainly used for
documentation, the Greenfoot state machines are appropriate for sound verifi-
cation. The degree of abstraction thus depends on the modeling domain and
the system to model; the embedded models approach supports the different
objectives of both case studies.
5.4.2 Understandability
The objective to achieve better understandability for applications containing
embedded models is reached. This is not only our personal experience with
SyLaGen, but also confirmed by the user study: The application itself as well
as the relations between the different abstraction levels were clearly compre-
hensible with less effort.
5.4.3 Accuracy
Aswe argued for SyLaGen, accuracy requires that models reflect the character-
istics of the actual software and not only that of an abstract model itself. While
it is open for discussion if the abstract models and their domains are the best
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choice for modeling the applications, the embedded models introduced here
do not compromise the accuracy: In both case studies, the limits of modeling
were caused at the model level; the interfaces of the embedded models realize
these limits and connect application logic to it.
5.4.4 Predictiveness
Embeddedmodels support predictiveness depending on the capabilities of the
modeling domains regarding the software to develop. While variable values
in SyLaGen must be aggregated and thus have limited significance, Greenfoot
models can be verified soundly. In both case studies, no influence of the inter-
faces on predictiveness can be observed.
5.4.5 Inexpensiveness
In the evaluation of the SyLaGen and Greenfoot case studies we reached the
same conclusion: The costs of developing with embedded models depend on
the tool support. This is especially true for the creation of applications where
the necessary fragments have to be created according to the pattern definition.
The difference between situations with and without tools were observable in
the user study. However, even in this case the students were able to grasp the
concept at the source code level and create valid implementations, so that tools
are not mandatory.
5.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter the embedded models approach was evaluated with two case
studies. The SyLaGen case study in section 5.2 introduced a situation where
embedded models are used in a non-trivial software product with complex
application logic that was only partly representable by the abstract models. In
this case, two differentmodeling domains were used that are similar, but focus
on different aspects. The Greenfoot case study (cf. section 5.3) put emphasis
on smaller projects that can be modeled and thus verified in detail.
The evaluation was performed with criteria defined in section 5.1. Abstrac-
tion and predictiveness are given with both models, but only influenced by the
abstract models and not the approach presented in this thesis. Inexpensiveness
strongly depends on tool support. The evaluation result for these criteria is
true for almost all model-based approaches in software development; the im-
portant conclusion for this thesis is that no impact of embedded models could
be detected that impairs one of them in the case studies.
In contrast, accuracy in terms of the “true-to-life representation” is in our
opinion strongly supported by embedded models since the overall application
is tightly connected to the model specifications. Based on this, understandability
could be verified in the user study to be given across different abstraction levels
during software development. By this means, the criteria introduced in section
5.1 are satisfied.
Chapter 6
Impact and Future Work
In this chapter we give a short outlook to future work and possible impact of
the embedded models approach.
First, starting points for additional evaluation are introduced in section 6.1.
So far, only behavioral models have been considered; additional modeling do-
mains of interest are stated in section 6.2. When different modeling domains
are of interest, interaction of different embedded model domains must be con-
sidered as will be sketched in section 6.3. This leads to thoughts about meta
models for embedded models in section 6.4. Finally, possible consequences for
future software description languages are discussed in section 6.5.
6.1 Evaluation
The case studies described in chapter 5 already provide evaluation results that
are promising. However, they are both specific: SyLaGen is a non-trivial real-
world application, but is only partly adequate for verification. The Greenfoot-
based applications can be verified, but are too small to have significance for the
development of large applications.
Thus, additional evaluation makes sense with an application that is large
and suited for modeling with state machines in a way that the state space is
represented in the model in more detail. Such evaluation should be performed
using the tool suite introduced in section 4.4, thus reducing the complexity for
developers.
In further case studies, understandabilitywill be of interest. To evaluate this
more thoroughly, the evaluationmust consider existing approaches for program
comprehension [Storey, 2005]. We propose to apply the integrated code comprehen-
sion model [Mayrhauser and Vans, 1995] to this situation. The approach for this
will be sketched now.
6.1.1 Program Comprehension Approach
In the integrated code comprehension model, a domain model describes the situ-
ation when programmers have knowledge about a certain application domain.
Programmers act in this case on certain assumptions or hypotheses to reach
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specific objectives. They can thus analyse a system based on their expecta-
tions and enhance their knowledge with specific information. This strategy is
classified as opportunistic, i.e. not based on a structured approach to under-
standing of code. Support can be given by abstraction utilities like visualiza-
tion tools, documentation, and formal models. This leads to a process where
general conditions are determined at abstract layers and then gradually sup-
plemented with program-specific information.
The program model applies when programmers have no domain knowledge.
In this case they build their ownmental representations and abstractionswhich
are technical and based on control flow in the first place and do not consider
program semantics immediately. The overall picture is developed over time
when single well-understood pieces are aggregated and connections are found.
Tools of value may be debuggers or slicers. The familiarization process is in
this situation considered systematic (in contrast to opportunistic) because miss-
ing domain knowledge prevents the programmer from making assumptions
beforehand. When a mental representation is built from the program model,
programmers elaborate it into a situation model. This elaboration leads to inter-
connection of understood pieces and may be systematic or opportunistic. This
bears the risk of misunderstandings: While single programming constructs are
easy to understand, their side effects and impact on whole applications are
hard to determine by programmers with little experience regarding a specific
application.
6.1.2 Program Comprehension with EmbeddedModels
We assume that embedded models can at development time support the
program comprehension process as defined in the domain model component
for two reasons: First, the model definition that is embedded can be the
domain knowledge a programmer already has. In this case he can easily
gain an overview of the program structure, as was indicated in the user
study. Second, the well-defined interfaces provide structured entry points
into the arbitrary program code. The programmer can thus navigate in the
well-defined source code structures and examine arbitrary application logic
step-by-step.
For the program and situation model components, the value of embedded
models is not that easy to define because knowledge regarding model seman-
tics cannot be assumed. However, the program comprehension theories sug-
gest that program understanding is likely to happen in a more systematic way
because of the programmer’s uncertainty. Embedded models can here be of
use if we can consider knowledge about the concept of embedded models (not
of specific embedded model domains) to be part of the basic knowledge of de-
velopment techniques that programmers are supposed to have. In this case,
the systematic familiarization could include the search for possible embedded
models. This would require appropriate documentation inside the source code
since a multitude of embedded models is imaginable that feature completely
different structures.
By this means, starting points for a systematic evaluation of embedded
models with respect to understandability and program comprehension are
given. Appropriate studies must consider the relation between domain
knowledge and familiarization with specific program code. When correlations
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are detected, the effects of program comprehension as described in the
integrated code comprehension model are supported by embedded models.
6.2 Additional Modeling Domains
In this thesis, two classes of behavioral models have been considered. This was
intentional since many modeling approaches focus on static models like class
diagrams, which are easy to represent in program code, but neglect semantical
connections to application logic. However, the embedded models approach is
not limited to behavioral models. We will sketch an approach for the applica-
tion to component models now.
The basic features of component models are the representation of modules,
their interfaces, interaction, hierarchies, and assembly [Müller et al., 2010]. For
such features, the elements of an embedded model definition (cf. section 3.1)
can be defined as follows:
• Model Specifications: The structural elements of such component mod-
els can be directly represented with the meta model described in section
3.1.2.
• Program Code Pattern: The definition of program code patterns has to
be extended: While interfaces can be described with the program code
pattern elements introduced so far, modules are not completely repre-
sentable at the level of classes in a programming language. In addition,
module description files and library files (e.g. Java’s JAR files) must be
included [Müller et al., 2010]. The meta model in section 3.1.3 has to be
extended for this purpose. The result is that not only program code is
considered, but also other configuration files which are used by the plat-
form and describe the program code.
• Execution Semantics: The main difference to behavioral models concerns
the execution: Component models usually control the life cycle of mod-
ules, e.g. in OSGi [OSGi Alliance, 2005a], but do not access their content
in detail. The “execution” of component models is thus limited to the life
cycle.
• Interfaces: When components provide services, their description can be
considered by the component model. In this case, the interface descrip-
tion serves as an abstraction to the contents of the component, which are
considered a black box. This corresponds to the semantics of interfaces
in the embedded models definition.
• Transformations: When the program code pattern is defined completely,
the model can in general be transformed to component modeling tools.
As described for the embedded model implementations so far, appro-
priate tools must be selected or developed according to the focus of the
model.
The implementation of this concept with precise model specifications and
an extended program code pattern will be an interesting extension of the ap-
proach in future work.
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6.3 Interaction of Embedded Models
The case studies introduced in chapter 5 use only one modeling domain at the
same time. However, as sketched in section 3.3, complex software systems can
consist of different embeddedmodels. Due to the nature of embeddedmodels,
an interaction between the models is always possible – the integration of the
models in the program code does not require a common meta model, but al-
lows developers to faciliate interaction with appropriate algorithms. However,
a consideration of different embedded models at higher levels of abstraction
is desirable, too. When different models are to be coupled, model-based ap-
proaches for interaction will be developed as future work. However, this will
never be a general approach, but only a pair-wise coupling of models, as long
as no common meta model is used (cf. section 6.4).
6.4 Meta Modeling
Manymodel specifications are based onmeta models that cover multiple mod-
eling domains. This is true e.g. for UML and EMF models. Instead of creating
embedded model definitions for each modeling domain separately, it will be
interesting future work to evaluate if meta models can be embedded in pro-
gram code, too. This seems reasonable since they are covered by our meta
model (cf. section 3.1.2). However, two issues will be non-trivial to handle:
• Efficiency: The embedded models described in this thesis focus on effi-
cient implementation. Embedded meta models may be inappropriate for
such optimization so that the number of fragments to create for imple-
mentations may be considerably larger.
• Execution: When a meta model is embedded in program code and differ-
ent specific modeling domains are covered by it, execution semantics will
be necessary that cover all modeling domains, too. However, no common
execution semantics exist for meta models like UML and EMF – instead,
they are defined in different ways for different purposes [Mellor et al.,
2004; Soden and Eichler, 2009]. This is not a problem to be solved at the
level of embedded models since it concerns the abstract model specifi-
cations. Thus, a general solution would have to be found – either with
separate execution semantics being coupled, or with execution semantics
that cover different modeling domains.
6.5 Software Description Languages
The embeddedmodels approach closes a gap between different notations used
for different purposes in software engineering (cf. section 3.2). However, one
can argue that the program code is misused for other purposes than it was
invented for. While this is not unusual (cf. section 2.2.1), future work may
consider more elegant solutions for this problem. One possible solution can
be a removal of the semantic gap between model notations and program code
by creating a common language for both purposes, whose principles will be
sketched here.
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Embedded models couple models and program code by the following
means:
1. Model elements represented in the code can be connected to arbitrary
implementations at the level of the programming language.
2. Program code can reference code fragments that represent model ele-
ments.
3. Some parts of the program code follow certains rules so that they can be
interpreted with respect to models.
This leads to the following requirements for a common language:
Common Type Concept The language needs a type concept that applies to
models and code. Model types must be given with their properties as e.g.
in EMF, while code types must follow object-oriented principles. This is
not exclusive, so that types may be model types and at the same time
object-oriented classes.
Common Reflection Concept The reflection functionality of such a language
must consider all types. This is necessary e.g. to let execution frame-
works interpret model elements.
Common Schema Concept Schemata are used to define valid structures. This
applies to models e.g. in the way that XML schemata can be used to
validate XML-based modeling notations. In addition, this must apply to
program code, too: By this means a mechanism is introduced that makes
pattern definitions a core concept of the language, so that no external
tools (cf. section 4.4.3.1) have to be used.
Development with this language can be supported by tools that enable dif-
ferent views at different abstraction levels on software described in one consis-
tent notation. The different views are realized based on appropriate schemata.
The tools can thus be specific and adapted even for different types of users.
For example, a process design tool based on a schema that excludes algorith-
mic details can be used by non-programmers, but work on the same code base
as programmers.
6.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we gave an outlook on future work regarding embedded mod-
els. This concerns further evaluation of the approach first. Then, different
aspects have been considered for extending the approach: Additional model-
ing domains, interaction of embedded models, and meta models. Finally, we
gave an outlook on possible consequences for the development of new soft-
ware description languages that may facilitate the tight connection between
specifications and program code even further than embedded models.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this chapter we summarize the thesis and present conclusions for the em-
bedded models approach. The approach itself is summarized in section 7.1.
The implementations for specific modeling domains are reflected in section
7.2. The applicability in the case studies is subsumed in section 7.3, before we
conclude in section 7.4.
7.1 Embedded Models Approach
The aim of embedded models is to close the semantic gap between modeling
notations and program code constituting the actual implementations. For this
purpose, we propose to write program code according to certain rules so that
it reflects the model specifications unambiguously. This results in an approach
as sketched in figure 7.1 and introduced in chapter 3: Model specifications for
a certain modeling domain are defined clearly and a program code pattern is
developed that represents the abstract syntax of the models in static program
code structures. Appropriate execution semantics enable frameworks to invoke
the program code at run time so that the models are executable. Their execu-
tion can be part of other program code since well-defined interfaces exist that
allow for data exchange and program code invocation. A set of transformations
enables considering the program code with embedded models at different lev-
els of abstraction. This is embraced by tools that can e.g. visualize, verify, and
monitor the model specifications. The semantic gap is by this means narrowed
since the program code is a valid notation for the model specifications.
7.2 Embedded State Machines and Process Models
In chapter 4, two implementations for the domains of state machines and pro-
cess models were introduced and appropriate tools were presented.
State machine models focus on the structure of states and transitions as
well as the management of the state space. The state space is constituted by
variables that are defined in interfaces and extracted from the application logic
of the surrounding program. Transitions are equipped with action labels that
denote application program code to be invoked in interfaces. Different state
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Figure 7.1: The structure of the conceptual thesis part.
machines can interact with channels. An abstract view is e.g. realized with the
automata model checker UPPAAL that neglects action labels, but allows for
verification of the state space.
Process models put emphasis on actions, decisions, and input and output
of variables. Variables and actions are realized as interfaces to other program
code. Scaling of models is realized with sub processes so that a hierarchy of
models can be created. The abstract model used is based on the JavaWorkflow
Tooling for Eclipse. An appropriate bidirectional transformation allows to use
the program code in the visual editor of JWT.
Bothmodel types are completely and unambiguously embedded in the pro-
gram code. The connection to other program code requires design decisions
regarding the semantics of interfaces, e.g. with respect to the management of
the state space, that influence the ability of the models for formal verification.
The different views sketched in figure 7.1 have been realized by appropriate
tools. For state machines, a tool suite covers design, implementation, execu-
tion, monitoring, and design recovery. For process models, design and execu-
tion are supported. Thus, comprehensive tooling for embedded models has
proven to be possible.
7.3 Applicability of the Approach
The approach has been applied to two case studies as explained in chapter 5.
In a load generator for performance tests, “SyLaGen”, measurement strate-
gies have been implemented with embedded models for state machines and
process models. Both model classes are appropriate since the models mainly
fulfill documentation purposes here. This is due to the fact that the state space
is too complex to be fully represented in the models, so that a high degree of
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abstraction is necessary and formal verification is not applicable. However, the
models are represented in the program code and allow for a maintenance of
embedded models over longer time so that the approach fulfills the expecta-
tions.
In contrast, the second case study concerned the development of small vi-
sual simulations in the learner’s IDE “Greenfoot” with embedded state ma-
chines. The state space is in this case completely represented in the model so
that verification and model checking in UPPAAL are possible. The approach
was applied in university teaching for formal methods. In this context, a user
study was performed showing that the connection between formal models and
implementations is clarified with embedded models; however, the productiv-
ity of the use of embedded models strongly depends on the availability of ap-
propriate tools.
7.4 Conclusions
In section 1.3, objectives for the approach were stated. Considering the overall
results of the thesis, the objectives are fulfilled as follows:
• Consistency between model semantics and source code is given since the pro-
gram code patterns introduced so far enable bidirectional and unambigu-
ous transformations.
• Integration of arbitrary source code is possible since the interfaces proposed
in this thesis allow for data exchange and program code invocation in a
manner that reflects the model specifications.
• Consistency between model semantics and executing program code is realized
by the execution semantics and execution frameworks providing appro-
priate sequences of actions.
• Consistency between model semantics and monitoring has proven to be possi-
ble since the embedded model specifications can be accessed at run time
so that tools provide this functionality.
The objectives are by this means fulfilled completely. Thus the approach in
this thesis is novel and a relevant contribution to model-based software devel-
opment has been made.
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Appendix A
CD-ROM Contents
The CD-ROM enclosed with this thesis contains the software artifacts devel-
oped during creation of the embeddedmodels approach. On the one hand, the
program code of the patterns, the related tools, and the case studies is given.
On the other hand, a virtual machine is provided that contains the tools and
the case studies in an executable way.
A.1 Program Code
The folder ode contains the program code developed in this thesis. Most of
the folders contain Eclipse projects.
The projects for embedded state machines are:
• de.uni_due.s3.embeddedmodels.statemahine.definitions
The pre-defined program code of the embedded state machine pattern.
• de.uni_due.s3.embeddedmodels.statemahine.exeution
The execution framework for embedded state machines.
• de.uni_due.s3.embeddedmodels.statemahine.exeution.osgi
The OSGi integration for the listeners of the execution framework for em-
bedded state machines.
• de.uni_due.s3.embeddedmodels.statemahine.greenfoot.runtime
The execution framework for embedded state machines in Greenfoot.
• de.uni_due.s3.embeddedmodels.statemahine.monitor.elipse
The Eclipse-based monitoring tool for embedded state machines.
• de.uni_due.s3.embeddedmodels.statemahine.monitor.elipse.listener
The OSGi listener integration for the Eclipse-based monitoring tool for
embedded state machines.
• de.uni_due.s3.StateMahineEditor,
de.uni_due.s3.StateMahineEditor.CodeEditorInterfae,
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de.uni_due.s3.StateMahineEditor.diagram,
de.uni_due.s3.StateMahineEditor.edit, and
de.uni_due.s3.StateMahineEditor.editor
The state machine editor as developed by Malte Goddemeier.
• rules_verifiation
The graph transformation artifacts for verification (i.e., transformation to
UPPAAL). These files were contributed by Michael Striewe.
• rules_designreovery
The graph transformation artifacts for model transformation from em-
bedded state machines to process models. These files were contributed
by Michael Striewe.
The projects for embedded process models are:
• de.uni_due.s3.embeddedmodels.proess.definition
The pre-defined program code of the embedded process model pattern.
• de.uni_due.s3.embeddedmodels.proess.exeution
The execution framework for embedded process models.
• de.uni_due.s3.embeddedmodels.proess.jdt_jwt
The design tool for embedded process models.
The projects for case studies are:
• de.uni_due.s3.sylagen.master_statemahine
The packages of interest for the SyLaGenmaster with the embedded state
machine. Since SyLaGen is proprietary, the application logic is replaced
by dummy classes.
• de.uni_due.s3.sylagen.master_proess
The packages of interest for the SyLaGenmaster with the embedded pro-
cess model. Since SyLaGen is proprietary, the application logic is re-
placed by dummy classes.
• hungry
The hungry scenario with the embedded state machine.
• hungry_manual
The hungry scenario developed manually.
• spae
The space scenario with the embedded state machine.
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A.2 Executable Tools
The folder exeutable contains a virtual machine that is executable with Vir-
tualBox1. The operating system is Ubuntu 11.04. User name and password are
both “embeddedmodels”. The following executable programs are available:
• Eclipse for embedded state machines:
A ready-to-use Eclipse installation for embedded state machines is pro-
vided in the folder elipse_statemahineon the desktop. All necessary
tools are deployed as plugins in the dropins folder.
The workspace contains the packages of interest for the SyLaGen case
study. Since SyLaGen is proprietary, the application logic is replaced
by dummy classes. The embedded state machine is used in the project
de.uni_due.s3.sylagen.master in three packages:
– de.uni_due.s3.sylagen.master.measurement.impl.single
– de.uni_due.s3.sylagen.master.measurement.impl.stress
– de.uni_due.s3.sylagen.master.measurement.impl.exploration
The context menu for these packages has a category Embedded State Ma-
chine with the entries Edit and Verify. Edit opens the visual editor for
the embedded state machine in the current package. To use Verify, the
class IMeasurementVariables.java in the parent package must also be
selected. The entry then extracts the model and opens UPPAAL. UP-
PAAL must be downloaded2 and installed in the virtual machine for this
purpose. The path to the UPPAAL binary must be given in the Eclipse
preferences in category “Embedded State Machine”.
• Eclipse for embedded process models:
A ready-to-use Eclipse installation for embedded process models is pro-
vided in the folder elipse_proess on the desktop. All necessary tools
are deployed as plugins in the dropins folder.
The workspace contains the packages of interest for the SyLaGen
case study. Since SyLaGen is proprietary, the application logic is
replaced by dummy classes. The embedded process model is used
in the project de.uni_due.s3.sylagen.master in the package
de.uni_due.s3.sylagen.master.measurement.impl.exploration.
The models are stored in the project folder models. The file
sylagen-exploration.workflow contains the JWT model. The file
sylagen-exploration.epmm is the mapping between model and code.
• Greenfoot with embedded state machines:
Greenfoot is provided in the folder Greenfoot on the desktop. The fol-
lowing scenarios are contained in the folder senarios:
– hungry
The hungry scenario with the embedded state machine.
1
http://www.virtualbox.org/
2
http://www.uppaal.om
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– hungry_manual
The hungry scenario developed manually.
– spae
The space scenario with the embedded state machine.
After opening a scenario, it can be used as any other Greenfoot program.
• GGX Toolbox:
The GGX Toolbox3 is provided in the folder ggxToolbox on the desk-
top. It realizes graph transformations for embedded models, in this case
for verificationwith UPPAAL andmodel transformation from embedded
state machines to process models.
For verification, the Java files of interest must be selected, e.g. all Java files
from one of the Greenfoot scenarios. Then an output file must be given,
e.g. /home/embeddedmodels/output.xml, and the UPPAAL button must
be selected. The output file can be opened with UPPAAL later on.
The model transformation takes the same Java files as input. In addi-
tion, the rule files and the control script must be selected from the folder
rules_designreovery (see above) according to the GGX Toolbox docu-
mentation. To start the transformation, the Run button must be selected.
A.3 Videos
The folder videos contains three screen casts illustrating the basic usage of
tools for embedded models with SyLaGen:
• StateMahine Editor.ogv: Parallel editing of the exploration state ma-
chine in source code and visual editor.
• StateMahine Monitoring.ogv: Monitoring of the exploration state ma-
chine while SyLaGen is executed.
• Proess Editor.ogv: Parallel editing of the exploration process model
in source code and visual editor.
3developed by Michael Striewe, http://www.s3.uni-due.de/researh/ggx-toolbox.html
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